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PART - A ( 5 x 4 = 20 Marks) 

Note : Answer any Five of the following questions in not exceeding 20 lines each 

- - 

1.  List some of the limitations of DSS. (Unit-I, Page No. 2, Q3) 

2.  What are the merits of SDLC approach. (Unit-II, Page No. 22, Q1) 

3.  List the steps involved in business system planning. (Unit-Ill, Page No. 44, Q10) 

4.  Distinguish between intranets and extranets. (Unit-IV, Page No. 67, Q4) 

5.  What are the objectives of system design? (Unit-V, Page No. 103, Q5) 

6.  What are the factors which affect the reliability of planning? (Unit-III, Page No. 42, Q2) 

7.  Write short notes on functions of management. (Unit-I, Page No. 3, Q7) 

8.  Discuss any one application of Artificial Intelligence. (Unit-IV, Page No. 67, Q6) 

PART - B ( 5 x 12 = 60 IVIarks ) 

Note: Answer the following questions in not exceeding four pages each. 

9. (a)  Discuss about Information Resource Management (IRM). (Unit-I, Page No. 8, Q17) 

OR 

(b) Discuss in brief about managerial view of IS. (Unit-I, Page No. 11, Q20) 

10. (a)  Discuss the evolution of information systems. (Unit-II, Page No. 28, Q16) 

OR 

(b) List and discuss the categories of feasibility of proposed system. (Unit-II, Page No. 35, Q22) 

11. (a) What is meant by organizational planning? Explain about the process of 
setting goals and objectives. (Unit-III, Page No. 45, Q11) 

OR 

(b) Describe the three levels of information requirements.  (Unit-Ill, Page No. 54, Q24) 
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MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM 

12. (a) Explain briefly the strategic information system and its characteristics. 

OR 

(b) What is a human resource information system? What are the typical 
components of a human resource information system? 

13. (a) Write in detail about the future trends in CRM. 

OR 

(b) What is meant by prototyping? Discuss in detail the prototyping model.  

(Unit-IV, Page No. 95, Q33) 

(Unit-IV, Page No. 88, Q27) 

(Unit-V, Page No. 113, Q20) 

(Unit-V, Page No. 119, Q28) 

• 
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MODEL QUESTION PAPERS WITH SOLUTIONS MP.3 

MODEL 
PAPER  

FACULTY OF COMMERCE 

B.Com. (CBCS) I-Year II-Semester Examination 

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM 
( Only for Computers) 

Time: 3 Hours Max. Marks: 80 

PART - A ( 5 x 4 = 20 Marks) 

Note : Answer any Five of the following questions in not exceeding 20 lines each. 

1.  Explain in brief about decisional role of management. (Unit-I, Page No. 4, Q10) 

2.  Write short notes on technical and operational feasibility. (Unit-II, Page No. 22, Q3) 

3.  Write about Avoidance of uncertainty with respect to nature of control in 
organizations. (Unit-III, Page No. 43, Q6) 

4.  Write a note on Business Process Reengineering. (Unit-IV, Page No. 68, Q9) 

5.  Discuss any two modules of EPR. (Unit-V, Page No.102, Q1) 

6.  Discuss in brief about EIS. (Unit-II, Page No. 23, Q8) 

7.  Write a brief note on data dictionary. (Unit-V, Page No. 103, Q4) 

8.  Define Intelligence. (Unit-IV, Page No. 67, Q5) 

PART - B ( 5 x 12 = 60 Marks) 

Note: Answer the following questions in not exceeding four pages each. 

9. (a) Define MIS. Why it is important? How the concept of MIS is evolved? 

OR 

(b) Explain end user computing in context with MIS. 

10. (a) Discuss the stages in the development of information systems. 

OR 

(b) Discuss how the system approach can be used in problem solving. 

11. (a) What do you understand by ends/means analysis? 

OR 

(b) Explain the procedure for business system planning. 
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(Unit-I, Page No. 8, Q18) 

(Unit-II, Page No. 34. Q21) 
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MP.4 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM 
12. (a)  Explain electric commerce consumer applications and organization 

applications. 

	

	 (Unit-IV, Page No. 78, Q19) 

OR 

(b) Explain in detail how extranet has made a tremendous impact on the 
functionality of a business. (Unit-IV, Page No. 85, Q23) 

13. (a)  Explain in detail about cost benefit analysis. 

	

	 (Unit-V, Page No. 122, Q31) 

OR 

(b) Write short notes on Procurement Management Systems. (Unit-V, Page No. 113, Q21) 
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The structure of MIS involves physical components, processing applications of IS, decision support, activity levels 

of management and organizational functions. 
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UNIT 
1 AN OVERVIEW OF MANAGEMENT 

INFORMATION SYSTEMS (MIS) 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After studying this unit, one would have thorough knowledge about the following key concepts, 

+ Concept and definition of MIS 

+ Data processing in MIS 

+ Decision Support Systems (DSS).  

+ Information Resource Management (IRM) 

+ End-user computing 

+ Structure of MIS 

+ Managerial view of Information System 

+ Functions and Roles of Management 

+ Various levels of Management. 

C INTRODUCTION 

Management is the planning, organizing, coordinating and controlling of technical, financial security and accounting 

activities. It involves various functions like planning, organizing, staffing, directing etc. However the roles of 

management are categorized into interpersonal, informational and decisional roles. All these are performed at various 

levels of management which are top-level, middle-level and lower level. The top level includes board of directors, 

chairman, CEO etc., the middle level includes managers and the lower level includes supervisors, workers etc. 

Management information system is a well planned and equipped method for collecting, processing and validating 

the information in order to help decision makers to take appropriate decisions. The processing of data to generate 

required output is referred to as data processing. MIS uses different types of systems for carrying out different 

functions including Decision Support Systems and Information Resource Management. DSS is an interactive 

computer-based system that assists decision makers of an organization to efficiently utilize the data and model for 

solving unstructured problems. IRM aims at managing the information efficiently. 
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Ql. What is need of MIS? 
Answer : 

MIS is needed because of the following reasons, 

❖ It assists managers in taking right and timely decisions quickly so as to achieve competitive advantages. 

It minimizes the burden of a manager to process huge data which usually helps in taking correct decisions and prevent 
losses to the organization. Hence, MIS is also referred to as the "nerve centre of an organization". 

+ It not only helps decision makers at different levels of decisions making by giving useful information, but also helps in 
accomplishing the predetermined goals and objectives of an organization. 

❖ It has now become a major functional area of an organization as it has three very important roles, 

(i) It aids an organization in its business proceedings and applications. 

(ii) It assists the managers in rational decision making. 

(iii) It helps an organization with its strategies to give tough competition. 

d• MIS is inescapable regardless of, 

(i) Functional area 

(ii) Organization size 

(iii) Responsibility level. 

Q2. Write a brief note on DSS. 
Answer 

DSS is an interactive computer-based system that assists the decision makers of an organization, to efficiently utilize 
the data and model for solving unstructured problems. This makes the decision making activities to get enhanced. It helps the 
managers in examining the long range effects of newer organizations so that, they can easily depict the future problems. This 
system supports decision making by, 

❖ Automating certain decision procedures 

❖ Providing information regarding different decision processes 

❖ Stimulating innovation in decision making process. 

DSScan be considered as a component of MIS. It has the capability of handling all the decisions associated with the 
information system. Some of the examples of such decisions include launching a product, designing (or) altering a product, 
implementing a particular criteria  etc. 

Q3. List some of the limitations of DSS;  
Answer : Model Paper-I, Q1 

The limitations of decision support systems are, 

1. It does not have sophisticated languages and command interfaces which are capable of processing user directives and 
inquiries using natural language. 

2. It may overemphasize decision processes and decision making. 

3. It can be implemented only on those computer systems on which its design is being executed. 

4. It is applicable only to a limited number of applications, due to which the generalizability of making various decisions is 
prevented. 

5. It is inappropriately used by managers, when DSS is used in almost all levels of organizations. 

6. It may sometimes reduce the skills required for decision making. 

7. It may sometimes provide massive volumes of information to the people, thereby overloading information while making 
decisions. 

8. It reduces the status of managers, thereby leading to a difficulty of implementing DSS in organizations. 

9. It cannot be designed in a way that includes all the human talents such as creating, intuitions and imaginations required 
in making decisions. 
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Systems (MIS) 3 
1. Structured Decision 

A structured decision is one for which there exists well-
defined decision making procedures to find out the best 
possible solution. In a structured problem, all phases 
(that is intelligence, design and choice) of a decision-
making process are structured. This means that inputs, 
outputs and internal procedures for these phases can be 
specified. The objectives are clearly defined irrespective 
of whether the problem involves choosing optimal 
investment strategy or finding an appropriate inventory 
level. These structured decision provides solutions to 
common, routine and repetitive problems. 

2. Unstructured Decision 
An unstructured decision is one for which none of the 
decision phases is structured. It is not possible to specify 
inputs, outputs or internal procedures for all the decision 
phases. This is because the decision is new and the 
decision maker have no idea about it. 

There are different ways in which a computer can help 
the knowledge workers, to take such decisions. The ways 
provided by computer imposes a lot of processing work 
on the workers of unstructured decisions. 

Q7. Write short notes on functions of management. 
Answer : Model Paper-I, 07 

UNIT-1 : An Overview of Management Information 
Q4. What are the five major dimensions of IRM? 
Answer : 

A typical IRM has five major dimensions. They are, 
1. Strategic Management 

Strategic management is a channel of decisions and 
actions which helps in developing an effective strategy or 
strategies for attaining corporate objectives. The second 
generation planning is• often referred as the way through which 
the strategists decides the objectives and make corporate 
decisions. These decision leads to some unified, comprehensive 
and integrated plans which interlinks the strategic advantages 
of a firm with the challenges of its environment. 
2. Operational Management 

It decides the tactical plans and strategic plans to be 
executed at operational level. It also checks each level to verify 
that it is implemented as per the plan. 
3. Resource Management 

The resources like equipment and human resources 
need to .be managed effectiyely. In order to have effective 
management of equipment resources on line records of 
equipment location and status must be recorded and appropriate 
accounting methods must be followed in regard of operating 
costs and maintenance costs. ERP facilitates Total Quality 
Management (TQM) by providing quality planning i.e., needed 
for ISO 9000 certification. 
4. Technology Management 

Technology management is defined as the capability 
of a firm, group or organization to master management of 
the technological factors that involve storage, processing and 
communication. It aims at improving economic, social and 
cultural environment. 
5. Distributed Management 

As the information is getting distributed over different 
branches of an organization, it is the responsibility of managers 
to handle these distributed resources  efficiently. 
Q5. List the demerits of end-user computing. 
Answer : 

The demerits of end-user computing are as follows, 
Since users have control over their own applications, 
there is a possibility that applications might contain lots 
of errors and hence testing may not be done properly. 
Another drawback of end-user computing is duplication 
and wastage of systems. When designing applications 
on you own, there is a chance that systems might not 
properly built in the first attempt. Thus, users may need 
to redesign the systems. 
User developed applications are not highly efficient and 
compatible. 
Building your own systems incurs lots of cost and are 
insecure. 

Z45.  Discuss the different types of decisions. 
Answer : 

The following are different types of decisions are, 
1. Structured decision 

2. Unstructured decision 

Management is considered as a process and identification 
of the basic functions is necessary. These basic functions describe 
the job of management The basic functions of management are, 

1. Planning 
Planning is outlining what, how, where, when and by 
whom, a task is to be achieved. 

2 Organizing 
It involves identification of .activities required for 
the achievement of the objectives of the firm, and 
implementation of plans. 

3. Staffing 
It consists of various sub-functions like manpower 
planning, recruitment, selection, placement, induction 
and orientation, training and development of employees. 

4. Directing 
It involves guiding and supervising the subordinates in 
activities. 

5. Controlling 
It involves making the results tally with targets or 
achieving close respondence between plans and 
performance. 

6 Coordinating 
Coordinating means achieving team spirit and unity of 
action among the subordinates for achieving common 
business objectives. 

7 Decision Making 
It means selecting one alternative out of two or more 
alterative solutions. 
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Q8. State the differences between leadership and management. 
Answer : 

Features Leadership Management 
1.  Functions Leadership is concerned with the functions 

like communicating, motivating, encouraging 

and influencing the subordinates. 

Management is concerned with the functions 

like planning, organizing, directing and controlling 

the subordinates. 

2.  Achievement Leaders adopt a more personal and active Managers adopt impersonal or passive attitude 

of Goals attitude towards accomplishment of goals. towards the accomplishment of goals. 

3.  Building Leaders take an initiative and have more Managers maintain low level of emotional 

Relationships empathy towards the subordinates. involvement with their subordinates. 

4.  Vision The most important function of a leader 

is to formulate a vision for directing the 

organization. 

The most important function of a manager is to 

implement or execute the vision. 

4 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM 

Q9. What are functions of manager and supervisor? 
Answer : 
Functions of Manager 

(i) Performing various functions so that top level management gets enough time for integrating overall functions of the 
organizations. 

(ii) Providing cooperation among different levels of management. 

(iii) Training employees for better functioning. 

(iv) Contributing towards functions of other departments for achieving organizational goals. 

Functions of Supervisor 
(a) Planning the activities, classifying and assigning jobs to workers. 

(b) Guiding workers about work procedures. 

(c) Solving problems of workers related to their jobs. 

(d) Providing feedback to management about the nature of work environment. 

(e) Maintaining discipline among workers. 

Q10. Explain in brief about decisional role of management. 
Answer : Model Paper-II, Q1 

Decisional Roles 
Managers perform four decisional roles, entrepreneurial role, disturbance handler role, resource allocator role and negotiator 

Entrepreneurial Role 
Entrepreneurship is the most important role,  performed by managers..In this role, they keep creating new ideas. The chief 
executive may keep track of some projects of which some may be related to organizational changes and others may involve 
new products or identification of new markets. 

(ii)  Disturbance Handler Role 
Managers are responsible for handling any disputes in the organization. They must handle the situation and let the company 
run smoothly. The disputes may be due to external or internal reasons. Such as order cancellation by a valuable customer, 
strike by union leaders, or contract default by a supplier. 

Resource Allocator Role 
Managers must efficiently allocate financial and human resources. They must decide the amount of time and money to be 
spent on recruiting and training new employees, on an advertising program and so on. Moreover, they must also decide 
which projects can be supported by the organization. 

(iv)  Negotiator Role 

Managers are negotiators of the organization. This role involves bargaining with manufacturers, customers shipping 
companies and equipment manufacturers. 
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PART-B 

ESSAY QUESTIONS WITH SOLUTIONS 

1.1  CONCEPT AND DEFINITION OF MIS 
Q11. Define MIS. Why it is important? How the concept of MIS is evolved? 
Answer : Model Paper-II, Q9(a) 

MIS 
Management information systems is a well planned and equipped method for collecting, processing and validating the 

information in order to help decision makers to take the right decisions. 
It can be defined as a system that involve people, machines, procedures, databases and data models as its elements. The 

system collects data from various sources of an organization, perform processing and then forwards the information to managers 
The manager utilizes these information to make decision. 
Importance of MIS 

MIS is important because of the following reasons, 
❖ It assists managers in taking right and timely decisions quickly so as to achieve competitive advantages. 
❖ It minimizes the burden of a manager to process huge data which usually helps in taking correct decisions and prevent 

losses to the organization. Hence, MIS is also referred to as the "nerve centre of an organization". 
❖ It not only helps decision makers at different levels of decisions making by giving useful, information, but also helps in 

accomplishing the predetermined goals and objectives of an organization. 
❖ It has now become a major functional area of an organization as it has three very important roles, 

(i) It aids an organization in its,  business proceedings and applications. 
(ii) It assists the managers in rational decision making. 
(iii) It helps an organization with its strategies to give tough competition. 

❖ MIS is inescapable regardless of, 
(i) Functional area 
(ii) Organization size 

• (iii) Responsibility level. 
MIS as an Evolving Concepts 

With the introduction of MIS, many suggestions were made regarding its improvements. Most of these suggestions were 
related to the development of a single system that is capable of integrating or combining all the functions of the organization 
others suggested to focus on designing computer-based information system which is capable of carrying carrying out strategic 
planning, management planning and decision making. This helps in making a judgmentally weak process stronger. 

Earlier, it was revealed that developing a single integrated system is very difficult. For now it can be developed and 
used as desired while considering the overall plans, standards and procedures. However, instead of developing a single system, 
organizations prefer to develop multiple inter-related information systems that fulfill different requirements of the organization. 

The concept of MIS is closely related to the concepts of information systems and data prOcessing. Some additional concepts 
include Decision Support Systems (DSS) and Information Resource Management (IRM).   
Q12. List the advantages and limitations of MIS. 
Answer 
Advantages of MIS 
1. It assists managers in taking right and timely decisions quickly so as to protect their businesses from rival organizations 

from being overtaken. 
2. It lessens the burden of a manager to process huge data which usually leads him to take correct decisions and prevent 

losses to the organization. Hence, MIS is also referred to as the "nerve centre of an organization". 
3. • It not only helps decision makers at different levels of decisions making by giving useful information, but also aids in 

accomplishing the predetermined goals and objectives of an organization. 
4. It has now become a major functional area of an organization as it has three very important roles, 

(i) It aids an organization in its business proceedings and applications. 
(ii) It assists the managers in rational decision making. 
(iii) It helps an organization with its strategies to give tough competition. 
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5. MIS is inescapable regardless of, 
(i) Functional area 
(ii) Organization size 
(iii) Responsibility level. 

Limitations of MIS 
Beside advantages, MIS has some limitations which are 

as follows, 
1. If MIS is not designed properly then, it is not useful for 

management. 
2. It is of no use, if user does not have adequate knowledge 

of utilizing information available from MIS. 
3. If the basic data provided in MIS is obsolete and outdated 

then, MIS is of no use. 

1.2 MIS VS DATA PROCESSING  
Q13. Discuss about data processing, in MIS. 
Answer : 
Data Processing in MIS 

Data processing in MIS refers to the processing of 
collected data so as to generate the required information 
or output. It involves occurrence of various events such as 
classifications, sorting, summarizing, calculations etc. The 
processing of information in MIS can be done on a wide range 
of functions and management processes along with transaction 
processing which is included as a function. 

Data processing also facilitates its users to perform 
various file maintenance operations apart from transactions 
at management level. Typically, a transaction is referred to an 
activity that carryout buying/selling of a product. Before the 
involvement of computers, all these transactions were carried 
out either a manually or with use of simple machines. 

An ordinary data processing system that is provided 
with some additional features like a simple database, a couple 
of decision models etc., can be considered as an MIS depending 
on the degree of involvement. This is because MIS is a concept 
and orientation towards the design movement/improvement 
of information system. Therefore, it is necessary to consider 
the extent upto which the information system can adopt the 
functions of the organization. 

The difference that makes MIS more powerful than 
routine data processing is the analysis, planning and decision 
making capabilities of MIS. With improved decision making, an 
MIS based organization can achieve effectiveness with respect 
to resource utilization. 

1.3 MIS AND DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
Q14. Write short notes on DSS. 
Answer : 
Decision Support Systems (DSS) 

DSS is an interactive computer-based system that assists 
the decision makers of an organization, to efficiently utilize 
the data and model for solving unstructured problems. This 
makes the decision making activities to get enhanced. It helps 
the managers in examining the long range effects of newer 
organizations so that, they can easily depict the future problems. 
This system supports decision making by, 

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM 
❖ Automating certain decision procedures 
❖ Providing information regarding different decision 

processes 
❖ Stimulating innovation in decision making process. 
DSS can be considered as a component of MIS. It has 

the capability of handling all the decisions associated with the 
information system. Some of the examples of such decisions 
include lauching a product, designing (or) altering a product, 
implementing a particular criteria etc. 
Characteristics of DSS 

The following are the seven major characteristics of 
DSS, 
1. DSS Provides a Support to the Semistructured 

or Unstructured Decisions 
When a decision is not completely structured, the 
computer cannot be fully programmed to make a 
decision along with the user's satisfaction. Hence, 
in such situations, DSS uses human judgement and 
computerised information so as to make semistructured/ 
unstructured decisions. 

2. DSS Provides Support to the Decision Making 
Process 
For the success of an organization, the following 
decisions are to be made, 
(i) The products that must be manufactured 

(ii) The services that must be provided 
(iii) The way of advertising and selling the products 
(iv) The way of increasing the capital 
(v) The persons that must be involved in every task. 
Thus, DSS is used to make such type of decisions, which 
are very important to an organization. 

3. DSS are Integrated with some Sort of Database 
Every decision in an organization is made based on the 
information that is provided by a database. The database 
typically refers to a large repository, where massive 
volumes of data are stored. Such data is processed and 
thus interpreted as information to the organizations. 

4. DSS are Integrated with Certain Models 
A Model refers to a structural representation of system 
which possibly helps in making decisions. Such a model, 
is very useful and provides a Significant impact to an 
organization. 

5 DSS Provide Support to the Managers 
A Manager refers to a person who receive results from 
the DSS users. Typically, DSS users can be any of the 
following, 

(i) Knowledge Workers 
These are the users that include non-management 
members like travel agents, urban planners, stock 
brokers, college admission officers, etc. 

(ii) Decision Makers 
These are the users who make decisions in the areas 
like business, non-profit sector, government, etc. 
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6. DSS Provides Support to the Approaches of Information System 
The approaches/rnechanisms applied to an information system, can also be applied to the DSS. Thus, DSS is considered 
as similar to the information system. 

7. DSS Provide Support to the People 
DSS does not explicitly make the decisions. Instead, it supports the humans in making decisions regarding a problem context. 

Q15. What are the benefits and limitations of decision support systems? 
Answer 
Benefits of Decision Support Systems 
1. It minimizes the time for making decisions. 
2. It improves the productivity of employees. 
3. It provides a timely information for making decisions. 

4. It generates efficient decision results because, information is quickly transferred and analyzed in a better way. 

5. It enhances the interpersonal communication among the management and employees, as well as the employees themselves. 
6. It provides better support to the organizations, compared to the organizations that do not use DSS. 

7. It enhances learning feature which allows the managers to learn new concepts and develop a mutual understanding between 
the business and decision-making environment. 

8. It provides a better control over the organization. In other words, it provides a better understanding of business operations 
to the managers. This is because of the business transaction data, which is easily obtained by the DSS to perform adhoc 
quering and monitoring the performance of employees. 

9. It increases the satisfaction levels of decision makers by providing new technologies. Thus, frustrations among the decision 
makers is avoided and their satisfaction and a thought of using superior/efficient information are developed. 

10. It provides quick decision making results to an organization. 
1 1 . It consumes very less cost while making decisions. 
Limitations of Decision Support Systems 
1. It does not have sophisticated languages and command interfaces which are capable of processing user directives and 

inquiries using natural language. 
It may overemphasize decision processes and decision making. 

3. It can be implemented only on those computer systems on which its design is being executed. 

. WI% applidok onky to gunnednutabet of appitczknons , duet° wInchthe %enetaliz4bility of makinpatious decisions is ptevented. 

S Xtis'xn.awtovitattkl vsekby maivapN NAztiM ‘ts \AaitN'a\uto%\. zmtNit\% OT,I111,ti‘011% 
6. It may sometimes reduce the skills required for decision making. . 
7 . It may sometimes provide massive volumes of information to the people, thereby overloading information while making decisions. 

It reduces the status of managers, thereby leading, to a difficulty of implementing DSS in organizations. 
9. It cannot be designed in a way that includes all the human talents such as creating, intuitions and imaginations required 

in making decisions. 

Q16. Tabulate the differences between MIS and DSS. 

Answer 
The following are the differences between MIS and DSS. 

Point of difference MIS DSS 

1 Focus 
On structured tasks 

• and routine decisions 
On semi structured tasks and 
requires managerial judgement 

2 Emphasis On data storage. On data manipulation 

3 Data access Indirect access by managers Direct access by managers 

4 Reliance On computer experts On managers own judgement 

5 Access to data 
Possibly requiring a wait 
for managers turn and data 

Direct access to computers 

6 
Understanding the 
matured dedision 

Possibly requiring a wait 
for managers turn and data 

Direct access to computers 

7 Emphasis On efficiency On effectiveness 
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1.4 MIS AND INFORMATION RESOURCES 
MANAGEMENT   

Q17. Discuss about Information Resource 
Management (IRM). 

Answer : Model Paper-I, Q9(a) 

Information Resource Management (IRM) 

Information Resource Management (IRM) aims, at 
managing the information efficiently. The key concepts of 
IRM are the information, the usage and also the availability of 
information. Information in this concept is treated as a resource 
of the organization rather than as a by-product of transaction 
processing. 

IRM is responsible for organizing and also integrating 
the various elements of information system. It manages 
both the elements as well as the information in a systematic 
manner. Information is handled in the system itself. It relates 
with other resources in the aspects such as costs, return on 
investment, opportunity cost etc. But it differs in the aspects 
such as reusability, marginal cost and tangibility. Organizations 
maintains an information centre for the sake of IRM. The 
various information resources are business data processing, 
data management, end-user computing, information centre 
management, information system development, networking, 
office automation and word processing. All these activities are 
organized and integrated by IRM. 

Dimensions of IRM 

A typical IRM has five major dimensions. They are, 

1. Strategic Management 

Strategic management is a channel of decisions and 
actions which helps in developing an effective strategy 
or strategies for attaining corporate objectives. The 
second generation planning is often referred as the way 
through which the strategists decides the objectives 
and make corporate decisions. These decision leads 
to some unified, comprehensive and integrated plans 
which interlinks the strategic advantages of a firm with 
the challenges of its environment. 

2. Operational Management 

It decides the tactical plans and strategic plans to be 
executed at operational level. It also checks each level to 
verify that it is implemented as per the plan. 

3 Resource Management 

The resources like equipment and human resources need 
to be managed effectively. In order to have, effective 
management of equipment resources on line records 
of equipment location and status must be recorded and 
appropriate accounting methods must be followed in regard 
of operating costs and maintenance costs. ERP facilitates 
Total Quality Management (TQM) by providing quality 
planning i e , needed for ISO 9000 certification. • 

4 Technology Management 
Technology management is defined as the capability of a 
firm, group or organization to master management of the 
technologiCal factors that involve storage, processing and 
communication. It aims at improving economic, social 
and cultural environment. 

5. Distributed Management 
As the information is getting distributed over different 
branches of an organization, it is the responsibility of 
managers to handle these distributed resources efficiently. 

1.5 END USER COMPUTING 
Q18. Explain end user computing in context with MIS. 
Answer : Model Paper-II, Q9(b) 

End User Computing (EUC) is a group of computing 
approaches that aims at better integrating of end users into the 
computing environment. It can also be considered as an attempt 
to realize the potential for high-end computing to perform in a 
trustworthy manner for problem solving of the highest order. 

The EUC ranges section describes two types of 
approaches' that are at different ends of a spectrum. A simple 
example of these two extremes can be described in the SQL 
context. 

The first approach would have canned queries and 
reports where most of them are invoked with buttons and/or 
simple commands In this approach, a computing group would 
keep these canned routines updated with use of the normal 
development/maintenance methods. 

For the second approach, SQL administration would 
allow end-user involvement at several levels including 
administration itself. Users would also define queries though 
the supporting mechanism may be constrained in order to 
reduce the likelihood of run-away conditions that would have 
negative influence on other users. This can be seen in some 
business intelligence methods which build SQL, including 
new databases, on the fly. Rules might help degrading effects 
that can occur with the open-ended environment. The process 
would expect and accommodate the possibility of long run 
times, inconclusive results and so on. These types of unknowns 
are undecidable 'before the fact' and the need to do 'after the 
fact'. Evaluation of results is a prime factor of many higher-
order computational situations but it cannot be tolerated by an 
end user in the normal production mode. 

Between these two extreme views of EUC, there are 
many combinations. Some of the factors contributing to the need 
for further EUC research are knowledge processing, pervasive 
computing, issues of ontology, interactive visualization and 
analysis, coupling schemes etc. 

MIS cannot be defined efficiently without the 
involvement of computers. This is because its functionality  
largely depends on the software and hardware capabilities of 
computing. When the computing capabilities are developed with 
respect to end users, MIS can be designed in a highly flexible 
and efficient way. • 
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The growth rate of end-user computing has been increasing every year. In fact, most of the MIS-based organizations are 

providing user or PC support services to the end-users to facilitate user-computing. 

Rockart and Flannery have studied 200 groups of end-users that vary based on the level of experience. Out of these, 
researchers have identified six user groups. They are, 

❖ Non-programming End-users 
These are novice users, i.e., they do not design systems. They just implement the systems developed by others. 

+ Command-level End-users 
This group of users are slightly sophisticated compared to the previous group. Command-level end-users design applications 
by using high-level commands, performing enquiries and calculations. 

+ End-user Programmers 
End-user programmers are the most sophisticated users or developers. They not only develop their own applications, but 
also use them to solve various problems. 

+ Functional Support Personal 
This group of sophisticated programmers build applications to help users within their functional area. 

+ End-user Computing Support Personal 
These users provide centralised support to the end-users. 

❖ Data Processing Programmers 
These users design applications using user-level languages. 

From the sample of 200 users, the majority of them were found to be functional support personnel. 

Other than identification of 200 end-user groups, Rockart and Flannery have also studied the various end-user applications 
developed. The classification of the study of end-user applications is given below, 

Types of Systems Number of Systems Percentage (%) 

Operational systems 29 11 

Reporting systems 34 13 

Analysis systems 193 71 

Miscellaneous 15 5 

Total 271 100 
Table: End-user Applications 

From the above table, it can be observed that 271 end-user -applications were built out of which, most of them were 
designed for analysis purpose. 

Demerits 
1. Since users have control over their own applications, there is a possibility that applications might contain lots of errors 

and hence testing may not be done properly. 

2. Another drawback of end-user computing is duplication and wastage of systems. When designing applications on you 
own, there is a chance that systems might not properly built in the first attempt. Thus, users may need to redesign the 
systems. 

3. User developed applications are not highly efficient and compatible. 

Building your own systems incurs lots of cost and are insecure. 

1.6 MIS STRUCTURE 
Q19. How can the structure of MIS be understood? Discuss various approaches to understand its structure. 
knswer : 

The structure of MIS is not easy to understand since there is no proper framework accepted globally for depicting MIS. 
lbe utilities that help a user in understanding the structure of MIS include, 

1. Physical components 

2. Processing applications of information systems 

3. Decision support 

4. Various management activity levels 

5. Organizational functions. 
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1. Physical Components 
(i)  Software 

It refers to those program instructions that guide the 
functioning of hardware. It may be of two types, 

(a) System software 

(b) Application software. 

(ii)  Hardware 
It refers to all the equipments and devices required for 
data processing. Example: Monitor, keyboard, CPU, 
printer, drives, tapes, communication equipments. 

(iii)  Database 
It includes data stored in the form of files by means of 
application software. 

(iv)  Operations 
It refers to manuals and other such physical elements 
required to formally operate a system using standard 
procedures. 

(v)  Personnel 
It includes all the people who are involved in carrying 
out all operations of information system. Example: 
Computer programmers, system analysts, system 
managers, computer operations etc. 

(vi)  Input/Output 
It refers to various input and output operations like 
reports, printouts etc. 

2. Processing Applications of Information 
Systems 

(i) Processing of Transactions 
Transaction refers to an activity carried out in an 
organization. Example: Purchase/sale of product, 
Manufacturing of product. A transaction may take place 
internally or externally in an organization. 

(ii) Maintenance of Master Files and Records 
It indicates creation and maintenance of master files in 
an organization. A file which permanently stores past 
data of organizational entities is called as a master file. 

Example 
Data Employees Requisites are, 

processing salary 

(iii)  Reports Production 
Information systems are responsible for producing 
reports. There are two types of reports, 

(a) Scheduled reports: Produced regularly 

(b) Ad hoc reports: Produced on ad-hoc requests. 

(iv)  Enquiry Processing 
It refers to queries which are either in pre-defined format or 
ad-hoc format. These queries are answered and processed 
using MIS by means of utilizing the database. 

(v) Processing Interactive Support Applications 
In this a user not only asks questions but also requests 
for data for an optimum solution. 

Decision Support 

There are two types of decisions, 

(i) Structured Decision 

A structured decision is one for which there exists well-
defined decision making procedures to find out the best 
possible solution. In a structured problem, all phases 
(that is intelligence, design and choice) of a decision-
making process are structured. This means that inputs, 
outputs and internal procedures for these phases can be 
specified. The objectives are clearly defined irrespective 
of whether the problem involves choosing optimal 
investment strategy or finding an appropriate inventory 
level. These structured decision provides solutions to 
common, routine and repetitive problems. 

(ii) Unstructured Decision 

An unstructured decision is one for which none of the 
decision phases is structured. It is not possible to specify 
inputs, outputs or internal procedures for all the decision 
phases. This is because the decision is new and the 
decision maker have no idea about it. 

There are different ways in which a computer can help 
the knowledge workers, to take such decisions. The ways 
provided by computer imposes a lot of processing work 
on the workers of unstructured decisions. 

4. Management Activity Levels 

(i) Strategic Planning 

It involves long term considerations. The decisions are 
taken based upon choice of business, market strateg. 
product mix, etc. 

(ii) Management Control 

It indicates acquiring and organizing resources, work 
structure, personnel training. 

(iii) Operational Control 

It refers to short-term decisions for current operations.  

Example 

Inventory, pricing, production levels etc. 

5. Organizational Functions 

There are no standard functions which can be classifeL 
as organizational functions. However, few of these functi:,a, 
include, 

(i) Production 

(ii) Sales and marketing 

(iii) Finance and accounting 

(iv) Materials 

(v) Personnel. 

All functions require MIS to integrate and utilize 
for proper management. 

(i) Basic pay 
(ii) Allowances 
(iii) Deductions 
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2. Informational Role 

Managers access the information from internal staff members and external sources. They share information mainly through mails. 

(i) Monitor Role 

Managers are responsible for monitoring the environment for information. 

(ii) Disseminator Role 

Managers are disseminators or propagators of information. They may pass information to their subordinates and to their 
peers. 

(iii) Spokesperson Role 

Managers also act as spokespersons of the organization. That is, they are responsible for providing information to external 
communities such as government officials, press suppliers and lobbying organizations. 

Decisional Roles 

Managers perform four decisional roles, entrepreneurial role, disturbance handler role, resource allocator role and negotiator role. 

(I) 
	

Entrepreneurial Role 

Entrepreneurship is the most important role performed by managers. In this role, they keep creating new ideas. The chief 
executive may keep track of some projects of which some may be related to organizational changes and others may involve 
new products or identification of new markets. 

(ii) Disturbance Handler Role 

Managers are responsible for handling any disputes in the organization. They must handle the situation and let the company 
run smoothly. The disputes may be due to external or internal reasons. Such as order cancellation by a valuable customer, 
strike by union leaders, or contract default by a supplier. 

(iii) Resource Allocator Role 

Managers must efficiently allocate financial and human resources. They must decide the amount of time and money to be 
spent on recruiting and training new employees, on an advertising program and so on. Moreover, they must also decide 
which projects can be• supported by the organization: 

(iv) Negotiator Role 

Managers are negotiators of the organization. This role involves bargaining with manufacturers, customers shipping 
companies, and equipment manufacturers. 

Q24. Explain t importance of management. List out the various challenges to management. 

Answer : 

Importance of Management 

Management is must for every enterprise. An effective management ensures proper functioning and running of an enterprise 
Management can plan the activities to achieve the objectives and utilise the available resources at minimum cost. 

1. Management faces the challenge of frequent changes. 

2. It ensures accomplishment of group goals. 

3. It ensures effective utilisation of resource. 

4. It ensures effective functioning of business. 

5. It helps in resource development. 

6. It lays down the foundation for sound organization structure. 

7. Management directs the organization. 

8. It integrates interests of all persons to achieve organization goals. 

9. It ensures stability. 

10. It encourages innovation. 
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Challenges to Management 

Managers may face many challenges while doing their jobs. Some of the major challenges include, 

1. The changing values and changing life styles. 

2. Plenty of opportunities arising from privatisation, globalization and liberalisation. 

3. Latest technology. 

4. Environmental pollution. 

5. Problems in the basic infrastructure. 

6. Lack of financial and non-financial resources etc. 

1.10 LEVELS OF MANAGEMENT 
Q25. Describe the various levels of management with their functions. 

Answer : 

There are three broad levels of management as given below, 

1. Top level management 

2. Middle level management 

3. Lower level management. 

These are often termed as the management pyramid as shown below, 

Chief Top Management 
Executive 

Departmental Middle Management 
Heads 

Supervisors Lower Management 

Figure: Levels of Management 

Thus, the people of an organization are arranged in a hierarchy and they have a superior subordinate, except the person 

at the topmost position who is superior alone and the person at the lower level who is subordinate alone. 

1. Top Level Management 

Top management of an organization consists of Board of Directors, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer. Top management 

integrates the functions of the whole organization. 

(i) Functions of Board of Directors 

(a) Acting as trustees for the company's properties. 

(b) Determining basic objectives and policies. 

(c) Selecting top executives and determining overall organization structure. 

(d) Approving budgets and appropriation of corporate earnings. 

(e) Checking and controlling top level managers. 

(f) Performing legal functions covered under Companies Act. 
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(ii) Functions of Chief Executive 

(a) Formulating long-term plans and making strategic decisions. 

(b) Providing guidance and directions to various functionalities in the organization. 

(c) Integrating the efforts made by various departmental heads. 

(d) Performing staffing functions like appointing senior personnel, fixing pay structure etc. 

(e) Ensuring that actual work is proceeding according to plans. 

(f) Integrating organization with the external environment to maintain relations with various agencies in the society. 

2. Middle Level Management 

Middle management stands between top management and supervisory or lower management level. 

Functions of Manager 

(i) Performing various functions so that top level management gets enough time for integrating overall functions of the 
organizations. 

(ii) Providing cooperation among different levels of management. 

(iii) Training employees for better functioning. 

(iv) Contributing towards functions of other departments for achieving organizational goals. 

3 Lower Level Management 

Lower management is concerned with efficiency in using resources of the organization. 

A supervisor supervises the activities of workers directly in this level of management. 

Functions of Supervisor 

(a) Planning the activities, classifying and assigning jobs to workers. 

(b) Guiding workers about work procedures. 

(c) Solving problems of workers related to their jobs. 

(d) Providing feedback to management about the nature of work environment. 

(e) Maintaining discipline among workers. 
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INTERNAL ASSESSMENT 

OBJECTIVE TYPE 
I. 	Multiple Choice 

1. is not a characteristic of MIS. 

(a) Future directed 

(b) Fully automated 

(c) Information integration 

(d) Management oriented 

2. is indirectly accessed by, managers. 

(a) MIS 

(b) DSS 

(c) ESS 

(d) All of the above 

3. is not a feature of DSS. 

(a) Improved productivity of employees 

(b) Better support to organization 

(c) Enhances learning feature 

(d) It includes most of the human talents 

4. is a dimension of IRM. 

(a) Operational management 

(b) Strategic management 

(c) Resource management 

(d) All of the above 

5,   is not among the six end user groups identified by researchers. 

(a) Non-programming 

(b) Command level 

(c) Testers 

(d) Functional support personnel 

6. is not a physical component of MIS. 

(a) Operations 

(b) Network 

(c) Database 

(d) Input/output 
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7. decisions are related to the usage of resources in an organization. 

(a) Management control 

(b) Strategic control 

(c) Operational control 

(d)• None of the above 

8. decisions carry both structured and unstructured elements. 

(a) Management control 

(b) Strategic control 

(c) Semistructured 

(d) Operational control 

9. Changing values and changing life styles are the challenges of  

(a) Information systems 

(b) Business 

(c) Management 

(d) All of the above 

10. is an organizational function. 

(a) Production 

(b) Marketing 

(c) Finance 

(d) All of the above 

H. Fill in the Blanks 

1. 	is the process of designing and maintaining an environment in which individuals working together in 

groups and accomplish certain predefined aims. 

2. Selecting best alternative from a set of available alternatives is called a 	 

3. 	decisions deals with strategies generated by decision maker for developing objectives and allocating 

resources to accomplish these objectives. 

4. 	systems are input-output oriented information systems that are concerned about automatic generation 

of information instead of using it. 

5. 	refers to the processing of collected data to generate required information or output. 

6. Information, its usage and its availability are the key concepts of 	 

7. The tactical and strategic plans to be executed at operational level is decided by 	 

8. The software as MIS component can be either a or  

9. 	refers to a large repository where massive volumes of data is stored. 

10. IRM stands for 
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K E Y 

I. Multiple Choice 

1. (b) 2. (a) 3. (d) 4. (d) 5. (c) 

6. (b) 7. (a) 8. (c) 9. (c) 10. (d) 

II. Fill in the Blanks 

1. Management 

2. Decision 

3. Strategic planning 

4. Office Automation 

5. Data processing 

6. Information Resource Management 

7. Operational management 

8. System software, Application software 

9. Database 

10. Information Resource Management. 
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III.  Very Short Questions and Answers 

Ql. Define MIS. 

Answer : 

 

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM 

   

   

It can be defined as a system that involve people, machines, procedures, databases and data models as its elements. The 

system collects data from various sources of an organization, perform processing and then forwards the information to manager. 

The manager utilizes these information to make decision. 

Q2. What is meant by distributed management? 

Answer : 

As the information is getting distributed over different branches of an organization, it is the responsibility of managers to 

handle these distributed resources efficiently. 

Q3. Define operational and management control. 

Answer : 

Operational Control 

It refers to short-term decisions for current operations. 

Management Control 

It indicates acquiring and organizing resources, work structure, personnel training. 

Q4. List the basic functions of management. 

Answer : 

The basic functions of management are, 

1. Planning 

2. Organising 

3. Staffing 

4. Directing 

5. Controlling 

6. Coordinating 

7. Decision making. 

Q5. What is information role of managers? 

Answer 

The informational role of managers is to access the information from internal staff members and external sources. They 

information usually through mails. 
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C LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

 

After studying this unit, one would have thorough knowledge about the following key concepts, 

• The concept of information system and its need 

• Major roles of IS in business 

• Components and resources of IS 

• Role of IS in solving business problems 

• Different types of IS 

• Effectiveness, efficiency and framework of IS 

• Sequence of development of IS. 

INTRODUCTION 

An information system is the system that takes data as input, processes it and generates the required output. The major 

components of an information system are hardware, software, database, network, people and procedures. Its quality 

can be computed using various attributes such as accuracy, relevancy, completeness etc., which are categorized into 

three dimensions. These dimensions are time dimension, content dimension and form dimension. Different types of 

information systems are categorized into operations support systems and management support systems. 

Information systems can also be used for problem solving purposes. The ideal method for solving problems of 

an organization is system approach. The development of information systems is a seven step process involving 

problem definition, feasibility study, system analysis, system design, detailed design, system implementation 

and maintenance. 
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Q1. What are the merits of SDLC approach. 
Answer : 

The merits of SDLC approach are as follows, 

❖ A high quality system is developed. 

❖ Requirements are identified and determined before the design begins. 

❖ It is a step by step process in a formal manner. 

❖ The approach maximizes the productivity level of the system staff. 

❖ It is capable of providing a strong management control over the system. 

❖ Checkpoints can be developed, using which errors can be detected easily. 

❖ It can be used for large and complex systems and projects. 

 

Model Paper-I, Q2 

 

Q2. Write about decision tables. 
Answer : 

Decision is one of the method to deal with various combination of things in order to produce different results. It can also 
be called as called-effect table. It states the complex business rules in a systematic way. These tables can be used in test design 
since they help the testers in exploring the effects of various inputs and states of the software. 

Q3. Write short notes on technical and operational feasibility. 
Answer : 
Technical Feasibility 

Technical feasibility helps in determining the reliability and capability of the hardware and software. This feasibility 
include the following questions. 

(a) Is there a necessary technology that can perform the required operations 

(b) Are the equipment that are being used technically capable of holding the data which is required for using the new system? 

(c) Is it possible to expand the system? 

(d) Does there exist any technical assurance on accuracy, reliability and security factors. 

Operational Feasibility 
Operational feasibility is the process of determining the willingness and ability of employees, managers customers 

in operating, using and supporting the proposed system. An ambiguous and complete specification of this system is done by 
gathering and analyzing all the requirements in the requirement phase. The requirements are analyzed by checking their feasibility, 
completeness and correctness. 

Apart from these aforementioned categories, there exist two more types of feasibility. 

(a) Legal feasibility 

(b) Schedule feasibility.   

Q4. Briefly describe the two classes of evaluation. 
Answer : 

The two classes of evaluation are, 

(a) Effectiveness 

(b) Efficiency. 

(a) Effectiveness 
This class measures the quality of output which is produced by the system. It is a process of performing appropriate action 

in suitable fashion inorder to get the desired output. If the quality of output and its method of production is effective then the 
information system is said to be effective. 

(b) Efficiency 
This class measures the number of resources needed for the output (i.e. the resources that are used to obtain the result). 

The effectiveness measures determine the goodness of output whereas efficiency measure depicts- the amount of resources needed 
for the output. 
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Input Resources 

Efficiency 

Effectiveness 

Figure: Relationship Between Efficiency and Effectiveness 

Q5. Write about the basic functions of IS. 
Answer : 

Most or all of the systems perform three basic functions. 
They are, input, process and output. 

1. Inputs 
Input refers to the collection of data, things, elements 
involved in the system that need to be processed to 
generate certain output. Examples of input can be data, 
energy, raw materials etc. All these inputs are arranged 
in a particular sequence to perform further processing. 

2. Process 
Process refers to the processing of input to generate 
output. For example, if a mathematical query is provided 
to the system as input, then calculation of that query is 
referred to as processing. 

3. Output 
Output is nothing but the result generated from the 
processing phase of the system. It is forwarded to the 
user or the desired destination. Example of output is an 
end product of the company. 

Q6. Write short notes on people resources. 
Answer : 
People Resources 

People are nothing but humans involved in the 
information system to carryout or handle various operations. 
There are two categories of people involved in information 
systems. They are, 

(i) 	IS Specialists 
The people who are responsible for creating, implementing, 
handling and operating the information system are 
referred to as IS specialist. Some of such specialist are 
programmers, operators, analysts etc. Each of these 
specialists carryout different set operations. For examples, 
a programmer is responsible for developing computer 
programs,analysts are responsible for creating/designing 
the system and operators are responsible for operating 
computer systems. 

(ii)  End-Users 

The individuals or people who are buyers or users of 
the product (or) information system generated by IS 
specialists are referred to as end-users. They act as 
clients. Examples include customers, accountants, 
engineers etc. 

Q7. List the attributes that comes under content 
dimension. 

Answer : 

Content Dimension 

The quality of information that is measured in terms 
of attributes of content/information is referred to as content 
dimension. The attributes that comes under this dimension are 
as follows, 

(i) Accuracy 

Information must be accurate and should not involve 
any errors. 

(ii) Relevant 

Information provided to the user must be related to the 
query or need of the user. 

(iii) Completeness 

It should fulfill all the requirement of the user. 

(iv) Conciseness 

It should not include irrelevant data. 

(v) Performance 

Performance of information considers evaluation of 
various activities, resources etc. 

Q8. Discuss in brief about EIS. 

Answer : Model Paper-II, Q6 

Executive information system provides summarized 
information to strategic-level managers so as to support 
the senior managers in making strategic decisions. This 
information system is basically designed to help the managers 
in accessing the information quickly and in the help provided 
by effective manner. In contrast to decision support-system, 
the help provided by executive information system doesn't use 
any analytical models for solving specific problems. The major 
objective of EIS is to help the senior manager in identifying 
the problems, opportunities as well as the trends that may have 
major impact on the performance and productivity level of the 
organization. The input to EIS is the data generated by other 
information systems like TPS, MIS etc. The characteristic 
features of EIS include, 

Menu-driven user friendly interfaces 

Interactive graphics 

Telecommunication links. 
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Q9. Explain the system design phase of SDLC. 

       

       

Answer : 

            

       

The specification generated in system analysis is supplied as input to system design phase. In this step, objectives associated 
with the proposed system are developed. These objectives relate to the business goals which are defined by considering profit, 
cost, service factors of information systems design project. If an organization is not capable of achieving these goals then it is 
not preferable either to design or to implement the information system. However, If an organization achieves these goals then 
different alternative design options needs to be analyzed: These options are considered based on the characteristic feature of the 
project. Evaluation of design option is done by performing a 6omparison between the design options of batch and online system, 
mainframe and minicomputers. 

In addition to developing business objectives, another activity performed in system design is to develop logical model of 
proposed system using logical dataflow diagraM. This logical model represents the model of new information system. A logical 
data dictionary is developed after applying structured tools and techniques to the developed model. The output of this phase is 
the specification of proposed system that not only defines the functionality of the system but also the way of implementing them.  

Q10. Why do many managers use the systems approach to problem solving? 

 

       

Answer : 

            

   

Many managers prefer systems approach to problem solving because of the following reasons. 

1. The first and foremost step in system approach to problem solving is defining the problem. Thus, a manager can identify 
problem existing in the systein in the earlier stages. 

2. The manager can understand the problem more clearly. He can get a clear idea about current standards, environment etc., 
Thus, he can get good information about competitors, customers etc. This is very important because a manager in order 
to get his company into a good position, he should have a clear picture about the above information. 

3. The manager can analyze the employees work. He can easily identify who are fulfilling their responsibilities and who are 
not. By this a hard-working employee gains more benefits and receives appreciation and paves way for the overall better 
performance of the company. 

4 The manager can analyze the input resources perfectly. He can easily find whether new sales and technical representatives 
are recruited or not and ensure that these people are trained properly. This is very important because, if salespeople are 

not trained properlythe company may lose valuable business profits. 

5 The manager can easily find out whether the system is achieving its goals or not. If he finds it m the negative, he can take 
some remedial measures to rectify the errors and achieve the goals. 
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PART-B 

     

 

ESSAY QUESTIONS WITH SOLUTIONS 

    

        

 

2.1 INTRODUCTION TO INFORMATION  SYSTEM IN BUSINESS 

    

        

Q11. What is information system? List the reasons why organizations need inforniation systems. 
Answer : 
Information Systems 

An information is the processed form of data where as Information System (IS) takes data as input, processes the data 
and generates the output which is nothing but information. Generally, an information system has activities that are similar to the 
activities of a system i.e., input, process, output etc. Thus, an information system can be regarded as a system. 

Information systems are the subsystems of a business system. The three types of information systems i.e., operational, 
tactical and strategic planning systems, operate at the three levels of the business system in order to provide feedback about the 
operations of a system. Managers can use this information for resource reallocation, job redesigning or procedure reorganization. 
Need for Information System 
(i) Fast and Accurate Transaction Processing 

A transaction is a business activity which is carriedout in an organization. For example, purchase, delivery, credit-card check 
and so on. 
Once the transaction is successfully completed, data is generated. Day to day, many business organizations produce 
millions of transactions. These transactions are handled by Transaction Processing System (TPS). 

(ii) Storage with Large-capacity and Fast-access 
Information systems must provide an organization with a storage of huge amount of corporate data and enable the 
organization to access the stored data at a faster rate. 

(iii) Fast Communications 
The functionality of organization is carried out by machine and human resources. Information systems provides high-
transmission capacity networks that allow these resources to communicate at a greater speed. Moreover, the networks 
must provide immediate access to store information in order to enable quick decision-making. 

(iv) Competitive Weapons 
Information systems must provide an organization with competitive weapons such as company web-site, help-line, 
information centre and so on. The organization employ these weapons in order to obtain a competitive advantage over 
other competitors. For example, the on-line Airline reservation systems has got many airlines that has gained huge profits 
when compared with the competitors without such system. 

(v) Support for Decision-making 
Information systems must provide an organization with a system that enables managers, CEO's and even low-level managers 
to make decisions easily. Such systems are called "Decision Support Systems (DSS)". 

(vi) Reduction in Information Overload 
Information system must provide an organization with information from various sources. However, the information should 
not be in larger quantity that makes it difficult for managers to make the right decision. Executive Information System 
(EIS) are the systems that wipes out the irrelevant information and provide necessary information to managers for making 
effective and efficient decisions. 

(vii) Cross-divisional Abilities 
Organizations can be cross functional i.e., in terms of geographical boundaries. Information systems must enable the 
organizations to perform activities irrespective of the location or department. Shared databases are such systems using 
which organizations can easily carry otit activities between various departments inside and outside the organizations.   

Q12. Discuss about the three major roles of IS in business. 
Answer 

The three major roles of IS in business organizations are, 

(i) Providing assistance to business processes and operations 

(ii) Providing assistance in taking decisions 

(iii) Providing assistance in making strategies for competitive advantages. 
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(I) 
	

Providing Assistance to Business Processes 
and Operations 
Information system are now getting widely adopted in 
business processes and operations. Even for a small retail 
shop, computers are getting used where the information 
system stores data related to sale/purchase, payments of 
workers, inventory analysis etc. It becomes very difficult to 
handle such kind of data if information system is not used. 

(ii) Providing Assistance in Taking Decisions 
A decision refers to the selection of appropriate action from a 
set of available actions. Information systems assist different 
'responsible persons of organization such as managers, CEOs 
etc., to choose appropriate decisions in critical situations. 
Example of such a decision making is deciding the type of 
investment for manufacturing a particular product. 
Information systems not only helps in decision making 
but also helps in identifying the ways of achieving 
competitive advantage. 

(iii) Providing Assistance in Making Strategies for 
Competitive Advantages 
Information systems can be applied in different ways 
to achieve competitive advantage. An example of such 
an advantage is implementing online shopping for the 
customers to attract their attention towards the other 
products. Customers prefer such kind of facilities to 
simplify their lifestyles. 
These three fundamental roles interact with each other in 
an organization. This means that the information system 
which is designed to support one of the roles of IS, also 
support the others. 

Assistance for 
business processes 

and operations 

Assistance in 
taking decision 

Assistance in 
taking strategic 

advantage 

Figure: Roles of Information Systems 

2.2 FUNDAMENTALS OF INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS 

Q13. Write a brief note on systems. Discuss about 
the components of information systems. 

Answer : 
Systems 

A system is assembled group of things/components 
which are interrelated and connected to each other to carryout 
an operation cooperatively. An operation is usually performed 
by taking the data as input, processing it and providing the 
processed data to the user as output. Some of the examples of 
a system are biological system of humans/animals, system of 
filtering water in a water plant etc. 

Most or all of the systems perform three basic functions. 
They are, input, process and output. 
1. Input 

Input refers to the collection of data, things, elements 
involved in the system that need to be processed to 
generate certain output. Examples of input can be data, 
energy, raw materials etc. All these inputs are arranged 
in a particular sequence to perform further processing. 

2 Process 
Process refers to the processing of input to generate 
output. For example, if a mathematical query is provided 
to the system as input, then calculation of that query is 
referred to as processing. 

3.  Output 
Output is nothing but the result generated from the 
processing phase of the system. It is forwarded to the 
user or the desired destination. Example of output is an 
end product of the company. 
To make a system more useful, two optional elements 

can be included. They are feedback and control. The systems 
that carry these elements are referred to as cybernetic systems. 
Feedback 

The information that provides data related to the 
performance of system is referred to as feedback of the system. 
An example of feedback is the pickup, speed, maintenance 
related data provided by a user of motorcycle. 
Control 

The process of analyzing the feedback related data and 
taking necessary actions to make the system to achieve its goal 
is nothing but control. For example, getting the feedback of a 
bike from its users and implementing necessary controls. 
Components of Information Systems 

The following are the various components of information 
systems, 
1. Hardware 

A collection of devices that takes input, processes it 
and produces output. For example, processot, monitor, 
keyboard, printer etc. 

2. Software - 
A collection of programs that allows hardware to process 
data and manages the operation of a computer. 

3. Database 
A database refers to a collection of files that contains 
records of similar kind of data. For example, an em-
ployee database will comprise records of all employees 
containing information like employee name, department, 
salary, date of joining, address etc. 

4. Network 
A network refers to an interconnection of several  
computer and computing devices. Internet is known as 
network of networks as it is the largest network in the 
world connecting millions of computers. The world wide 
web (wvvw) can be specified as a system of standards 
responsible for storing, formatting, retrieving and dis-
playing information with in a network. A network can 
be formed by using telecommunication infrastructures 
like phone lines, modems etc. 
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5. Procedures 

These are the rules, strategies and methods that are fol-
lowed when using information system. 

6. People 

They are very important component of CBIS. People 
refer to those individuals who works on or use the in-
formation sy!tem. 

Software 

Hardware 

   

  

CBIS 
Network 
Internet 

or 
telecommunication 

 

Figure: Components of Information System 

Q14. Explain about information system resources. 

Answer : 

A typical information system involves five major 
resources which can be listed as follows, 

1. People resources 

2. Hardware resources 

3. Software resources 

4. Data resources 

5. Network resources. 

1. People Resources 

People are nothing but humans involved in the 
information system to carryout or handle various operations. 
There are two categories of people involved in information 
systems. They are, 

(i) IS Specialists 

The people who -are responsible for creating, 
implementing, handling and operating the information 
system are referred to as IS specialist. Some of such 
specialist are programmers, operators, analysts etc. Each 
of these specialists carryout different set operations. For 
examples, a programmer is responsible for developing 
computer programs,analysts are responsible for creating/ 
designing the system and operators are responsible for 
operating computer systems. 

(ii) End-Users 

The individuals or people who are buyers or users of 
the product (or) information system generated by IS 
specialists are referred to as end-users. They act as 
clients. Examples include customers, accountants, 
engineers etc. 

2. Hardware Resources 

The devices, components or raw material involved in 
developing or processing of information system are referred to 
as hardware resources. They refers to only the physical entities 
but not the logical entities (like software, program). Examples 
of hardware include machines, devices, computers etc. The two 
major example of hardware resources are computer systems and 
computer peripherals. 

(i) Computer Systems 

Computer system is referred to an interconnection of a 
group of computing units such a processor, input devices 
and output devices. An example of a computer system 
in PC (Personal Computer). 

(ii) Peripherals 

Peripherals are nothing but different devices which are 
connected to the CPU and perform different operations. 
For example, keyboard is a peripheral which is 
responsible for entering the data into the computer. 

3. Software Resources 

The instructions given to the information system or 
computer to carryout a specific task or to process the data are 
referred to as software resources. The software include two 
types of instructions. 

(i) Programs 

Programs are the controlling or operating instructions 
which are used to operate computer hardware. 

(ii) Procedures 

The set of instructions that are required for the people 
to process information are called as procedures. 

Both the types of instructions are involved in information 
systems irrespective of involvement of computers. 

4. Data Resources 

In information system, data is considered as important 
resource because it is more than raw material. Data resources 
need to be handled efficiently to provide the maximum benefit 
to its users. Data can carry any type of text, numbers, special 
characters, images, graphics, audio, video etc. It is arranged in 
the form of databases and stored in the data storage. 

5. Network Resources 

Network is referred to the interconnection of various 
devices. In information systems, telecommunication networks 
have .now become a need for the organizations to efficiently 
manage their operations. These type of networks include Internet 
intranets, extranets etc. In IS, network resources is included as 
an important component. They include communication media 
and network support. 

Database 

People 

Procedures.  
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(i) Communication Media 
The medium used to provide communication among 
different devices is referred to as communication media. 
Examples include twisted pair cable, coaxial cable, 
infrared etc. 

(ii) Network Support 
The network used for communication needs to be 
supported by a set of individuals, hardware, software 
and data resources. 

Q15. Discuss about important attributes of 
information quality. 

Answer : 
Information quality is measured in terms of different 

attributes. They can be categorized into three dimensions. They 
are, 

1. Time dimension 

2. Content dimension 

3. Form dimension. 

1. Time Dimension 
The quality of information that is measured in terms of 
time is referred to as a time dimension. The attributes 
that comes under this dimension are as follows, 

• (i)  Timeliness 
Information needs to be provided at the time it is needed. 

(ii) Currency 
Information needs to be current i.e., updated. 

(iii) Frequency 
It must be provided as many as times it is required. 

(iv) Time Period 
It must be provided with respect to historical perspective. 

2. Content Dimension 
The quality of information that is measured in terms 

of attributes of content/information is referred to as content 
dimension. The attributes that comes under this dimension are 
as follows, 

(i) Accuracy 
Information must be accurate and should not involve 
any errors. 

(ii) Relevant 
Information provided to the user must be related to the 
query or need of the user. 

(iii) Completeness 
It should fulfill all the requirement of the user. 

(iv) Conciseness 
It should not include irrelevant data. 

(v) Performance 
Performance of information considers evaluation of 
various activities, resources etc. 

3. Form Dimension 
The quality of information that is measured in terms 

of its form comes under form dimensions. The attributes that 
comes under this dimension are as follows, 
(i) Clear 

The information must be made available in a form that 
is easily understable. 

(ii) Detailed 
It must contain a detailed description. 

(iii) Order/Sequence 
It must be arranged in a sequential format. 

(iv) Presentation 
It must be presented in a user friendly way that can be 
easily understable. 

(v) Media 
It can be made available using different media such as 
videos, documents etc. 

Q16. Discuss the evolution of information systems. 
Answer : Model Paper-I, Q10(a) 

Information systems have evolved through number of 
stages over the years. This evolution is as follows, 
1950s to 1970s 

During the period of 1950 to 1960, the information 
systems were used to perform basic processing such as 
transaction processing, accounting based processing, record 
keeping and certain applications that are based on EDP 
(Electronic Data Processing). By 1970, the first role that is 
based on management information system is then included in 
the existing information system that helped the managers by 
providing information that assist them in making decisions. 
The information is usually provided in the form of predefined 
management reports. 
1970s to 1980s 

During early 1960, the predefined management reports 
were unable to provide sufficient information for fulfilling 
the needs of decision making. To fulfill these needs, DSS 
(Decision Support Systems) came into existence. Here instead 
of predefined management reports, information systems provide 
an ad hoc and interactive support to the end users. This support 
can be designed in different styles that are unique and are based 
on the type of problems considered. 
1980 to 1990s 

During this period, the computing environment got 
widely extended demanding a lots of new roles for information 
systems. The developments included powerful processing of 
microcomputers, software packages available as applications and 
telecommunication networks. These developments lead to the 
introduction of the concept called end user computing. Using this. 
the end users can avail their own resources based on their needs 
This eliminates the need of the users to wait for the support to be 
provided from the corporate service department However for many 
of the corporate executives, DSS capabilities and reports generated 
from reporting systems cannot be used directly. To handle suer 
cases, EIS (Executive Information System) came into existence 
These systems are capable of providing desired critical information 
in an easy way and in a format suggested by executives. This 
information can be obtained from DSS, MIS and other systems. 
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Later, Export Systems (ES) and knowledge based 

systems came into existence. Modem expert systems are capable 
of providing assistance to the users as expert advice. After this, 
a strategic role got allocated to information systems which 
is referred to as Strategic Information. System (SIS). These 
system used IT (Information Technology) as a major concept 
for various products, services and processes of the business to 
achieve competitive advantage. 

1990 and Later • 

Wide adoption of Internet, intranets, extranets etc., 
upgraded the capabilities of information systems to a great 
extent. Such a networking capability can be called as enterprise 
and global Internetvvorking (or) Enterprise Resource Planning 
(ERP). Today, organizations are adopting various E-commerce, 
e-business and many of such computing capabilities to cover 
all the aspects of business including planning, resource 
management, customer relations, order tracking etc. 

2.3 SOLVING BUSINESS PROBLEMS 
WITH INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

Q17. Discuss how the system approach can be used 
in problem solving. 

standards, management, input resources and internal 
procedures. 

The environment of the microcomputer dealership 
includes vendors, competitors, local community and 
customers with the study of environment. With this, 
the owner learns that the local competitors are selling 
microcomputers 20% to 25% cheaper. 

Next, the owner analyses the standards of the firm and 
comes to know that the goal of increasing gross sales by 
5% is not possible as the local competitors are selling at 
lower prices. 

The owner also analyzes, the management of the firm: 
For example, the owner may check whether the sales 
managers are fulfilling their duties or not. This is 
important because, if the sales manager is unable to give 
training and feedback effectively to the salespeople, then 
the salespeople may get frustrated and fail to meet their 
quotas. 

Next, the owner analyzes the input resources of the firm. 
This may include the way new employees are recruited 
and trained along with keeping existing employees up-
to-date about new technologies. For example, the owner 
may come to know that the technical representatives 
are not appropriate to provide technical features of an 
equipment. This may cause a great loss to the firm. 

Finally, the owner analyzes the work methods and 
procedures of the firm. By this analysis, the owner can learn 
that whether the sales manager has trained the salespeople 
to follow-up on new prospects or not. Moreover, he 
may also determine technical analyst is troubleshooting 
customer's problems or not which might results in 
unsatisfied customers and in turn unsatisfied returns. 

3. Identification of Alternatives 
Once the manager has gathered data, analyzed the system 
thoroughly and identified the problem, he must find 
alternative solutions to the problem. 

Having identified that the local competitors have reduced 
their selling costs, the owner may come up with the 
following alternative solutions. 

(i) Find other manufacturers of microcomputers who 
sales product at a lower price. 

(ii) Reduce selling price by allowing customers to 
place small orders through mails and by asking the 
telemarketing department to handle these orders. 
This reduces the effort of salespeople which in 
turn compensates the reduction in selling price. 

(iii) Differentiate the products offered by the firm by 
introducing 24 hours on-line diagnostic support 
services, promising a response within 5 hours and 
checking the products on an yearly basis. 

4. Evaluation of Alternatives 
After finding the alternative solutions to a problem, 
manager must evaluate each solution to find the best 
solution that helps the firm to accomplish its objectives. 

It may happen that the owner analyzes that the first 
alternative reduces cost price, but does not ensure.  
reliability. This increases the hurdles in the way of 
salespeople. 

The second alternative of introducing mail order system 
definitely reduces the effort made by salespeople, 
however it needs that a database of customer data to 
be created and specialized promotional materials are 
developed. By this solution, the owner may enable 
salespeople to focus only on large accounts and use a 
cost-effective sales strategy for small accounts. 

Answer : Model Paper-II, 010(b) 

Systems approachto problem solving has the following steps. 

1. Problem Definition 
In problem definition, managers define the problem. This 
is important because, if they identify a wrong problem, 
the entire effort and time gets wasted. Moreover, if they 
come to know that the problem is entirely a new problem 
or simply a symptom of a real problem, they can gather 
more information about it so that they can differentiate 
between the problem and symptom. 

Example 
Consider the owner of microcomputer dealership. The 
owner encounters that the sales people are not able to 
meet their call quotas. Thus, the owner decides to do a 
detailed study of the system. 

Data Collection 
The managers gather data that describes the problem by 

i:114 
performing a detailed study of the environment, current 
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The third and last alternative might be offering .add-on 
on-line services to customers. This alternative might 
work, however this is useful only to big organizations as 
it needs a specialized support staff who are technically 
good in handling all products. 

5. Selection and Implementation of BestAlternative 

The managers must select and implement the best 
alternative. If the owner of microcomputer dealing 
selects the second alternative i.e., mail-order system, 
the owner must either recruit new customer service 
representatives or train the existing employees in 
telemarketing. Moreover, the owner must also include 
databases and systems for billing and shipping 
merchandise and validating transactions made through 
credit cards. 

6. Verification of Implemented Solution 

Manager must determine whether the solution 
implemented in step 5 is helping the organization in 
meeting its goals or not. If not, he must change the 
standards, input resources, procedures and management 
so that the objectives can be achieved. 

In case of microcomputer dealing, the owner must also 
follow-up to determine, if there is improvement in sales 
using the approach. 

2.4 TYPES OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS  
Q18. Explain the categories of information systems. 
Answer : 

The information system is responsible for demonstrating 
different levels of organization and functional areas. This system 
is categorized based on the level of support provided while 
executing the operations of different levels. The following are 
the two major categories of information systems. 

I. Operations support system 
II. Management support system. 

I. 	Operations Support System 
Operations support system is mainly required for 

performing low level operations. It provides support to the 
organization by keeping track of information regarding 
activities, which are performed on daily basis. This system 
is also capable of processing data obtained after performing 
various business operations. Operations support system closely 
monitors the on-going transactions with the organization. 
Example 

Monitoring purchase of goods/assets/raw materials, sales 
of finished goods. 
Types of Operations Support Systems 

The following are the different types of operations 
support system, 

1. Transaction processing system 
2. Process control systems 

3. Enterprise collaboration systems. 

1. Transaction Processing System (TPS) 
Transaction processing system is one of the important 

functionalities of operation support system. Its major objective 
is to, 

+ Enhance the speed of transaction processing 
+ Increase the Ibvel of productivity 

+ Simplify the execution procedure of different 
processes. 

Basically, transaction can be defined as the fundamental 
level of activity, which is performed while executing different 
business operations. TPS represents an organized collection 
of people, processes, software, database and devices which 
are helpful in monitoring and recording the information about 
the transactions. This information is documented so that it can 
be used by managers of different functional areas (marketing, 
finance, human resource) in performing their respective 
activities. TPS is not only used for executing ordinary businsiss 
transaction's, but are also used for executing transactions that 
are critical while performing day-to-day business activities. 

TPS accumulates all the inputs that may be required 
for different types of system and provides the basic input 
to organizations database. The execution of transaction 
generates data, which is recorded by TPS. The generated data 
is inturn supplied as input so as to generate other information 
systems like MIS, DSS, EIS etc. The advantage of TPS is that 
it• automatically manages the data required for performing 
different business activities and transactions. 

2. Process Control Systems 
Process control systems are those systems that are 

responsible for monitoring and electronically controlling the 
physical processes. These systems basically deal with the 
architectures, methods as well as algorithms that are used for 
managing the output of a particular process. 

Petroleum refinery is an example of the process control 
system that utilizes electronic sensors (connected to computers). 
They are used for monitoring the changes taking place in 
chemical processes and making the necessary adjustments 
required for controlling the refinery process. 

3. Enterprise Collaboration System (ECS) 
ECS is a type of cross functional information system. 

which is a combination of group ware tools, internet, intranet 
extranet and other computer networks. These tools enhances 
the work group communication, coordination and collaboration 
Therefore, the basic objective of ECS is to allow the employees 
to work together so that they can communicate and collaboratt 
with each other easily and effectively. 

It also include applications called office automat 
system that enhances the productivity of employees (w 
are responsible for processing data and information. In  ECS 
information system, every end user uses the following software 
tools for managing communication. 

(i) Electronic Communication Tool 
Using these tools, the user can send messages, files, 
etc. This means that the user can communicate with 
other using e-mail, voice-mail, faxing etc. 
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(ii) Electronic Conferencing Tool 

Using this tool, the user can perform collaborative work. 
Some of the conferencing methods are data conferencing, 
voice conferencing, video conferencing etc. 

II. Management Support System 
Management support system, is adopted by tactical level 

managers and strategic level managers. The major objective of 
MSS is to, 

a.. Provide information and support which is required 
by managers in decision-making process. 

❖ Control and manage the business activities. 
+ Generate different kinds of reports (summary 

reports, projected reports). 
+ Provide information related to entire organization's 

operation, growth, performance level to executives. 
+ Provide detailed report about other reports (if 

required) by specifying the internal details of the 
corresponding report. 

Types of Management Support System 
The following are the major types of management 

support system, 
1. Management information system 
2. Decision support system 
3. Executive information system. 

1. Management Information System (MIS) 
MIS is a type of information system that enables the 

managers and decision makers in making appropriate decisions 
by providing necessary information. The major objective of 
MIS is to, 

+ Support the managers in decision making process 
+ Increase the productivity level 

+ Enhance the performance level. 
MIS works collaborately with transaction on processing 

system by using the data generated by TPS as input This input is 
then converted into an aggregate form that is easily understood 
by the organization's members. MIS is capable of generating 
different types of reports that can be used by managers in 
making correct decisions. Some of these reports include, 
(a) Summary Report 

Summary reports are used by strategic level managers. 
These reports provide statistical information to the 
managers such as aggregates, averages, keydata. 

(b) Exception Report 
Exception reports the managers whenever the output 
of an operation doesn't meet the expected standard or 
if the execution of the operation exceeds the expected 
time limit. These reports provide abstract information 
about the activities of an organization that are different 
from the regular activities. 

(c) Detailed Report 
These reports provide detailed description about the 
activities being performed at operational level of an 
organization. 

(d) Scheduled Report 
Scheduled reports, are basically event driven since 
they are generated whenever a particular event occurs. 
These reports are termed as periodic reports as they are 
generated at fixed interval of time (within a specified 
time period) either weekly, monthly or quarterly. 

(e) Adhoc Report 
Adhoc reports are on-demand reports as they are 
generated when information is required by the managers 
for solving unique problems. , 

(f) Customized Report 
Customized reports are the reports that allow managers 
to make their own selection' from different data and 
display sorting option. 

2. Decision Support System (DSS) 
A decision support system is basically an interactive 

computer-based information system. It supports the managers 
and business professionals in making productive decisions by 
facilitating the required interactive information such as, 

+ Consequences of various decision alternatives, 
based on the previous experience. 

+ Comparative sales figure on a weekly basis etc. 
A DSS analyzes large amounts of data and information 

in a fast and sophisticated manner in order to make appropriate 
decisions. 
Components of DSS 

There are basic components of DSS. They are, 
(a) DSS database 
(b) User interface 
(c) DSS software system. 

Transaction 
processing — 

systems , 

User 
EC_ 

User Interface 

Figure: Basic Components of DSS 
3. Executive Information System (EIS) 

Executive information system provides summarized 
information to strategic-level managers so as to support the 
senior managers in making strategic decisions. This information 
system is basically designed to help the managers in accessing 
the information quickly and in the help provided by effective 
manner. In contrast to decision support-system, the help provided 
by executive information system doesn't use any analytical 
models for solving specific problems. The major objective of 
EIS is to help the senior manager in identifying the problems, 
opportunities as well as the trends that may have major impact on 
the performance and productivity level of the organization. The 
input to EIS is the data generated by other information systems 
like TPS, MIS etc. The characteristic features of EIS include, 

+ , Menu-driven user friendly interfaces 

+ Interactive graphics 

+ Telecommunication links. 
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2.5  EFFECTIVENESS AND EFFICIENCY CRITERIA IN INFORMATION SYSTEM 
Q19. Write short notes on effectiveness and efficiency in information systems. 

Answer : 

Effectiveness 

This class measures the quality of output which is produced by the system. It is a process of performing appropriate action 
in suitable fashion inorder to get the desired output. If the quality of output and its method of production is effective then the 
information system is said to be effective. 

Evaluation Criteria of Effectiveness 

The product-based evaluation is concerned with the product (i.e., information support) or the output which is received by 
the system. Therefore, it is an effective evaluation. This ,makes use of a model inorder to evaluate the output effectiveness. The 
structure of the model consists of information attributes which are recognized as the components of a model so as to evaluate its 
effectiveness in an organization. 

The attributes are timeliness, relevance, accuracy, completeness, adequacy, explicitness and exception-based. 

The MIS of an organisation produces different kinds of outputs/reports. These are evaluated with respect to attributes 
inorder to known their effectiveness. Managers of an organisation are requested to give rating on the outputs/reports for each of 
the attribute. A five point scale is used for the purpose of rating which is based on the number of reports/outputs. Rating respond 
is received through mailed questionnaire or through personal interview in the form of numerical values. 

Effectiveness score can be computed using the below formula. 

ESK= Es. 
N

f 
 

ESK  = Effectiveness score of K (i.e., Kth attribute)  

s = Response score 

f = Score frequency 

N = Respondents. 

Efficiency 

This class measures the number of resources needed for the output (i.e. the resources that are used to obtain the result). 

The effectiveness measures determine the goodness of output whereas efficiency measure depicts the amount of resources 
needed for the output. 

Input Resources 

Efficiency 

Effectiveness 

Process 
F 
e 
e 

b 
a 

Output (Result) 
k 

Figure: Relationship Between Efficiency and Effectiveness 

Evaluation Criteria of Efficiency 

Evaluation of efficiency is very simple as it can be evaluated using the formula, 

Benefit   
Efficiency = 

Operating cost 
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2.6 FRAMEWORK FOR IS 
Q20. Explain the framework of information systems. 

Answer : 

The conceptual framework of information systems involve five major areas. They are, 

1. Foundation concepts 

2. Information technologies 

3. Business applications 

4. Development processes 

5. Management challenges. 

1. Foundation Concepts 

These concepts include all the roles and components associated with the information systems which can be related to 
behavioral, technical, business and managerial concepts. For example, general system theory can be used to derive the 
concepts of a simple information system. 

2. Information Technologies 

It involves the concerns related to the management, development etc., of various technologies associated with the hardware, 
software, networks etc. 

3. Business Application 

Business applications here refers to the application of information systems in various areas of business such as operations, 
management etc., to gain competitive advantage. Some of the functional areas on which the information systems can 
be applied are manufacturing, accounting, marketing, decision making etc. E-commerce is a major example of such an 
application. 

4. Development Processes 

A development process typically involves planning, designing, developing and implementing of information systems. All 
these phases focus on meeting the business objectives. There exist many of such development.processes such as SDLC 
(Software Development Life Cycle), prototyping etc. 

5. Management Challenges 

The challenges that arise during the management of information technology at different phases of the business are referred 
to as management challenges. The solutions to these challenges make the management of organization efficient. The 
challenges could be related security of information or management or they can be related to the managers in managing 
the functions of information systems. 

Management 
Challenges 

Development Processes 

Business Application 

Information Technologies 

Foundation Concepts 

Figure: Framework of IS 
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2.7 SEQUENCE OF DEVELOPMENT OF IS 
Q21. Discuss the stages in the development of information systems. 
Answer : Model Paper-II. Q 4  5.a 

System Development Life Cycle 
The various activities that are performed during software development are modeled as software development life  cycle 

It is a process of developing the information system through a multistep process. 

System development life cycle is a methodology that comprises a set of procedures, which ensures that an informatie 
system is developed meets the user's requirement. In SDLC, it is possible for the user to perform review activities so as to yen:: 
that the product and process is developed according to the established plan. SDLC is basically considered as a conceptual moot_  
which is used in, project management. The SDLC process defines, different steps which are involved in information system_ 
development project. Each of these steps represents a checkpoint using which it is possible to detect and correct. 

The following are the steps performed in SDLC process, 

Step 1 : Problem definition 

Step 2 : Feasibility study 

Step 3 : System analysis 

Step 4 : System design 

Step 5 : Detailed system design 

Step 6 : System implementation 

Step 7 : System maintenance. 

Figure: System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) 

Step 1: Problem Definition 
. 

Before initiating the development process, it is very important to define the nature and scope of the problems encountered  Hi 
the existing system. Problem definition is one of the most critical step of SDLC because if the problem is not stated correctly 
then the entire development process may result in an incorrect information system. Basically, interview questionnaire 
are considered as two major methods for defining the problem. 

Step 2: Feasibility Study 
Once the problems are defined, the different alternative solutions that are capable of solving the problems are identified 
In this step, each of these alternatives are analyzed so as to determine which solution is feasible in terms of time, cost and 
reliability. If there exist some feasible alternatives, then the development process can continue to the next step. Otherwise 
the process needs to be terminated. 
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UNIT-2 : Foundation of Information Systems 
Step 3: System Analysis 

In this step, the existing system is studied in detail by considering its procedures, information needs, work controls. The 
information regarding the existing system is gathered using work distribution analysis, procedure analysis, interviews 
and questionnaires. This information is used to verify whether there exist any sort of inefficiencies and inaccuracies in the 
methods of work oiganization and reports respectively. Based on the collected information, a logical model of existing 
system is developed using logical dataflow diagram, which is capable of illustrating the procedures and information flow 
of the existing system. 

Step 4: System Design 
The specification generated in system analysis is supplied as input to system design phase. In this step, objectives associated 
with the proposed system are developed. These objectives Telate to the business goals which are defined by considering 
profit, cost, service.factors of information systems design project. If an organization is not capable of achieving these goals 
then it is not preferable either to design or to implement the information system. However, if an organization achieves 

these goals then different alternative design options needs to be analyzed. These options are considered based on the 
characteristic feature of the project. Evaluation of design option is done by performing a comparison between the design 
options of batch and online system, mainframe and minicomputers. 

In addition to developing business objectives, another activity performed in system design is to develop logical model of 
proposed system Using logical dataflow diagram. This logical model repreSents the model of new information system. A 
logical data dictionary is developed after applying structured tools and techniques to the developed model. The output of 
this phase is the specification of proposed system that not only defines the functionality of the system but also the way of 
implementing them. 

Step 5: Detailed System Design 

In this step, specifications of the proposed physical system is developed. This specification not only defines the functionality 
of the system but also the way of implementing the functions. This step deals in designing•the report layouts, forms and 
file structures. In addition to this, in detailed design process, the data elements, data names defined in data dictionary are 
described in detail so that it would be easier for the designer to understand which data element is to be used. Among the 
different design procedures defined in the design phase, the detailed design step selects a procedure that is capable of 
providing an overview of program specification. This specification is documented using different methods like structure 
charts, structured flow charts and pseudocodes. At the end of this step, the blue prints of the proposed system are developed. 

Step 6: System Implementation 

This step takes the detailed specification of proposed system as input. Based on this input, a program • is coded and 
documented. Once the coding is completed, testing is performed so as to detect if there are any bugs in the program. In 
implementation phase, many quality assurance procedure associated to systems controls and data security are developed. 
Apart from these activities, hardwares that are required for developing the system are also evaluated and selected. This 
phase basically consumes 60 to 70% of overall effort required for developing an information system. 

Step 7:' System Maintenance 

The final step after implementing the system is maintenance, wherein any sort of modifications or enhancements that are 
required are performed on the system. This phase consumes high amount of time and cost, when compared to other initial 
development phases. 

Q22: List and discuss the categories of feasibility of proposed system. 
Answer : 

Categories of Feasibility Study 
Feasibility study is categorized into following types, 

(i) Organizational feasibility 

(ii) Economic feasibility 

(iii) Technical feasibility 

(iv) Operational feasibility. 

Model Paper-I, Q10(b) 
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(i) Organizational Feasibility 

Organizational feasibility is determined based on the level of support the proposed information systerarovidesixtaclit.eN.=_ 
the objective of the organizations high-level plan. 

(ii) Economic Feasibility 

Economic Feasibility is determined based on the evaluation of cost and returns. While conducting preliminary - 

the analyst asks certain economic questions so as to know the cost of conducting a full system investiszatias 
know the cost of hardware and software. 

(iii)  Technical Feasibility 

Technical feasibility helps in determining the reliability and capability of the hardware and software_ 

include the following questions. 

(a) Is there a necessary technology that can perform the required operations 

(b) Are the equipment that are being used technically capable of holding the data which is required 
system? 

(c) Is it possible to expand the system? 

(d) Does there exist any technical assurance on accuracy, reliability and security factors. 

(iv)  Operational Feasibility 

Operational feasibility is the process of determining the willingness and ability of employees. 
operating, using and supporting the proposed system. An ambiguous and complete specification of  th/-,,  Fria= 
gathering and analyzing all the requirements in the requirement phase. The requirements are analyzed 3:ni 

feasibility, completeness and correctness. 

Apart from these aforementioned categories, there exist two more types of feasibility. 

(a) Legal feasibility 

(b) Schedule feasibility. 

(a) Legal Feasibility 

This feasibility assess the system legally i.e., whether the system follows, the law and regulations. 

(b) Schedule Feasibility 

This feasibility assess the system with respect to the time it takes for its completion. A system is said t e  - 
if it is completed prior to the actual requirement of its usage. 
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INTERNAL ASSESSMENT 

OBJECTIVE TYPE 
I. Multiple Choice 

1. is not a major role of information systems. 

(a) Support of business operations 

(b) Support of planning 

(c) Support of strategic advantages 

(d) Support'of managerial decision making 

2. is the data that describes the performance of a system. 

(a) Control 

(b) Development 

(c) Feedback 

(d) Management 

3. is a basic function of a system. 

(a) Input 

(b) Processing 

(c) Output 

(d) All of the above 

4. End users and IS specialists comes under resources. 

(a) Software resources 

(b) People resources 

(c) Data resources 

(d) Network resources 

5. Operating system is an example of  

(a) System software 

(b) Application software 

(c) Procedures 

(d) None of the above 

6. systems provide knowledge based expert advice to the users. 

(a) Expert systems 

(b) Executive information systems 

(c) Decision support systems 

(d) Strategic information systems 
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38 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM 
7. Batch processing is related to  

(a) Process control systems 

(b) Enterprise collaboration systems 

(c) Transaction processing systems 

(d) Management information systems 

8 Meetings, telephone calls and social activities are considered as other sources in  

(a) MIS 

(b) DSS 

(c) TPS 

(d) EIS 

9. is not a stage in systems approach to problem solving. 

(a) Identifying the-structure of organization 

(b) Analyzing the problem 

(c) Implementing the solution 

(d) Evaluating the solution 

10. is a system development phase. 

(a) System analysis 

(b) System design 

(c) System specifications 

(d) All of the above 

H. Fill in the Blanks 

1. BPR stands for 	 

2. 	are used to achieve strategic advantage on competitive organizations. 

3 takes input, processes it and generates the output. 

4. Physical devices and components comes under resources. 

5. Enterprise collaboration systems belongs to the category of 	systems. 

6. 	measures the quality of output produced by the system. 

7. 	is the first stage of system development 

8. Efficiency 	 

9. 	consumes high amount of time and cost among the development phases. 

10. Accuracy, relevancy, completeness are the dimensions of  
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KEY 

1. Multiple Choice 

1. (b) 2. (c) 3. (d) 4. (b) 5. (a) 

6. (a) 7. (c) 8. (d) 9. (a) 10. (d) 

II. Fill in the Blanks 

1. Business process reengineering 

2. Strategic information systems 

3. System 

4. Hardware 

5. Operations support 

6. Effectiveness 

7. Problem definition 

Benefits  
8.  

Cost 

9. System maintenance 

10. Content dimension. 
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III.  Very Short Questions and Answers 

Ql. Write a note on output unit of Information System. 

Answer : 

Output unit consists of the devices that are used to give result to users. Printer, monitor, plotters, speakers are some 

of the output devices. They display data either intard copy form i.e., on paper or in soft copy form. 

Q2. What are the objectives of transaction processing systems? 

Answer : 

The objectives of transaction processing systems include the enhancement of transaction processing speed, increased 

level of productivity and simplification of execution procedure of different process. 

Q3. Define Computer Hardware. 

Answer : 

The physical components used for providing input, output, processing and for storage purpose is referred to as 

computer hardware. 

Q4. What is the major objective of MIS? 

Answer : 

The major objective of MIS is to, 

❖ Support the managers in decision making process 

❖ Increase the productivity level 

d• Enhance the performance level. 

Q5. List the steps performed in SDLC. 

Answer : 

The following are the steps performed in SDLC process, 

Step 1 :  Problem definition 

Step 2 :  Feasibility study 

Step 3 :  System analysis 

Step 4 :  System design 

Step 5 :  Detailed system design 

Step 6 :  System implementation 

Step 7 :  System maintenance. 
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CONCEPT OF PLANNING AND 
CONTROL 

  

  

   

 

C LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

 

After studying this unit, one would have thorough knowledge about the following key concepts, 

+ Organizational planning 

❖ Process of planning 

+ Computational support for planning 

+ Definition of control with its characteristics 

+ Nature of control in organization 

+ Information system planning 

❖ Determination of IS requirements 

❖ Critical success factor, Business system planning and End/Means analysis 

❖ Organizing the plan. 

C INTRODUCTION j 
A plan refers to the detailed description of arrangements done to achieve the goal. An organizational plan refers 
to the plan of organizing different operational activities and decisions to achieve short-term or immediate and 
long term plans of an organization. The hierarchy of planning involves four conceptual levels which are strategic 
planning, tactical planning, operations planning, scheduling and dispatching. Planning can also be performed using 
planning models, which can be considered as a process of structuring, manipulating and communicating future 
plans. Moreover, some means of computational support is required for its successful development. 

For information systems in business, planning can be defined as the process of developing a plan or strategy to 
organize the information system with respect to the business strategies. For a successful plan, the design and 
implementation of IS requirements is required at different levels. The basic model of IS planning process was 
suggested by Bowman and Wetherbe which is called as a three stage model. 

Control is a term referred to the procedure which identifies deviations with respect to plans and provides the 
corrective actions or measures. It possesses various characteristics with respect to the organizational control. They 
are, control in systems, negative feedback control and law of requisite variety. 
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PARTA 
SHORT QUESTIONS WITH SOLUTIONS 

Q1. Write short notes on strategic planning and tactical planning. 
Answer : 
Strategic Planning 

This type of planning can last upto five years or can go beyond. It includes the business functions which the organization 
carries out. It also defines its scope in future, marketing of the business for sales, how to finance the business and shows the 
methods to allocate scarce resources in the business sectors. 
Tactical Planning 

This type of planning can last from 1-5 years. Its anthony framework is management control. It is a physical implementation 
of strategic planning. It defines optimal patterns of capital investment and divestment for longer-range plans, decision taken 
abouf facility location, expansion or shut-down inorder to increase the profitability, decision on the addition arid deletion of the 
products from the product line, decision on optimal product pricing pattern. It is basically implemented in capital expenditure 
budget and long-range staffing plan.   
Q2. What are the factors which affect the reliability of planning? 
Answer : Model Paper-1, QE 

The folkiwing are the factors which affect the reliability of planning, 
1. Data Sources 

In this factor, the data comming from external sources will be evaluated in dissimilar fashion through many planners. Thi 
is due to the uncertainty of quality. 

2. Effect of Plan on Outcome 
In this factor, the result is effected by assignment type of budget. For example, units given on the budget. 

3. Planned Accuracy 
In this factor, the,  planning estimates are independent of constant standard of accuracy. This is due to the fact that criticality 
of certain figures differ from each other. For example, Ambiguity incurred in cost of pens is 50% for a budget period is 
not same as ambiguity of 50% for the cost of raw materials. 

4. Time 
In this factor, the anticipation of future events deteriorates with respect to the forecast time. But with the extension of 
forecast time, the planning becomes less precise. Every planner hold variations in their long term projections when compare 
to short term. 

Q3. Discuss few methods for analyzing the environment inorder to procure planning data. 
Answer : 

Few methods for analysing the environment inorder to procure planning data are, 
1. Scenario Writing 

In this technique, the individuals are instructed to write scenarios of events which are likely to be occiirred this could be 
future events which may occur in organization and must be taken into account while planning. 

2. Simulation 
In this technique, the effect caused by the external events is simulated. 
Example 
Modification in the age distribution of population, changes in the interest rates in worldwide. 

3. Cross Impact Analysis 
In this technique, effect caused upon the organization by events is anticipated in environment. 
Example 
The environments could be social, political, physical, technologiCal. 

Q4. Explain in brief about historical data analysis computational technique. 
• Answer : • 

The analysis of historical data is necessary to locate the patterns or relations. This data is then used for projectinv. 
future values of the variables. It is also used as input in judgemental forecast due to the instability in quantitative relations v ) 
forecasting. The data generation techniques includes, 
(a) Time Trend or Growth Rate 

The possible purpose of the technique is to compute the rate of change or measure the growth across a specified time period. 
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Example 
Rate of growth in sales" is of 19.1% from 1985-1989. 

(b) Data Smoothing 
The possible purpose of the technique is to smooth out 
the irregularities. Usually, unprocessed data has random 
variations or irregularities which presents complexities 
in normal level. Hence, this technique is useful to 
address the problem. 

(c) Seasonal Analysis 
The possible purpose of the technique is to, acquire 
seasonal pattern and then make adjustments in the 
complete pattern. In essence, the economic activity 
changes every time in the year. 

Example 
The sales of turkey becomes high in the month of Nov 
and Dec. 

(d) Autocorrelation Analysis 
The possible purpose of the technique is to determine 
the relations. Pew variables holds time delay relations 
with each other. 

Example 
The repair parts sales occurred in period 'n' is considered 
as a function of sales of new parts in 'n — 1' period. 
Hence, autocorrelations helps' in finding it. 

(e) Cross-correlation Analysis 
The possible purpose of this technique is to compute the 
degree of association among two sets of data. 

Data Description and Dispersion Analysis 
The possible purpose of this technique is to determine the 
data corresponding to measures such as mean, median, 
mode,  intervals and standard deviations.   

Q5. Define Negative feedback control: List its 
eleinents. 

Answer : 
Negative Feedback Control 

The negative feedback control within the system can be 
described as a situation where in system is kept functional even 
in the specified limits of performance. 

Example 
An automated production system can be controlled under 

the following circumstances, 

(i) When the inputs of material and energy are 
transformed into output of generated items by 
utilising standard amount of material and energy. 

(ii) When the inputs of material and energy are 
transformed into outputs of generated items by 
using the limited percentage of defective items. 

Elements 
When the regulatory mechanisms becomes non-

operative, the system is said to be out of control functions lying 
outside the prescribed boundaries. Basically, when the control 
is done using negative feedback. It includes four elements,  

1 A controllable 'characteristic or condition and it 
should be of measurable from a certain output. 

2. A measuring sensor for guaging the characteristic 
or condition. 

3. A control unit for correlating the measurements 
against standard for characteristic or condition. 

4. An activating unit necessary to create precise input 
signal for the process. 

Q6. Write about Avoidance of uncertainty with 
respect to nature of control in organizations. 

Answer : Model Paper-II, Q3 

One of the intent of the organization and control is 
to minimize the uncertainties concerning with the task to be 
performed and how it should be carried out. In accordance to 
the planning and control, the issue of avoidance of uncertainty 
represent itself in ignoring the planning or excess control. 
Also, the avoidance of planning can be determined by explicit 
recognition of uncertainty where in each time the uncertainty is 
avoided the rules and regulations are generated this suppressed 
an individuals initiative and self organization. 

In general, the problems of control are associated with 
information system design as all of the organizational systems 
uses information acquisition and information processing. 

There is a disagreement between intent to control, 
reduced uncertainty and intention of individual to self-organize 
and carryout initiative. Therefore, depending upon different 
requirement for certainty, different organizations and parts of 
same organization adopts different  control.  

Q7. What are the major sections in the master plan 
framework? 

Answer 
The four major sections in the master plan framework are, 

1. Goals, objectives and architecture of IS 

2. Current capabilities 
3. Developments affecting plan 

4. Specific. plan. 

1. Goals, Objectives and Architecture of IS 
It involves strategies, goals and objectives of both 

the organization and information system, constraints that are 
internal to the organization, various estimations (like risk and 
consequences), the external environment and the entire structure 
of information systems. 

2. Current Capabilities 
These capabilities describe the current status of IS. some 

of the elements involved in this section are individual persons, 
systems, software and hardware inventory, their utilization 
analysis, active projects analysis and analysing or determining 
the strengths and weaknesses. 
3. Developments Affecting Plan 

The overall plan gets affected by many factors including, 

Technological factors such as PC, LAN, DBMS 
that needs to be considered in the long term plan. 

+ Major technological advancements or modifications. 

(f) 
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❖ Advancements in softwares 
• Major modifications in methodology 
+ Environmental changes including changes in laws; 

regulations etc. 
4. Specific Plan 

The plan must be capable enough to be specific for many 
years i.e., from three to five years. Application is one among 
these subsystems. It should provide schedules with respect to 
hardware acquisition, software, development of applications, 
maintenance of softwares and resources for hiring and training 
the individuals.   
Q8. Write a note on application level of design 

and implementation of information system 
requirements. 

Answer : 
The information structure generated in the above level 

is composed of different subsystems. Application is one among 
these subsystem. It involves some specific information processing 
which carryout a specific task. The process of identifying 
requirements at this level involves definition and documentation 
of specific information along with application requirements. 

The requirements at application level is classified into 
social and technical requirements, The former one relates to 
the job design and states the following objectives, 
(i). 	Design objectives associated with the organizational 

tasks. 
(ii) Assumptions made on the role played by personnels. 
(iii) Assumptions made on the responsibilities allocated. 
(iv) Different policies of the organization. 

The latter one i.e., technical requirements relates to the 
information that is required to carryout a task successfully. They 
specify the following, 

Inputs 

Outputs 

Data stored 

Various processes. 

These requirements are also involved in structure and 
format of the data. 

❖ It helps the managers to define information requirements 
that are supported by flexible reporting systems such as 
decision support-systems. 

Limitations of CFS 
❖ It develops the information system by considering 

the managers information requirements but not the 
organizations requirements. 

❖ It doesn't use data architecture planning strategy to 
perform analysis of information requirement. 

❖ It fails to consider the managerial responsibilities of 
implementing the information system projects. 

Q10. List the steps involved in business system 
planning. 

Answer : Model Paper-I, Q3 

In order to achieve the BSP objectives, this approach 
follows a step-wise procedure that consists of the following 
steps each of which define an activity performed in BSP 
approach. 

1. Arranging a study team 

2. Obtaining management authorization to prepare 
and conduct for study. 

3. Arranging a kick-off meeting 

4. Identifying business strategies/processes 

5. Defining data classes 

6. Analyzing the existing information system so as 
to gather the executives perspective. 

7. Determining the business problems 

8. Defining an information architecture 

9. Determining priorities 

.10.  Verifying information system management 

11. Developing action plans 

12. Generating and presenting reports about the results. 

Q9. List the advantages and limitations of CSF. 
Answer : 
Advantages of CSF 

The following are the advantages of using CSF approach 
in determining information requirements, 

❖ It helps the managers to identify critical success factors 
and to define measures for each of the factors. 

❖ It helps the managers in developing a meaningful 
information system while ignoring unnecessary 
information. 

• The frequent generation of report about sales, inventory 
customer can be minimized. 

❖ The approach has the ability of sustaining changes taking 
place in business environment, organization structure or 
in competitive strategy. 
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PART-B 

ESSAY QUESTIONS WITH SOLUTIONS 

3.1 CONCEPT OF ORGANIZATIONAL PLANNING  
Q11. What is meant by organizational planning? Explain about the process of setting goals and objectives. 
Answer : Model Paper-I, Q11(a) 

Organizational Planning 
Planning can essentially be defined as the key management role in every organization•such as private business, a nonprofit 

organization, corporate business or government agency. 
The organizational planning can be viewed as a continuous functions related to organization. It basically provides a 

foundation for organizations immediate and long term objectives, operational activities and decision making. In addition to this, 
it systematically specifies and monitors the strategies to achieve the company's profitable and successful future. It also includes 
staffing and resource allocation. Once a complete understanding of different variables present in every decision and employee 
collaboration from various levels of organization is performed, an effective planning is, achieved. 
Example: Workforce development planning. 

Every organization has a planning irrespective of the formal organizational plan. The informal planning is usually irregular 
an inadequate. On the other hand, formal planning is essential as it emphasizes on energies and activities of organization i.e., 
representing the objectives, minimizing the differences lying between individuals with respect to objectives and plans, minimizing 
the errors and confusions about the future plans of the organizations. The formal plan is important because it serves as a foundation 
for result optimization and also guides the activities. Although, the process of planning leads to the individual and organizational 
achievement but the certain forces exist which contradict the planning. 
Setting Goals and Objectives 

The term planning is used indefinitely and exchangeable.. The following are the meanings for the term planning. 
1. Mission 

It represents wide statement of the purpose of organization, such as high-quality, product and easy customer service. 
2. Goals 

It represents a general or a regular statement which shows what task is to be completed. 
For example, minimizing the time to reply to a certain service request and at the same time does not increasing the total 
count of service personnel. 

3 Strategies 
It, represents regular procedures and methods to achieve the goals. For example, improvising the procedures for managing 
service requests, facilitating procedures inorder to minimize time at every site. 

4.  Objectives 
It represents a statement of results which are in measured quantity/ 
For example, Reduction in the average time from the initialization of the request till the termination of the service call. 

5 Plans and Budgets 
It represents agenda or plans to conduct certain activities to attain the organization goals. 
For example, Revising the procedures of the service call request, improvising the usage of diagnostic tools by revising 
the servicing procedures. 

6 Policy 
It represents the boundaries or limits of acceptable behavior which produces, decision limits, ethical and moral values 
and standards. 
For example, Improvising the system interfaces inorder upgrade the job performance. 
The organization goals indicates sequence of constraints enforced upon the organization by the employees or managers 

When the organization is considered as .the association of individuals each possessing a goal. There is likelihood that goals of 
'tistinct individuals can create bargaining (conflicts) among the association. Also, the goals can be modified or altered with respect 
tithe changes made to the association membership and changes made to the participant's goals. 

Most of the organizational structure restricts the bargaining. However, by employing mechanisms such as operating 
procedures, decision rules and budgets, association agreements the bargaining can be made temporary. Every individual in the 

ization is designated a limited time to perform bargaining process. With this, the bargaining starts every time from the 
nt state of affairs not from starting. Also, here the emphasis is given to the matters depending upon the demand and in a series 

'on but not at once. Mostly, the goals with in the organization have built-in variances, however this problem is addressed by 
-12 devices like organizational slack which takes on the inconsistency. 
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On the other hand, goals related to business firm include 

profit, -market share, sales, inventory and production, these are 
represented as operational terms. The organizational goals can 
be achieved efficiently provided if objectives are operationally 
stated. 

Example 
1. Minimizing the turnover to 4% is a meaningful 

operational terms. 

2. To be pleasant place to work is a nonoperational terms. 

Specific 

Objective Goals 

How Strategies 

Figure 
Q12. Discuss about the hierarchy of planning with 

respect to the conceptual levels of organization. 
Answer : 
Hierarchy of Planning 

The hierarchy of planning can be described by using four 
conceptual levels of planning which vary interms of determining 
organizational level of responsibility, solving scope of planning 
issues and scheduling horizon. Therefore, the conceptual levels 
of planning include, 

1. Strategic planning 

2. Tactical planning 

3. Operations planning 

4. Scheduling and dispatching. 

1. Strategic Planning 
This type of planning can last uptofive years or can 
go beyond. It includes the business functions which 
the organization carries out. It also defines its scope 
in future, marketing of the business for sales, how to 
finance the business and shows the methods to allocate 
scarce resources in the business sectors. 

2 Tactical Planning 
This type of planning can last from 1-5 years. Its 
anthony framework is management control. It is a 
physical implementation of strategic planning. It defines 
optimal patterns of capital investment and divestment 
for longer-range plans, decision taken about facility 
location, expansion or shut-down inorder to increase 
the profitability, decision on the addition and deletion of 
the products from the product line, decision on optimal 
product pricing pattern. It is basically implemented in 
capital expenditure budget and long-range staffing plan. 

Operations Planning 
This type of planning can last from 1-12 years. 
Its anthony framework is operational control. It 
accomplishes the objectives of tactical plan by assigning 
the tasks to each and every organizational unit. It defines 
optimal operating plan including acquisition of raw 
material, product sources, inventory levels, distribution 
system configuration, mode and route of distribution. 
The above activities are carried out to acquire certain 
system objectives for long term plan. 

Scheduling and Dispatching 
This type of planning is perforped on the spot. It is 
independent of any anthony framework. It accomplishes 
the operational objectives by allocating the certain units 
of organizational activities. It defines specific operations 
or series of operation which are to be carried out with 
which facility, achieving certain output requirement in 
next operational period which could be hour, day or 
week. 

3.2 PLANNING PROCESS 
Q13. List the reasons of neglecting planning. 
Answer : 
Reasons for Neglecting Planning 

Planning plays a key management role in every 
organization such as private business, a non-profit organization, 
corporate business or government agency. It is a continuous 
functional activity related to organization. But this area is often 
ignored or inefficiently performed. The reasons for neglecting 
the planning includes, 

1. Planning is often an experimental, imaginary and hard 
mind concerning activity which makes it complicated.  
Hence, it is usually avoided due to the mental straiE 
involved at the time of planning work. 

2. Planning clearly ensures ambiguities in future events. 
It makes definite that ambiguities persist even more 
after planning. Hence, planning is avoided with respect 
to common human nature to ignore future difficulties 
concerning with the plan. 

3. Planning inhibits the recognized freedom of action. In 
essence, at the time when plans are designed individuals 
focuses upon short range of actions incomparison 
when no plans are designed. ' 

4. Planning is a crucial form of activity and it becorr,--
complicated depending upon the managerial work - 
the organization. Hence, while performing planning I: 
organization has to halt all the activities so as to foc 
on future plans and objectives. 

5. Planning is computationally difficult activity. In esser.... 
every modification made to one assumption can of 
other parts of the design plan. Therefore, lots of tirDe 
is consumed while analysing the past data and curter 
expectations. Hence, a well equipped computatic 
assistance is required to perform adequate plannin: 

General 

What 

Mission 

Plans 
and 

budgets 
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6. Planning is generally done and then left unattended or 

ignored there could be many reasons for this one among 
them is that the plan design may not represent real 
agreement. So, once it is ignored the individuals does 
want to rework on it. 
Apart from this, other factors such as high expenditure 

incurred while designing the plan and manual inspecting 
the alternative plans produces lot of restrictions on planning 
activities. 
Q14. Describe the three methods that are used in 

the analysis of formulating and quantifying 
expectations. Also, discuss in brief about 
classification of expectations. 

Answer : 
The three methods used in the analysis of formulating 

and quantifying expectations include, 
1. Statistical methods 
2. Objective analysis of value and priority 
3. Judgement. 

1. Statistical Methods 
In this method, the statistical analysis of data is taken into 
account by the trends, correlation analysis, projection 
and sampling to yield expectations. 

2. Objective Analysis of Value and Priority 
In this method, quantitative measures of value are 
supplied. In order to implement during planning, they 
are assigned to alternatives to achieve the priorities. 
Examples 
Expense - saving expenditure. 

3. Judgement 
In this method expectations are specified systematically 

• especially in cases where statistical and quantitative 
bases for forecasting is*absent. 

Data reliability is crucial to the planning process. The 
reliability of statistical data is guaged by the uniformity of data 
caused due to the iteration of same measurements carried out 
under identical condition. So, based upon this idea, planning 
data achieves atmost reliability provided if the methods used for 
planning produces same results for many different planners. The 
following are the factors which affect the reliability of planning. 

1. Data Sources 
In this factor, the data comming from external sources 
will be evaluated in dissimilar fashion through many 
planners. This is due to the uncertainity of quality. 

2. Effect of Plan on Outcome 
In this factor, the result is effected by assignment type 
of budget. For example, units given on the budget 

3. Planned Accuracy 
In this factor, the planning estimates are independent 
of constant standard of accuracy. This is due to the fact 
that criticality of certain figures differ from each other. 
For example, Ambiguity incurred in cost of pens is 50% 
for a budget period is not-same as ambiguity of 50% for 
the cost of raw materials. 

4. Time 
In this factor, the anticipation of future events 
deteriorates with respect to the forecast time. But with 
the extension of forecast time, the planning becomes 
less precise. Every planner hold variations in their long 
term projections when compare to short term. 

Expenditure Classification 
The classification of expectations is truely based upon 

the nature of the plan for what it is classified. Organization of 
data is basically done in multiple ways such that expenditure 
procured in budget plan can be categorized into the following 
ways, 
1. Object of Expenditure 

It includes the items that are purchased and its possible 
purpose to take control over what is purchased. 
Example 
Salaries, supplies, travel. 

2. Purpose for Expenditure 
It includes functions, activities and programs. Its possible 
purpose is to take control upon the functions specifically 
for those to which expenditure are performed. For 
programs, its possible purpose is to take control upon 
expenditure procured for programs. 
Example 
For functions the examples could be manufacturing 
or marketing and for programs the examples could be 
health care, sanitation and protection. 

3  Outputs 
It includes appliance manufactures such as refrigerators 
and washing machines. Its possible purpose is to 
take control upon the outcome with a certain level of 
expenditure. 

4 Organizational Unit 
It includes departments and various other organizations. 
Its possible purpose is governed by a person who 
perform decision making. 

5 Cost Behaviour 
It includes changes in activity and management control. 
Its possible purpose is to determined the cost procured 
while planning performed under different levels of 
activities. 

The classification expenditure provides different 
planning structures and also the requirement for choosing a 
suitable classification. It is important because, the method 
adopted to classify the data items influence the data value 
for determining the past behavior and generating future 
expectations. 

Q15. Write short notes on sources of planning data. 
Answer : 
Sources of Planning Data 

The sources of planning data can be viewed as a 
collection of internal data which is organized and processed to 
perform planning, external data procured from different sources 
and lastly the environment scanning. 
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The internal data suggests the historical performance of 

the organization and is precise and easy to access. One of the 
problem with this is that, it cannot be taken as the single input 
while performing planning. This is because the external factors 
rules out the historical performance or projections. 

For instance, projection of sales of computers occurring 
in previous years ignoring the effect of microcomputers can 
mislead the outcome. 

There exist many traditional sources for procuring 
external data such as published reports, government documents, 
services providing industry data etc. Also, the trade associations 
gives industry data and projections. 

Apart from this, the external data can be acquired through 
databanks capturing large categories of economic activities. A 
direct data collection should be avoided and databanks should 
be preferred when the given below conditions are applied, 
1. The size of information is large and costly to obtain. . 
2. The databank demands regular and expert updation. 
3. The databank size say 'large' or unpredictable 'subset is 

required infrequent or adhoc basis. 
4. The dependence on outside source does not effect the 

competitive advantage or produce any security risk. 
Many environmental scanning techniques can be 

used to obtain planning data. Few methods Sor analysing the 
environment inorder to procure planning data are, 
1. Scenario Writing 

In this technique, the individuals are instructed to write 
scenarios of events which are likely to be 'occurred this 
could be future events which may occur in organization 
and must be taken into account while planning. 

2. Simulation 
In this technique, the effect caused by the external events 
is simulated. 
Example 
Modification in the age distribution of population, 
changes in the interest rates in worldwide. 

3. Cross Impact Analysis 
In this technique, effect caused upon the organization 
by events is anticipated in environment. 
Example 
The environments could be social, political, physical, 
technological.   

Q16. Write about the development of planning 
,models. 

Answer : 
Development of Planning Models 

The planning model can be suggested as a process of 
structuring, manipulating and communicating future plans. The 
model essentially present methods for development of plans 
using input data and internal calculations. 

For instance, simple profit model of business organization 
describes statements of how profit plan can be implemented. 

Sales = Input variable 
Cost incurred in sales = 0.45 x Sales  

Gross margin = Sales — Cost incurred in sales 
Operating expenses = Input variable 
Profit before taxes = Gross margin—Operating expenses. 
Taxes = 0.42 x Profit before taxes — Taxes 
Net profit = Profit before taxes — Taxes 
This model provides the following, 
1. Format to roresent results generated from 

processing the model. 
2. Input data set 

3. Processing set of statements. 

3.3 COMPUTATIONAL SUPPORT FOR 
PLANNING 

Q17. Explain in detail about the computational 
support for planning. 

Answer : 
Computational Support for Planning 

There exist four types of computational support required 
for initial analysis for planning, arrangements for planning and 
the generation of output. 

1. Analysis made on historical data inorder to procure 
relationships needed for projection. 

2. Anticipation of future values by applying differ 
projection and forecasting techniques. 

3 Calculation made internally for the plan and 
outputs. 

4. Generate the output in a meaningful planning fo 
Such computation can be expressed in complex statisti 

techniques to the simple spread sheet computational proced 
1. Historical Data Analysis Techniques 

The analysis of historical data is necessary to loc 
the patterns or relations. This data is then used for project 
the future values of the variables. It is also used as input 
judgemental forecast due to the instability in quantitate ,  
relations while forecasting. The data generation techniques 
includes, 
(a) Time Trend or Growth Rate 

The possible purpose of the technique is to compute 
rate of change or measure the growth across a spec 
time period. 
Example 
Rate ,of growth in sales is of 19.1% from 1985-1989 

(b) Data Smoothing 
The possible purpose of the technique is to smooth 
the irregularities. Usually, unprocessed data has r 
variations or irregularities which presents comple 
in normal level. Hence, 'this technique is useful 
address the problem. 

(c) Seasonal Analysis 
The possible purpose df the technique is to ac 
seasonal pattern and then make adjustments in 
complete pattern. In essence, the economic a 
changes every time in the year. 
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Example 
The sales of Turkey becomes high in the month of Nov 
and Dec. 

(d)-  Autocorrelation Analysis 
The possible purpose of the technique is to determine 
the relations. Few variables holds time delay relations 
with each other. 
Example 
The repair parts sales occurred in period 'n' is considered 
as a function of sales of new parts in 'n — 1' period. 
Hence, autocorrelations helps in finding it. 

(e) Cross-correlation Analysis 
The possible purpose of this technique is to compute the 
degree of association among two sets of data. 

Data Description and Dispersion Analysis 
The possible purpose of this technique is to determine the 
data corresponding to measures such as mean, median, 
mode, intervals and standard deviations. 

2. Historical Estimation Techniques 
The estimation of data is conducted by analysing the 

past history. This is combined with many techniques inorder to 
obtain data for planning. the following are the regular estimation 
techniques include, 
(a) Estimation of Time Series or Growth Rate 

The possible purpose of the technique is to estimate the 
growth rates and time series using analysis acquired 
from historic data. The rate is assumed to be stagnant 
provided if past growth rate is 10%. 

(b) Estimation Based on Regression (Declination) 
Analysis 
The possible purpose of the technique is to acquire past 
patterns of activities through regression analysis, also 
they can be used provided if they remain constant. These 
patterns depends upon time and growth rate relationship 
between the variables, 

(c) Interpolation 
The possible purpose of this technique is to perform 
interpolation (insertion) of vaiues when there are no 
values associated to planning. 

(d) Formula or Relation 
The possible purpose of this technique is to deduce 
planning figures by performing computations on other 
figures. 
Example 
The computation of sales returns is done as a percentage 
of gross sales. 

3. Financial Planning Computation 
The models which supports financial plans caters,  

different computations and analyses which demand profit 
evaluation. Some of the examples include, 

(a) 	Depreciation computatio n 
(b) 	Rate of return analysis  
(c) 	Break even analysis. 
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(a) Depreciation Computation 
The depreciation is a crucial computation in many 
financial planning. Since, it is an expense it makes a 
great impact on profit computation and its effect on 
taxes influence the cash flow. The depreciation can be 
measured using many methods, few are straight line, 
double-declining-balance, sum-of-the-years digits and 
production or use-basis. 

(b) Rate of Return Analysis 
The Rate of return analysis determines the profitability 
of investment with respect to timings of investment, 
cash-flow stemming through investment. 

(c) Break-even Analysis 
It is a simple method. It presents a effective compution 
for estimating the quantity of activity where there are 
two alternatives with same expected profits, the lower-
break-even point is considered. 

4. Output of Planning Results 
The generated output of the planning process are, the 

plans present in the format that cater the requirements of the 
users. Also many financial plans including projected income 
statement, balance sheet, statement of cash flow are present 
in actual format. These are usually referred to as proforma 
statements. But other formats are represented appropriate to 
the function, project, organizational unit etc. 

The issue incurred here is preparing the outputs. This 
is because the modification caused in any variable can bring 
changes in the complete outcome. Here the size of the output is 
not necessarily belong or complex but the frequent changes in 
the planning process brings a great clerical cost to rewrite the 
outputs. However, it can be easy provided if there is computers 
modeling support. 

3.4 CHARACTERISTICS OF CONTROL 
PROCESS 

Q18. Define control. Discuss some specific 
characteristics of control in systems. 

Answer : 
The control can be defined as a procedure which 

identifies deviations through plans and shows corrective actions 
or measures. Every organization function have group of controls 
related with it. 

The specific characteristics of control in system include, 
1. Control in Systems 

Feedback loop is included into the basic model for control 
reasons. Here simply, the outputs acquired from the system are 
correlated with the standard output. If any difference is detected, 
the input is transferred to the process inorder to adjust the 
operations which should be in vicinity of the standard value. 

A feedback called negative feedback is used in feedback 
control loops which minimizes fluctuations surrounding the 
standard. Another feedback called positive feedback strengthen the 
direction where system proceeds. Inessence, this feedback allows 
the system to iterates or enlarges the adjustments or actions. 
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Figure: Negative Feedback Control Elements 

The feedback control loops are categorized as closed or open. 

(i) Closed control loop 

(ii) Open control loop 

(i) Closed Control Loop 
It can be viewed as automated control system such as 
thermostat or computer-controlled process. In a way 
similar to closed system, the closed feedback loop is 
also covered against disturbances in the control loop. 

(ii) Open Control Loop 

It can be viewed as a system associated with random 
disturbances such as disturbances caused by human 
control elements. The human machine system makes 
best utilization of both open and closed control inorder 
to keep the system close. 

3. Law of Requisite Variety 

The law of Requisite variety is the preliminary idea 
of system control theory to gain control. It offers accurate 
formulations where in every state of the system elements are 
controlled by its corresponding control state. But, for hundred 
states of the system elements, there should be hundred separate 
states of.  control. So, in simple terms existence of several 
variations of control is required because the system can adopt 
many ways to get out of control. Therefore, as a result the 
controller for the system senses the variations caused in control 
variables and forwards change instructions to the system each 
time the change occurs. 

Example 
For controlling an inventory of 10,000 stock keeping 

units, the organization manager requires detailed information on 
every stock keeping unit. Also, the manager produces a control 
response for every variation in state of every stockkeeping unit. 
So, the entire process is difficult for a person with respect to 
channel capacity which receives and transmit the data also in 
processing capability that creates difference control• responses. 
This is managed by adopting standard control procedures used 
upon all units and decision rules. 

The law of requisite variety in terms of controlling a 
system is given as, each and every controller must have, 
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Example 
When programming supervisor is informed about 

modular program structure. He or she initially tries on small 
project having positive feedback then tries upon large project 
with good outcome. There are chances that the supervisor may 
continue until the programming is done. 

Many organizations make adjustments by performing 
feedback where in system changes its operations. So, the 
organizations has to respond to the feedback by modifying its 
standards. Such as goals, objectives and purpose etc. 

Figure: Feedback Control for a System 
2. Negative Feedback Control 

The negative feedback control within the system can be 
described as a situation where in system is kept functional even 
in the specified limits of performance. 
Example 

An automated production system can be controlled under 
the following circumstances, 

(i) When the inputs of material and energy are 
transformed into output of generated items by 
utilising standard amount of material and energy. 

(ii) When the inputs of material and energy are 
transformed into outputs of generated items by 
using the limited percentage of defective items. 

When the regulatory mechanisms becomes non-
operative, the system is said to be out of control functions lying 
outside the prescribed boundaries. Basically, when the control 
is done using negative feedback. It includes four elements, 

+ A controllable characteristic or condition and it 
should be of measurable from a certain output. 

❖ A measuring sensor for guaging the characteristic 
or condition. 

❖ A control unit for correlating the measurements 
against standard for characteristic or condition. 

❖ An activating unit necessary to create precise input 
signal for the process. 

Example 
In an organization, the budget is employed as a standard, 

where as income and expenditures are kept in vicinity of the 
budget by applying various organizational pressures. This 
makes the operations and supervision expert which helps the 
system to attain a steady state. In this state, the system produces 
small, random variation surrounding the standard. But the 
moment the any disturbance fluctuate the system, the negative 
feedback will take control by making certain adjustments and 
system becomes stabilizes. 

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM 
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(i) Adequate control responses inorder to check all 
conditions the system encounters. 

(ii) Decision rules inorder to procedure control responses. 
(iii) Power to serve as a self-oganizing system so as to 

produce control responses. 

3.5 NATURE OF CONTROL IN 
ORGANIZATION 

Q19. Write a short notes on the following with respect 
to the nature of control in organizations, 
(i) Performance standards 
(ii) Avoidance of uncertainty 
(iii) Behaviour of control personnel. 
er 
Performance Standards 
The standard described in terms of control is a budget 

or a plan. When the performance is planned its realistic 
expectations becomes high. Any loss incurred is budgeted 
by the business. A calculated amount of performance gets 
evaluated when the actual loss incurred is equal to the budget 
loss. Also in order to acquire information support for control 
purpose, correlation of actual performance with plan and 
analysis of reason with respective to any deviations is made. The 
description of deviations through planned or budget standard 
on control reports is given by interpretive comments. 

Each time the management obtains a control report, 
it produces a correlation of actual performance with planned 
performance. Usually such reports are referred to as "control" 
and they does not refer to the performance. Also, the activity 
mentioned is considered to happen already and is unrelated to 
control. Control to the activity must be done before its occurrence 
or during its occurrence but it certainly cannot be controlled after 
its completion. It summarized report is called evaluation report. 

When the individual performance becomes object of 
control system, it is necessary that the manager concerned 
with the evaluated activity must be fair with the used standards 
or plan. Most of the time, the individuals does not apply 
those standard which are too easy or too difficult. So, it is 
recommended that individuals should participate in setting the 
budget or standard which participate in the budget or standard 
whicp helps them to judge themselves and knowing others who 
may judge them. 

Targets 

Figure: Management Control Cycle 

(ii) Avoidance of Uncertainty 
One of the intent of the organization and control is 

to minimize the uncertainties concerning with the task to be 
performed and how it should be carried out. In accordance to 
the planning and control, the issue of avoidance of uncertainty 
represent itself in ignoring the planning or excess control. 
Also, the avoidance of plamfinkcan be determined'by explicit 
recognition of uncertainty where in each time the uncertainty is 
avoided the rules and regulations are generated this suppressed 
an individuals initiative and self organization. 

In general, the problems of control are associated with 
information system design as all of the organizational systems 
uses information acquisition and information processing. 

There is a disagreement between intent to control; 
reduced uncertainty and intention of individual to self-organize 

. and carryout initiative. Therefore, depending upon different 
requirement for certainty, different organizations and parts of 
same organization adopts different control. 
(iii) Behavior of Control Personnel 

Every organization has many control positions, whose 
role is to ensure that the organization is operating upon 
necessary rules, policies and procedures. 
Examples 

Budget officers, performance review personnel and auditors. 

These are important control tasks required for the proper 
functioning of the organization. The idea here is to enforce the 
reward structure upon personnel for determining and identifying 
errors. So, therefore the person who is in a control position is 
entitled to gain rewards for identifying errors and failures caused 
by other employees of the organization. As a result the persons gets 
evaluated to access the information. Due to the misclassification 
or misreport the data integrity can be compromised. 

3.6 IS PLANNING 

Ans 

(i) 

Disturbances 

Allocation 
Process (control 

variables) 
Management 

plan 
A 

Measurement EValuation 

Q20. Discuss in detail about information system 
planning. 

Answer : 

The process that involves development of plan or 
strategy to organize the information systems with respect to the 
business strategies of organization is referred to as information 
system planning. It plays a very important role in achieving 
success with respect to organizational goals. A survey that 
was performed betiveen organizations that use planning and 
organizations that do not use planning, revealed that the former 
ones achieved better results than the latter ones. Typically, a plan 
provides the complete picture of the information system with 
the activities to be involved in its development. It also assigns 
priorities to the activities that cannot be performed concurrently 
during the development and implementation phases. 

Every organization creates a master plan which is 
reviewed and modified accordingly in a periodic manner or 
when new developments occur. This review is performed by a 
special team called steering committee. This committee includes 
some of the higher level executives from different levels of the 

- organization. It also include executives of information systems. 
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The responsibility of this committee is decide the activities of 
master plan and reflect these activities with the progress of the 
project. This reflection is performed on a fixed interval of time. 

For developing a better plan, it is preferable to implement 
certain policies and procedures. These procedures and 
policies allocates appropriate rules to various units, provides 
coordination among these units and combining all the functions 
performed by these units. 

In a master plan, two types of plans reside. They are, a 
long term plan and a short-term plan. A long term plan refers to 
a plan that is used for a longer duration of time i.e., from three 
to five years. It includes general principles to be followed. A 
short term refers to a plan that is used to a shorter time period 
of around one year. 

It includes certain operations which are responsible 
for improving or maintaining the overall performance of 
the organization. The four major sections in the master plan 
framework are, 

1. Goals, objectives and architecture of IS 
2. Current capabilities 
3. Developments affecting plan 
4. Specific plan. 

1. Goals, Objectives and Architecture of IS 
It involves strategies, goals and objectives of both the 
organization and information system, constraints that 
are internal to the organization, various estimations (like 
risk and consequences), the external environment and 
the entire structure of inforrnation systems. 

2. Current Capabilities 
These capabilities describe the current status of IS. some 
of the elements involved in this section are individual 
persons, systems, software and hardware inventory, 
their utilization analysis, active projects analysis and 
analysing or determining the strengths and weaknesses. 

3. Developments Affecting Plan 
The overall plan gets affected by many factors including, 
44. Technological factors such as PC, LAN, DBMS 

that needs to be considered in the long term plan. 
+ Major technological advancements or modifications. 
+ Advancements in softwares 
+ Major modifications in methodology 
+ Environmental changes including changes in laws, 

regulations etc. 
4. Specific Plan 

The plan must be capable enough to be specific for many 
years i.e., from three to five years. It should provide 
schedules with respect to hardware acquisition, software, 
development of applications, maintenance of softwares 
and resources for hiring and training the individuals. 

Q21. Explain the three-stage model of planning 
process. 

Answer : 
The three-stage model introduced by Davis, Bowman 

and Wetherbe was capable of describing the following, 

+ Activities involved in generic planning 

+ Sequence of these activities. 

+ Techniques and methodologies that can be used 
as alternatives. 

As the name suggests, it is a model that involves three 
stages. These stages are, 

1. Strategic planning 

2. Requirement analysis 

3. Resource allocation or management. 

1. Strategic Planning 
At this stage, the complete organizational plan which 

includes the goals, objectives and strategies of an organization 
is matched with that of the information system. 

The objectives, goals and strategies of the information 
systems are matched with that of the organization at IS strategic 
planning stage. Four techniques are used for this to be done. 
They are as follows, 

(a) Extracting from the Organizational Plans 
This technique, derives the objectives, goals and strategies 
of information systems from the objectives, goals and 
strategies of an organization. Each of them is examined 
to identify the required information system support.  . 

(b) Strategic Information System Grid 
A grid called as strategic grid consisting of four, cells 
is provided in this technique. The cells indicate four 
types of planning situations. The cells are named as 
strategic, turnaround, factory and support. These cells 
determine the significance of the existing information 
system applications to, the business and also the 
significance of the IS applications that are to be planned 
for development. They indicate the position in which the 
IS activity is with respect to the business organization. 

(c) Strategic Fit with Organizational Culture 
Initially the culture of the organization is known and 
then the information systems are developed according 
to that culture. This helps in avoiding IS failures. 

(d) Transforming the Strategic Set 
In this technique, the organizational strategy is converted 
to IS strategy set. 

2. Requirement Analysis 
Information requirement analysis is a process of 

determining all the current and fuhire needs necessary for 
decision making including the operations of the organization. 
In addition to this, the database incorporated with several IS's 
and a master plan is defined for developing the IS. 

The below steps are followed to analyse the requirements. 

(a) Defining the Underlying Organizational 
Requirements 
All the sub-systems of the organization are determined it 
this step. This is done inorder to modularize the activit:,  
of requirement determination. The sub-systems are 
identified through negotiations involving the managers 
of the organization. 
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(b) Developing the Sub-system Matrix 

In this step, particular managers are assigned to each of 
the sub-system which is derived. In this way, a matrix is 
formed and is called as manager by process or manager,  
sub-system matrix. The responsibilities of the managers 
and the behaviour of the sub system are remained for 
developing the matrix. 

(c) Defining and Evaluating the Information 
Requirements for the Subsystems 
All the information requirements necessary for a sub 
system are acquired in this step. The requirements are 
gathered from the managers by interviewing them. 
Certain methods are used to prepare the questions for 
interviewing them. 

(d) Prioritizing the Information Systems 
In this step, each of the IS application is assigned with 
a priority. Priorities are assigned depending upon the 
value of IS and also the readiness of the organization, 
This is known as feasibility analysis. 

3. Resource Allocation or Management 
Resource allocation is a process of assigning resources 

to different applications and finding the way and sequence of 
their implementations. The allocation is done based on the 
following factors, 

(a) The profit or savings of the project 
(b) The profit or savings which cannot be calculated easily. 
(c) The needs that are based on institutional factors. 
(d) The way of managing the system. 

Based on these factors, certain methods such as portfolio 
approach, charge out etc., are developed which carryout 
resource  allocation easily.   
Q22. Explain in detail the NOLAN stage model. 
Answer : 
Nolan's Stage-Growth Hypothesis 

The controlling of information systems function by 
the top management partially depends upon the technologies 
dispersed across the organization. According to Richard Nolan 
(1973), the data processing expenditures evolve slowly with 
respect to time giving a sigmoid shape (S-shape). 

Stage 1 Stage2 Stage 3 Stage4 

This S-shaped curve of data processing expenditure 
comprises of four shapes. 

1. Initiation 
2. Contagion 
3. Control and 
4. Integration. 

Stage 1: Initiation 
In this stage, the information technology is first 

introduced into the organization i.e., a computer is installed. 
This computer is often installed at the primary user department 
and the tasks assigned are on first come first serve basis. The 
planning and control over information technology is not 
extensive in this stage. Moreover, the budget needed is very 
low and transfer pricing scheme is not used. 
Stage 2: Contagion 

Although computing is introduced in the first stage 
itself, most of the users still feel isolated from computing. For 
this reason, the importance of computer applications must be 
explained to such isolated users in order to spread the computer 
usage. This widespread computer usage involves employing 
specialized professionals. Due to the unavailability of adequate 
staff, demand for professionals like data processing managers 
increases which in turn, results in higher pay-scales. On the 
other hand the application will be rapidly developed because 
of the lenient control, fewer standards, loose budget and 
personalized project control. 
Stage 3: Control 

This stage emphasizes on controlling of time and money 
spent on computer systems. In this stage, a steering committee 
is established that organizes project management and project 
management report systems for development of programming, 
documentation and operating standards. There is no significant 
reduction in the utilization of computers. However, the 
applications are inadequate and user frustration is commonly 
seen. Transfer pricing scheme is also used in this stage. 
Stage 4: Integration 

This stage is the last stage described by Nolan in his 
initial proposal of stage-growth hypothesis. In this stage, the 
data processing becomes a separate department and operates 
like a computer utility. Some of the tasks earlier performed by 
system analysts and programmers are now performed by the 
users themselves. The planning and control are more formal and 
resource-oriented, new advanced systems like online real-time 
systems, more focussed controls etc are introduced. 

The S-shaped curve introduced by Nolan still continues 
to work even though, the data processing concepts have passed 
away.- It provides a better understanding of how the latest 
information systems technology are dealt by the organization. It 
also reflects the experiences of organization while implementing 
newer technologies. The S-shaped curve also facilitates the 
hianagers and auditors in determining the optimal control 
strategies that must be followed on information systems function. 

In addition to the above stages, NOLAN has introduced 
two more stages in the year 1979 there by enhancing the earlier 
model. This is done because the above four stages were unable 
to completely determine the growth of IT in an organization. 
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Stage 5: Data Administration 

A new reason for corporate data management in 
contrast to IT have been introduced at this stage. The system 
development which is one of the tragical advantage of the 
organization is enhanced by reducing the controls. 

Stage 6: Maturity Stage 

This stage illustrates the completion of application 
portfolio and concludes by depicting that the goals of the 
organizations have been met. Therefore, the planning as well 
as development with respect to IS of an organization are 
incorporated to the development of the business. The below 
figure shows NOLAN's six stage enhanced model. 

Stagel  Stage2 Stage3 Stage4 Stage5  Stage6 

Figure: Double 'S' Shaped Curve of Stage Growth Hypothesis 

In the above figure, the IS growth curve is in the form 
of double `S'. The investment increases in the first two stages 
and freezes at the third stage. Further it increases in the fourth 
stage and continues increasing upto the last stage. 

3.7 DETERMINATION OF INFORMATION 
REQUIREMENTS 

Q23. What are the problems with determining 
information requirements? 

Answer : 

Information requirements are considered as one of the 
essential elements in information system planning process. If the 
gathered requirements are correct and complete then it would 
be easier for the manager to implement information system 
applications and to build databases. Consider an example of 
determining information requirements for a warehouse. Here, 
it is essential to design a database that can be shared by other 
cross-functional areas (like sales, production, accounting). The 
reason of sharing the data about information requirements is 
to assist the managers in making correct decision on pricing, 
marketing strategy. However, failure in sharing data may 
result in lack of interaction between the managers of different 
departments, due to which they become unaware of the business 
processes being implemented in other functional areas. 
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In addition to sharing data, JAD (Joint Application 

Design) tools can also be used for determining the information 
requirements of a set of managers belonging to different 
departments. However, if JAD application is not used, then 
it would be very difficult to understand the cross-functional 
perspective as each of the managers need to be interviewed 
individually rather than as a group. 

The process of determining correct and complete 
information requirement is the most challenging task because 
of the following problems,.  

1. Managers do not have any knowledge about the 
information requirements of other functional areas 

2. Managers are not allowed to use JAD applications 
completely while interviewing and collecting data 

3 Every user and analysts have their own perspective of 
defining requirements due to which there is a possibilit) 
of misconception. 

Q24. Describe the three levels of information 
requirements. 

Answer : Model Paper-I, Q11(b) 

The design and implementation of information system 
requirements should involve the following three levels. 

1. At organization level 

2. At application level 

3. Database requirements. 

I. At Organization Level 
At organization level, a process called as enterprise 

analysis is used for the purpose of determining the requirements. 
This process is responsible for collecting, arranging and 
documenting all the requirements. These requirements are 
then classified in terms of databases and subsystems. Then. 
their development is carried out in a scheduled fashion. After 
the successful completion of this process, the informatics 
architecture of overall system can be designed along with the 
specification of boundaries and interfaces of the subsystems 

2. At Application Level 
The information structure generated in the aboN e 

level is composed of different subsystems. Application is oat 
among these subsystems. It involves some specific information 
processing which carryout a specific task. The process 
identifying requirements at this level involves definition anti 
documentation of specific information along with applic-
requirements. 

The requirements at application level is classified 
social and technical requirements. The former one relates 
the job design and states the following objectives, 

(i) Design objectives associated with the organizati 
tasks. 

(ii) Assumptions made on the role played by personnels. 

(iii) Assumptions made on the responsibilities allocated. 

(iv) Different policies of the organization. 
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The latter one i.e., technical requirements relates to the 

information that is required to carryout a task successfully. They 
specify the following, 

(i) Inputs 

(ii) Outputs 

(iii) Data stored 

(iv) Various processes. 

These requirements are also involved in structure and 
format of the data. 

3. Database Requirements 
The requirements that relates to the queries of both kinds 

i.e., application and adhoc relates, to database requirements. 
The requirements associated with the data can be fulfilled by 
defining certain classes of data and served them to the processes. 

In depth requirements associated with database can be 
captured and arranged by classifying these requirements in 
terms of users and database design. The formed ones are called 
as logical requirements. They can arise from two sources i.e., 
from data modeling and from existing applications. However, 
the latter ones are derived from many sources including, 

• Hardware environments 

•:• 	Software environments 

+ Conceptual requirements 

+ Specifications associated with the use of database.  

Q25. Explain the strategies followeld in system 
requirement determination. 

Answer : 
Strategies for Requirement Determination 

The strategies for determining requirements are, 

(i) Interviewing 

(ii) Questionnaire 

(iii) Record review 

(iv) Observation. 

(i) 	Interviewing 
Interview is a direct and one of the oldest face-to-face 

approach involving an interviewer (who asks questions) and an 
interviewee (who answer the questions). Generally, an interview 
:an either be formal or informal. The questions being asked can 
!:,e structured or unstructured. The person being interviewed is 
existing users of the proposed system. Despite of being the most 
referred techniques, it is not always considered due to time 

zonsumption. However, this method is considered efficient for 
ose users who are fail to communicate in writing effectively. 

7---lor to conducting the interview, a system analyst must gather 
e following information, 

(a) The person who needs to be interview 

(b) The time of conducting interview 

(c) The question to be asked 

(d) The location of conducting interview 

(e) The way of initiating and conducting interview.  
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(ii) Questionnaire 
Questionnaire is a technique of determining information 

requirement in which a series of questions are given to the 
users. The analyst gather the individual response. Similar to 
interview questions, the questions asked in this method can 
also be structured or unstructured. When compared to interview 
approach, the questionnaire technique must be time saving. 
However, the latter method doesn2t allow the analyst to observe 
the reaction of the respondent. 

(iii) Record Review 
This method helps in collecting quantitative information 

about volumes, frequencies, ratios. The analyst 'examine the 
information recorded regarding the system and its potential 
users. This information may include operating procedures which 
are used by organization. The main drawback of this method 
is that the documentation on which the analysts rely may be 
either incomplete or historical. 

(iv) Observation 
This method gather information by recognizing and 

observing people, objects and events. It helps the analyst to 
gather those information, which cannot be gathered from using 
other methods. Analyst, who play the role of an observer need 
to set up certain protocol prior to the observation. During this 
process, the analyst concentrate more on listening part rather 
than on talking. The drawbacks of this method are, 

(a) It is time-consuming 

(b) It is expensive 

(c) It doesn't allow the analyst to gather all the 
required information. 

Generally, an analyst utilize combination of any of these 
methods for studying the existing system, as a single method 
may be insufficient for gathering all the required information 
regarding the system.   
Q26. Explain the Critical Success Factors (CSF) 

method. 
Answer : 
Critical Success Factors (CSF) 

Critical success factors refer to the critical factors like 
money, customer satisfaction, quality, strategic relationship etc., 
that are used for ensuring the success of a business organization. 
These factors are basically identified in certain domains like 
production processes, employee and organizational skills. They 
are very essential for an organization that use them for achieving 
success with respect to the goals. These factors define "what 
has to go right" in order to achieve business goals. 

This approach is used to overcome the issues encountered 
while using traditional approaches like by-product technique 
wherein by-products of transaction processing systems are 
used for addressing the manager's requirements. It does this 
by concentrating basically on the information requirements of 
individual senior managers. 
Advantages of Critical Success Factors 

The following are the advantages of using CSF approach 
in determining information requirements, 
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❖ It helps the managers to identify critical success factors and 

to define measures for each of the factors. 
• It helps the managers in developing a meaningful 

information system while ignoring unnecessary 
information. 

❖ The frequent generation of report about sales, inventory 
customer can be minimized. 
The approach has the ability of sustaining changes taking 
place in business environment, organization structure or 
in competitive strategy. 

❖ It helps the managers to define information requirements 
that are supported by flexible reporting systems such as 
decision support-systems. , 

Limitations of Critical Success Factors 
+ It develops the information system by considering 

the managers information requirements but not the 
organizations requirements. 

• It doesn't use data architecture planning strategy to 
perform analysis of information requirement. 

❖ It fails to consider the managerial responsibilities of 
implementing the information system projects.   

Q27. How are critical success factors used to 
determine information system opportunities? 

Answer : 
The following steps are considered by CSF approach in 

order to determine information system opportunities, 
Step I 

Initially, the manager must establish business mission and 
define strategic goals. It may be possible that goals of one 
organization may be similar to the goals of some other 
organization. 

Step 2 
Once the goals are defined, identify the list-  factors 
that are required for achieving the goals. 

Step 3 
Analyze the list and identify the most essential elements 
for attaining success. These elements are referred as 
critical success factors which are determined based on 
the nature of an industry or on the competitive strategy. 

Step 4 
Define measures for each of the critical success 
factors. These measures define the information system 
requirements. 

Step 5 
Share the information about the factors with other 
organizational units. 

Step 6 
Monitor and reevaluate the critical success factor so as 
to ensure that business and project goals are achieved. 
After defining the information system requirements, it is 

necessary for the manager to analyze the existing information 
system. This analysis is done so as'to know whether the reports 
defining the required information can be generated from the 
existing system or not. If it is not possible to generate the required 
report, then it is the responsibility of manager to identify "new'.' 
information requirements. 
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Example 

Consider an example of discount department and 
apply critical success factors approach so as to determine the 
information requirements. 

Step 1 

Defining the goals ofiliscount department store, 

❖ High EPS (Earning Per Share) 

+ High market share 

+ High profit due to new product. 

Step 2 

Listing the factors, 

❖ Pricing 

❖ High turnover 

❖ Advertising effectiveness 

❖ Product innovation 

+ Effective training. 

Step 3 
Determining critical success factors, 

+ Pricing 

❖ High turnover. 

Step 4 
Defining measures of the CSF. 

Pricing 
For pricing, margin percentage of different product lines 

is an important indicator that helps the sales managers in making 
effective pricing decision that guarantees expected margin on sale-, 

High Turnover 
For high turnover CSF, inventory turnover measure 

used that is analyzed based on the product line in order to redu..t. 
the level of stockout. 

3.8 BUSINESS SYSTEMS PLANNING  
Q28. What is meant by business system planning' 

What are the objectives of business system 
planning methodology? 

Answer 
Business System Planning (BSP) 

Business system planning is a method developed by 
IBM corporation. It is used by the managers so as to effectively 
determine the managerial information requirements of the 
organization. The main purpose of BSP method is to develop 
an information plan that is capable of supporting short term as 
well as long term information requirements. Before initiating 
the process of BSP, it is essential for strategic level managers 
to develop a good report with information system professional 
in order to build information system projects that are profitable 
to the organization. 
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Many organization doesn't develop the entire information 
system at once i.e., they follow a step-wise development process 
wherein each step, a part of information system is developed. 
Such development may lead to maintenance issue as the data 
elements belonging to each part of information system needs to 
be stored in a separate database. This way of storing may in turn 
lead to redundancy and inconsistency issues. This is because, 
it is possible that a single data element may be present in one 
or more databases and therefore changes in one database may 
require changes to be made in remaining databases. 

In order to overcome these issues, ,BSP method was 
developed that ,  solved the problem by examining the data 
requirements of important business processes-by developing a 
data architecture. 
Objectives of BSP 

The objectives of business system planning is to, 
❖ Develop a data architecture that has the ability Of 

performing every activity associated with information 
system development. 

❖ Understand the issues and.opportunities with the existing 
information system application. 

❖ Provide information system managers with a blue print 
about the development. 

❖ Provide proper guidance to business executives who 
participate in the development process. 

❖ Develop a decision making framework that determines 
the IT capital expenditures.   

Q29. Explain the procedure for business system 
planning. 

Answer : Model Paper-II, Q11(b) 

Procedure for Business System Planning 
In order to achieve the BSP objectives, this approach 

follows a step-wise procedure that consists of the following steps 
each of which define an activity performed in BSP approach. 

1. Arranging a study team 
2. Obtaining management authorizatio to prepare 

and conduct for study 
3. Arranging a kick-off meeting 
4. Identifying business strategies/processes 
5. Defining data classes 
6. Analyzing the existing information system so as 

to gather the executives perspective 
7. Determining the business problems 
8. Defining an information architecture 
9. Determining priorities 
10. Verifying information system management.  
11. Developing action plans 
12. Generating and presenting reports about the results. 

I. Arranging a Study Team 
The initial step performed in BSP is to organize a 

that prepares and conducts a study. Basically, this team 
- _ _Jes different functional managers who are responsible for 

- icting interviews. 

2 Obtaining Management Authorization to 
Prepare and Conduct for Study 
Once the study team has been organized, the next step 

is to prepare a study. However, this step can be performed only 
after receiving proper authorization from top-level managers. 

3. Arranging a Kick-off lyleeting 
After the study has been initiated, there is a need for 

arranging a kick-off meeting. Here, the team leaders describe 
the plan of study and IT managers inform about the present 
state of an information system. 

4. Identifying Business Strategy/Process 
It this step, the business strategies and processes present 

within the organization are identified. Business processes are 
required so as to efficiently manage the resources present in the 
business. It is necessary to select the most relevant processes 
that are profitable to an organization. Based on these processes, 
BSP study team can easily understand the information 
requirements and identify the essential data requirements. 

BSP method uses different matrices like process/ 
organization matrix, so as to define the relationship that exist 
between the organization, processes and data requirements. 

This matrix helps the manager to gather information about, 

❖ Processes in the organization 

❖ Personnels and their positions 

❖ Different personnels in different processes 

❖ Total number of persons in each process 
• Total number ofproce.sses in which each person involves. 

5. Defining Data Classes 
In this step, the data classes that support the business 

process are identified. The number of data classes in a single 
unit basically, depends on the size of the organization. The 
relationship between data class and process can be understood 
using data class/process matrix which provides the manager 
with the following information, 

❖ Different process in the organization 

❖ Different data classes 

❖ Different data classes on which a process depends 

❖ Different process supporting a data class. 

6. Analyzing the Existing Information System so 
as to Gather Executives Perspectives 
In this step, every application used by an organization is 

analyzed so as to determine which application is critical from 
executives point of view. 

7. Determining the Business Problems 
BSP study team conduct interviews and query of 

different• functional managers in order to identify the problems 
occurred during the project implementation. It does this to 
determine the, priorities that are based on certain factors. The 
information gathered after conducting the interview is analyzed 
and presented in the form of summary reports. During the 
interview, managers need to, 

❖ Identify the major problems encountered due to which 
it becomes difficult to perform remaining activities. 
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+ Identify the possible solution for solving the 

identified problem. 
• Identify a value statement that determines the level, 

of changes taking place in the organization after 
solving the problem. 

+ Determine whether additional information is 
required for performing the job or not. 

8. Defining an Information Architecture 
In this step, an information architecture of the 

organization is defined, which is done by analyzing the 
relationship between the data class and processes. Such analysis 
enables the manager to identify different system projects. 
9. Determining Priorities 

Once the projects are identified, they need to be 
prioritized based on the following factors. 

(i) Benefit 
(ii) Impact 
(iii) Success 
(iv) Demand. 

(i) Benefit 
This factor determines the level of profit attained after 
implementing the project. 

(ii) Impact 
The level of effect the project has on the people and 
quality is known as impact. 

(iii) Success 
This factor determines the success level of the project 
being implemented. 

(iv) Demand 
This factor determines what resources and tools are 
required for developing the proposed system. 

10. Verifying Information System Management 
This BSP activity involves reviewing of the existing 

information system by taking into account the functions carried 
out by this system. Based on the result of review, managers 
develop proposed information systems. 

Information system group must develop a plan so as 
to built an integrated database environment wherein multiple 
applications are supported by shared data. However, it is 
essential for the member of the group to have a complete 
knowledge about the advanced technology and procedures in 
order to make such development. 
11. Developing Action Plans 

In this activity, an action plan is developed that specifies. 
+ The time of developing the first subsystem. 
• The MIS personnel responsible for developing the 

subsystem. 
• Detail explanation about the project. 
When this subsystem project is being implemented, then 

long term action plan about designing the data architecture of 
the organization can be developed. 
12. Generating and Presenting Reports About the 

Results 
The final step of-HSP)method is to generate reports 

and present them to all the parties including team members, 
sponsors etc. 

3.9 END MEANS ANALYSIS 
Q30. What do you understand by ends/means 

analysis? 

Answer ; Model Paper-II, Q11(a) 

Ends/means analysis is another approach used for 
determining information requirements. This analysis is based 
on the systems theory model wherein manager needs to define 
information requirements, outputs, measure of efficiency and 
effectiveness. The information required specifies the means 
(input) which are supplied to business process so as to generate 
ends (output). The efficiency and effectiveness criteria are used 
to provide feedback to the process so as to determine whether 
the goods or services which are resulted are effective to the 
customers or not. 

The objectives of this approach is to, 

• Select effectiveness criteria based on which outputs 
(ends) are generated. 

• Select efficiency criteria for every mean (input) that is 

used for generating the outputs. 

Ends Analysis 
The following questions are raised while performing the 

first part of the analysis (i.e., ends analysis). 

• What is the end or.goods generated after implementing 
the business process? 

•:* 	What criteria are to be used for making the goods/ 
services effective to the customers? 

+ What kind of information is required so as to analyze 
the effectiveness criteria? 

Example 
Consider an example, wherein the end is to provide 

customers service. The effectiveness criteria for this end is 
to quickly provide credit facility to potential customers. The 
information required for providing credit facility is to maintai: 
a record about the credit status and the payment history of the 
customers. 

Means Analysis 
The following questions are raised while performing 

second part of analysis. 

4. What are the essential means required f 
generating goods or services? 

• What efficiency factors are to be used so as :7 
generate goods or services efficiently? 

+ What kind of information is required so as 
analyze the efficiency factors? 

Example 
Consider an example, wherein the "means" is to prod 

credit request. The efficiency factor for processing credit req  
is to decrease the transaction cost per request. The informawr 
required to assess efficiency is about the cost incurred N;±:_ie 
handling a credit transaction. 
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Q31. Distinguish various techniques for formulating information requirements of system. 

Answer : 

S.No BSP Ends/Means Analysis CSP 

1.  The process initiates by It initiates by specifying the ends It initiates by specifying the 

specifying the actual problem 

statement. ' 

(input) and means (outputs). project mission and strategic 

goals. '` 

2.  It defines the possible outcomes It defines the effectiveness and It defines list of critical success 
(solution) for solving the efficiency criteria for understanding factors and measures for 

3.  

problem. 

It uses information so as to 

the way of achieving ends and 
means respectively.  , 
It uses information so as to 

achieving success. 

It uses information so as to 
provide feedback that deter- provide a feedback that determines provide a feedback that deter- 
mines the level to which 
solutions are being achieved. 

the level of effectiveness, 
efficiency criteria that is being 
achieved. 

mines the level to which critical 
success factors are being 
achieved. 

4.  It focuses organizational wide It focuses on specific area of an It focuses on managerial infor- 
information requirements. organization. !nation requirements. 

5.  The outcome generated is The outcome is the means used for The outcome generated is a 
the data architecture plan. generating goods or services. strategy used for designing 

executive information system. 
6.  It is used when detailed data is It is used when the existing It is used when business 

required. processes are to be improved along 
with continual monitoring. 

direction is.to be focused. 

3.10 ORGANIZING THE PLAN 

Q32. Write an essay on the organization of information system plan in a business organization. 
Answer : 
Organization of Information System Plan in a Business Organization 

Information systems strategic plan is to be developed so as to capture the different opportunities arising due to drastic 
changes in information technology. However, if proper planning is not performed then it may result either in incorrect system 
development or incompatibility among hardware, software and operating system. 
Significance of Senior Manager 

Senior management plays a very important role while performing strategic planning process. This management is responsible 
for defining strategic objectives which are as follows, 
• Opportunities that are capable of supporting competitive strategy are to be identified. 
❖ Applications that have the ability of providing greater profits are to be determined, 
+ Organizational structure which is effective needs to be identified. 

After defining the objectives, it is the responsibility of MIS managers to develop tactical plans. The main purpose of 
these plans is to organize application development process, technology, resources in such a way that the objectives defined are 
achieved. The following are the steps performed while organizing information systems plan, 

1. Defining application development projects 
Identifying new technological opportunities 
Organizing and managing information processing. 

1. efining Application Development Projects 
Application development projects are defined in order to achieve the strategic goals of the organization. At strategic level, 

MIS management performs the following activities, 
❖ Collaborate with the users so as to decide the priorities in order to develop the application projects 
❖ Identify methods using which it is possible to enhance the productivity level of the software system. 
d• Evaluate alternative approaches for system development like software packages, prototyping etc. 
❖ Use CASE tools that provide automation support so as to increase the level of productivity. 
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When data driven application development projects are developed, then MIS management must perform the following 

activities, 

❖ Identify the applications, technology that supports data-driven approach. 

❖ Evaluate newer supporting technologies like DBMS, Code Generator, fourth generation languages etc. 

❖ Retrain the system analysts and programmer about the usage of new tools. 

❖ Retrain the traditional life cycle methods so as to provide support for data driven approaches. 

❖ Allocate the resources so as to ensure that new methods are used effectively in the development process. 

At tactical level, MIS management performs the following activities, 

❖ Ensure that every phase of SDLC was perfoimed successfully. 

❖ Ensure that there exists an opportunity for user and manager to review project activities at the checkpoints. 

❖ Ensure that projects were completed within the expected time pe?iod. 

2. Identifying New and Advanced Technology Opportunities 

New technologies such as office automation, teleconferencing, factory automation that support business plans are identified 
by the senior management in strategic planning process. At this strategic level, a plan is defined based on which MIS management 
performs the following activities, 

❖ Ensure compatibility between hardware and software in decentralized user environment 

Define strategies that are used for establishing a relationship between mainframe-based operational data system and 
decentralized decision support system 

❖ Define an architecture using which it is possible to design interfaces that establishes a link between data processing 
and office automation, telecommunication networks and local personal computers. 

At the tactical level, MIS management performs the following activities, 

❖ Design an equipment selection strategy 

❖. 	Design a vendor policy that guarantees compatibility between centralized and decentralized systems. 

3 Organizing and Managing Information Processing 

It is the responsibility of the senior management to make a decision regarding the way of organizing information processing 
so as to ensure that every organizational requirement is fulfilled. Many organizations are facing problems while working with 
centralized and decentralized information systems, because of which these organizations are performing transition. Here, the 
centralized information systems are replaced by distributed information systems. This transition is carried out by using advanced 
technologies, software package and user-friendly languages. At strategic and tactical level of distributed information system, an 
MIS plan is established so as to address the problems encountered in centralized information systems. 

The strategic plan must be capable of, 

Defining standards 'and guidelines so as to efficiently manage the database as well as computer resources 

❖ Identifying the skills required by information processing professionals 

❖ Identifying the roles of users managers and information system professionals. 

The tactical plan must possess the ability of, 

❖ Identifying which training and professional development approaches are required so as to enable information 
processing professionals to carry out their respective roles. 

❖ Defining project management guidelines that must be followed by user managers so as to manage and control the 
local projects. 
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INTERNAL ASSESSMENT 

OBJECTIVE TYPE 
I. Multiple Choice 

1. represents a wide statement of the purpose of organization. 

(a) Goal 

(b) Objective 

(c) Plan 

(d) Mission 

2. represents boundaries or limits of acceptance behaviour which produces decision limits, ethical and 
moral values and standards. 

(a) Strategy 

(b) Policy 

(c) Objective 

(d) Goal 

3. planning defines the scope of business functions in future, marketing of business etc. [ 

(a) Strategic planning 

(b) Tactical planning 

(c) Operations planning 

(d) Schedule planning 

4. is not a method used in analysis of formulating and quantifying expectations. 

(a) Statistical methods 

(b) Objective analysis 

(c) Production analysis 

(d) Judgement 

5. In  factor, the planning estimates are independent of constant standard of accuracy. [ 11  
(a) Data sources 

(b) Effect of plan on outcome 

(c) Planned accuracy 

(d) Time 

6. In method, the effects caused by external events are simulated. 

(a) Scenario writing 

(b) Simulation 

(c) Cross impact analysis 

(d) All of the above 
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7. is an example of financial planning computation. 

(a) Depreciation computation 

(b) Rate of return analysis 

(c) Break-even analysis 

(d) All of the above 

8. is not a stage of Bowman and Wetherbe model. 

(a) Production analysis 

(b) Strategic planning 

(c) Requirement analysis 

(d) Resource allocation 

9. initiates by specifying the inputs and outputs. 

(a) BSP 

(b) End/means analysis 

(c) CSP 

(d) None of the above 

10. uses information to provide feedback that determines the level to which solutions are being achieved. 

[ 

(a) BSP 

(b) End/Means analysis 

(c) CSP 

(d) None of the above 

II. Fill in the Blanks 

can be viewed as continuous functions related to organization. 

represent regular procedures and methods to achieve the goals. 

can last from 1-12 years. 

is used to compute the degree of association among two sets of data. 

5. Break even analysis is an example of  

6. Negative feedback contains elements. 

7. 	can be viewed as an automated control system such as thermostat or computer controlled process.  

8. The application level requirements are also called as 	 

9. BSP stands for 	 

10. Sigmoid shape (S-shape) of data processing expenditures was first developed by 	 
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KEY 

I. Multiple Choice 

(d) 2. (b) 3. (a) 4. (c) 5. (c) 

6. (b) 7. (d) 8. (a) 9. (b) 10. (a) 

II. Fill in the Blanks 

1. Organizational planning 

2. Strategies 

3 Operations planning 

4. Cross-correlation analysis 

5. Financial planning computation 

6. Four 

7. Closed control loop 

8. Logical requirements 

9. Business system planning 

10. Richard Nolan. 
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III.  Very Short Questions and Answers 

Ql. Define IS planning. 

Answer : 

The process that involves development of plan or strategy to organize the information systems with respect to the business 

strategies of organization is referred to as Information System (IS) planning. 

Q2. List the four major sections of a master plan framework. 

Answer : 

The four major sections in the master plan framework are, 

1. Goals, objectives and architecture of IS 

2. Current capabilities 

3. Developments affecting plan 

4. Specific plan. 

Q3. Define objectives in organizational planning. 

Answer : 

It represents a statement of results which are in measured quantity. For example, Reduction in the average time from the 

initialization of the request till the termination of the service call. 

Q4. What is considered in the statistical method of formulating and quantifying expectations? 

Answer : 

In this method, the statistical analysis of data is taken into account by the trends, correlation analysis, projection and 

sampling to yield expectations. 

Q5. What is generated or provided by a planning model? 

Answer : 

The planning model provides the following, 

❖ Format to represent results generated from processing the model. 

❖ Input data set 

+ Processing set of statements. 
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UNIT 

4 BUSINESS APPLICATIONS OF 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

Marketed by: 

SI 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES   

After studying this unit, one would have thorough knowledge about the following key concepts, 

❖ Internet, Intranet and Extranet 

❖ E-commerce with its goals, objectives, benefits, limitations and types 

❖ Information systems in supporting business operations 

❖ Information systems in supporting managerial decisions 

❖ Information systems for achieving strategic advantage. 

INTRODUCTION 
Information systems or information technology can be applied in various aspects of the business to carryout different 

operations. Organizations can exploit the features of internet, e-commerce, intranet and extranet to improve their 

operational behaviour. Internet is also called'as network of networks whereas an intranet is referred to a private 

internet (or) a network segment belonging to the public internet. However, an extranet is used to enable employees 

of the company to work together with people outside the company. E-commerce exploits all the features of these 

three to create an effective platform for doing online business. 

Organizations can also make use of concepts related to information systems such as Computer Aided Engineering, 

Robotics, Sales force automation systems, Internet advertising, Performance management systems, Training 

systems and many more to simplify the operations at all the levels of an organizations. These levels can include 

Manufacturing, Marketing, Human resource etc. They can also use Decision Support Systems to provide support in 

making appropriate decisions and strategic information systems to achieve strategic advantage over the competitors. 
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PART-A 
SHORT QUESTIONS WITH SOLUTIONS 

Q1. Discuss some of the reasons for using internet. 
Answer : 

Reasons 

The reasons for using internet are numerous. Some of them are, 

1. Cost Containment 

Organizations can save huge amount of money by doing business through internet rather than through mails, phone calls 
and letters. 

2 Globalization 

Companies can globalize or simply internationalize their business using internet, irrespective of their size and geographical 
location. 

3. Sales and Marketing 

Companies can market their products and services using internet. Moreover, they can allow customers to place on-line 
orders, compare prices, do payments and so on with the help of internet. 

4. Competitive Advantage 

Organizations can use internet to provide information about product updates and technological development to gain 
competitive advantage over other organizations in the same industry..  

5. Electronic Communications 

Organintions can use internet to access international electronic communications network, which enables communication 
among vendors, customers  and competitors all over the world.   

Q2. What are the major goals of E-commerce? 
Answer : 

Goals of Electronic Commerce 
(a) Cost Reduction 

(b) Lowerered product cycle time 

(c) Improved service quality and 

(d) Faster customer response. 

Electronic-commerce can be defined in several ways with different perspectives. 

1. Communication Perspective 
E-commerce can be defined as the process of delivering products services, information or payments through computer 
networks or any other electronic medium. 

2. Commercial Perspective 
E-commerce can be defined as the process of buying and selling products, services and information through internet or 
any other online services. 

3. Service Perspective 
E-commerce is defined as a tool for dealing with the desires of government firms, management and consumers. Their 
desire is to reduce the service cost, improve customer service quality and improve service delivery speed. 

4. Business Process Perspective 
E-commerce is defined as a process that performs electronic business through electronic networks. 

5. Collaborative Perspective 
E-commerce is defined as a framework that collaborates both the inter and intra organizations. 

6. Community Perspective 
E-commerce is defined as a place where all the community members can gather, learn, transact and collaborate. 
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Intranets Extranets 

1. It is a private network which is used for sharing 
information within an organization. 

1. It is a private network which is used for enabling 
an individual from different organization to access 
resources that are available on an intranet. 

2. It enables communication between different 
functional areas of organization. 

2.  It enables communication between clients and 
distributors. 

3.  It doesn't carry out e-commerce operations. 3. It conducts e-commerce operations. 

4. It has risk from only internal employees, 4. It has risk from outside suppliers, therefore it is 

5. 

therefore it is more secure. , V not 

It is confined to perform only internal data sharing. 5. 

secure. 

It facilitates both internal and external data sharing. 

6. It provides accessibility to corporate users. 6. It provides accessibility to corporate users and 
suppliers. 

Q5. Define Intelligence. 
Answer : Model Paper-II, Q8 
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Q3. Write a brief note on Electronic Data Interchange. 
Answer : 

EDI can be defined in different ways. Few possible definitions of EDI are, 
1. Electronic data interchange can be defined as a medium of passing business information in a standardized format. 
2. Electronic data interchange can be referred to as a process used by various trading partners for transmitting information 

among themselves automatically without any interference. 
3. Electronic data interchange is a technique which follows a standardized procedure for electronically transmitting informa-

tion of various kinds. Some examples include, commercial information, administrative information etc. 

In order to survive in today's electronic market, most of the companies are trying out different methods of improving their 

business using methods like EDI (Electronic Data Interchange). 

Electronic data interchange is a method by which business related information is exchanged from one computer to an-
other computer in an electronic format. Apart from private companies, this method is getting employed by banks, government 
organizations and many other types of organizations.   

Q4. Distinguish between intranets and extranets. 
Answer : Model Paper-I, Q4 

Intelligence refers to the degree of reasoning and understanding i.e., the ability of an agent to acquire the goals from the 
ogees statement and to perform the tasks assigned to it. 

Intelligence is the ability to perform the following, 
(a) To handle new circumstancesin a flexible manner. 
(b) To understand the vague and incorrect messages. 
(c) To assign certain degree of importance to various elements present in a situation. 
(d) To find similarities between two different situations. 
(e) To make out the differences between the two situations even though they are similar. 

CIS.  Discuss any one application of Artificial Intelligence. 
er : Model Paper-I, Q8 

tics 
Robotics is one of the artificial intelligence applica-tions. The benefits of using robots are: 
Robots are capable of managing specialized tasks like cutting, welding, drilling and painting. 
Robots have the ability to consistently move in one particular direction. 
Robots can handle various complex tasks which are beyond the capabilities of the humans. 
Robots also play an important role in production and manufacturing tasks. For instance, robots are used by Japanese 
factories for the assembling of automobiles, cameras and various electronic devices. Robots are also implemented by 
American manufacturers like General Dynamics Corporation, in their factories, for drilling holes in the F-16 aircraft and 
inserting the rivets in it. Robotics has made such an impact that, some of the manufacturers feel that it was influential in 
improving the productivity of manufacturing in 1990's. 
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Q7. What are the major capabilities of artificial 

intelligence? 
Answer : 

The major capabilities of artificial intelligence are as 
follows, 

- It allows machine to learn and understand from previous 
crl experiences and apply this knowledge to the new 

applications/situations. 
2. It can even identify the messages that are contradictory 

or ambiguous. 
3. It can respond quickly and successfully to a newly arised 

situation. 
It provides solutions to the problems using reasoning 
technique. • 

5. It can also deal with complex problems. 
6. It has the ability to understand the problem and can 

obtain conclusion in a simple and rational way. 
7. It applies knowledge to manipulate the environment. 

It has the ability to reason and think 
19: It can identify the degree of importance of various 

elements involved in a particular problem. 
Q8. List the benefits of extranets in business. 
Answer : 

The following are the benefits offered by an extranet. 

Extranet reduces the need for employing help-desk 
personnel by automating the inquiry systems: • 

2. Extranet allows computer-to-computer communication, 
thus, eliminating the data entry errors. 

3. Extranet automates the order entry and other processes 
thereby saving the administrative cost and overhead 
involved. 

4 Extranet makes use of internet for providing 
communication so that the cost of communication via 
a VAN network, travelling cost etc., can be minimized. 

5. Extranet involves electronic form of data to be 
exchanged between the trading partners. Therefore, 
timely delivery of accurate information is possible. 

6. Extranet improves the business opportunities 
available. Further, it makes an effective utilization of 
legacy systems for obtaining business effectiveness. 

Basically, the business process can be specified as a pour 
of activities or tasks developed to generate'a calculated amozr 
of outcome for the customers. On the other hand, reengineer= 
is specified as the primary rethinking of complete redesign  
business processes. This produces a drastic enhancements K 
terms of cost, quality, service and speed. 

The reengineering has impact on, 

(i) Job design 

(ii) Organizational structure 

(iii) Career path 

(iv) Work standards 

(v) Management style 

(vi) Training and 

(vii) People needed. 

The major participants in reengineering process 

Sponsor 

Steering committee 

Design team 

Chairperson 

Implementation team. 

The process of BPR is very elaborate and time 
in achieving its objectives. 

Q10. Discuss in brief about TQM. 
Answer : 
Total Quality Management 

Total Quality Management (TQM) involves eff 
decision making, problem solving and integration of Q 
Planning, Quality Implementation and Quality improv; 
strategies of all the departments of an organization. It pi( 
benefits like lower costs, higher revenue and high profits 
organization. 

In TQM concept, the word quality has a wider me; 
where it means quality of output produced by every depar 
and every employee, cleanliness, orderliness, punch 
customer service, standardization of works and their conti 
efforts for improving quality. In this, needs of the custon-

constantly monitored to improve the products and procc 

Objectives 
Total Quality Management (TQM) is used 

company's major task for making appropriate quality dec 
as follows,.  

1: Statistical decisions on product quality. 

2. Feedback of the quality information on the sysu 
product planning, process planning and how the 
be redesigned. 

3. Negotiation with vendors of raw material  
components. 

4. Feedback from consumers regarding product failur 
other troubles, if any suffered during production. 

5. Company wide involvement from top manageme:-

to the lowest levels through quality circles. 

Q9. Write a note on Business Process Reengineering. 
Answer : Model Paper-II, Q4 

Today the traditional organization is being transformed 
into the information based organization which uses information 
and information technology to produce significant change in 
work pattern. In order to automate the process of business, the 
information technology is employed. It is essential to cater 
the support for analysis and presentation of information in 
terms of managerial decision making. For instance, business 
reengineering process is utilized to show the working 
of information technology to restructure the task just by 
performing the change in the business process. 
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PART-B 
ESSAY QUESTIONS WITH SOLUTIONS 

4.1 INTERNET AND ELECTRONIC COMMERCE  
Q11. What is internet? Discuss some of the applications of Internet and the reasons for organizations to 

use it. 

Answer : 

Internet 
Internet is simply referred to as collection of different physical networks such as LANs, MANs and WANs. These networks 

are connected with each other in order to transmit data from a computer on, one network to a computer on another network. In 
simple terms, internet is a network of networks i.e., a collection of two or more networks connected to each other with the help 
of widely available internet working devices such as routers, gateways, bridges, etc. 

Applications of Internet 

The following are some of the applications of internet, 

1. Electronic Mail 

It refers to a message that is sent electronically from source to destination. E-mail is a system for electronically sending 
and receiving textual messages, graphics, audio and video through the user's computer. E-mail provides simple, fast and 
convenient service to exchange messages across the network. 

2. News 

It is simply a way of conveying information to different people irrespective to their locations. Now-a-days, news groups 
have become an essential source in which interested users can share any sort of information. The information available in 
the news groups can be either technical or non-technical which include politics, careers, science and technology, sports, 
etc. Each newsgroup specifies its own convention, style and design for providing information. 

3. Remote Login 
ive 

Internet facilitates remote login i.e., a user can access his/hei personal account from anywhere in the network. This can lity 
be done with the help of Telnet, Rlogin and any other remote program. ent 

des • 4. File Transfer 
the Internet also enables the secure transmission of files from one machine to another machine. This can be done by using 

FTP protocol. The files can be either a collection of articleS, databases or any other information. 
tng, Reasons of Using Internet 
tent 
lity 

	

	 The reasons for using internet are numerous. Some of them are, , 
lOUS 1. Cost Containment 
• are • Organizations can save huge amount of money by doing business through internet rather than through mails, phone calls 
es. and letters. 

2. Globalization 
is a 
ions  • Companies can globalize or simply internationalize their business using internet, irrespective of their size and geographical 

location. 

Sales and Marketing 

Companies can market their products and services using interne. Moreover, they can allow customers to place on-line 
orders, compare prices, do payments and so on with the help of internet. 

and 
4. Competitive Advantage 

Organizations can use internet to provide information about product updates and technological development to gain 

s anc! competitive advantage over other organizations in the same industry. 

z Electronic Communications 

Organizations can use internet to access international electronic communications network, which enables communication 
among vendors, customers and competitors all over the world. 
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4. Avoid posting or downloading of a copyrighted 
material. 

4. Avoid posting of personal information. 

LISTSERV 
A LISTSERV is a type of public forum where 
communication takes place using e-mail mailing list 
servers. When a user posts a message to the LISTSERV, 
the subscribed users of LISTSERV will receive this 
message through e-relail. As soon as a user subscribes 
to a topic of LISTSERV, all the posted messages related 
to that topic are sent to the user. 

Chatting 
It is the third-most-used internet application, which 
allows two or more people to carry out live, and 
interactive written conversation through internet. The 
internees general chat program is called 'Internet Relay 
Chat'. The chat groups are divided into several channels 
and each channel has a different topic of conversation. 

Instant Messaging 
This service allows two or more people .who are 
connected to internet to have an online real-time 
communication. When a user sends an instant text 
message to one or more users who are also logged 
on, a window containing that message appears on the 
screens of each user. This window displays the real-time 
messages. Moreover, a user on the internet can send a 
message on a person's cell phone, anywhere in the world. 
using the instant messaging service. 

Internet Telephony 
The internet telephony service allows users to talk to 
one another across the internet. With this service, users 
can receive calls through their personal computers 
without any additional charges, other than that of the 
internet connection. Internet telephony is also caller 
as voice over IP or VOIP. The VOIP service avoids the 
public switched telephone network either partially 07 

completely and transfers voice calls over the interne:.  
The sound quality of the calls may sometimes be poo7 
due to latency (delay during data transmission) anc 
jitaer (a blockage in networks due to simultaneous 
transmission of large amounts of data). 

Telnet 
Telnet is a protocol that allows a user to access another 
computer from one computer, by establishing an error-
free link between them. 

Internet Fax 
The internet fax service allows to send long distance 
faxes at local telephone rates. As it follows store-ar.
forward mechanisms, the delivery of fax is all\ a.:. - 
guaranteed. 

Streaming Audio and Video 
This service allows internet users to see as well as hems 
the.  data being transmitted from the host server. It dce 
not require the complete file to get downloaded. 

Q12. Explain the services available on the Internet. 
Answer : 

The different types of services provided by the internet 
are, (iii) 

1. Communication services 

2. Information retrieval services 

3. Web services 

4. World wide web. 

1. Communication Services 
The major categories of communication services 

provided by the internet are, (iv) 

(i) Electronic Mail (E-mail) 
Electronic Mail is simply an information that is sent 
electronically from one computer user to another. E-mail 
is a fast and convenient way to handle correspondence. 
E-mail is a system for sending and receiving text 
messages, graphics, audio and videos through the 
user's computer. E-mail provides fast, inexpensive and  (v) .  
convenient service to the computer users. 

The e-mail format used is different for different networks. 
Thus, a computer called 'gateway' is associated with 
each network, such that it can translate e-mail into an 
under standable format by the next network. Thus, to 
transmit an e-mail message from one network to other 
network, the gateways of all the intermediate networks 
read the destination address from the ' To' line of the 
e-mail message, translate it accordingly and route it 
towards the destination network. (vi) 

(ii) USENET 
USENET is a protocol that is used for. storing and 
sending group of messages between computers. The.  
USENET server machine stores the messages gathered 
from the users. If the users need to read or download 
these messages then they have to log onto the USENET 
server. 

USENET allows creation of forums on the internet. A 
. forum is a collection of server newsgroups. A newsgroup 
is an international discussion group, where users can 
exchange their opinions and ideas on a particular topic. 
These opinions are placed on electric bulletin boards, 
which are readable by all the users. (vii) 

The newsgroups are organized in a hierarchy starting 
from the most general topic to the least general topic. 
Each topic consists of several subtopics. When the 
members of a newsgroups post or reply a message,  (viii) 
a discussion thread will be created. A member 
participating in a newsgroup discussion or conversation 
should consider the following points, 

4. Before asking any question, read Frequently Asked 
Questions (FAQs) related to the newsgroup. (ix) 

• Post a comment only after reading the discussion. 

• Be polite and avoid inflammatory language 
because, this may lead to legal implications. 
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This service has several business applications such 

as advertising, marketing, entertainment, training and 

communications. The current vendors of this service 

are Microsoft (ActiveMovie), Apple (QuickTime) and 

Real Network (RealVideo). 

(x) 	Real-time Audio and Video 

This service provides live or slightly delayed transmission 

from the host server over the internet. The applications 

of this service are, 

❖ Point-to-point conversations between two people. 

• Conferences involving three or more people. 

• Collaborative "white boarding" that allows atleast 

two users to interact with each other and create 

graphic images. 

❖ Broadcasting live news, sporting events or talk 

shows. 

• Broadcasting music and concerts the current vendors 

of this service are Microsoft (NetMeeting), intel 

(VideoPhone) and CUseeMe network. 

Information Retrieval Services 

The information retrieval services are a type of internet 

services that allow users to access large amount of databases or 

online library catalogs made available for the people over the 

Internet by government agencies corporations and non-profit 

organizations. Moreover, the users can also download free, high 

quality software provided by the developers themselves. The 

major categories of information retrieval systems provided by 

e internet are, 

1) File Transfer Protocol (FTP) 

This service allows users to retrieve the desired files from 

a remote computer. With this service, the users can log 

onto a remote computer and search for the desired files 

to retrieve, in the directories that are accessible to FTP. 

Archie 

This service allows users to search for the desired 

files at FTP sites. Archie is actually a tool that keeps 

on monitoring the available FTP sites and updates 

accordingly its database called the archie server to 

store software, documents, data files and makes them 

available for the users to download. 

When a user selects a file from a listing on archie server, 

he will be directed to another computer system that 

contains the required files. The user can continue the 

search until the desired file is found. 

(iii) Gophers 
Gophers are the computer client tools that allows users to 
search and locate the desired information from internet 
gopher servers through a series of hierarchical menus. 
That is, a gopher server consists of a system of menus 
that lists the local files, subject matter topics and relevant 
gopher sites. If a user desires to search for a topic from a 
gopher server he needs to access gopher software, which 
provides a menus containing the relevant items. The user 
can select any one of these items which directs him to 
an appropriate file on that server or to another gopher 
server. If the user selects another server, it provides 
the user with its own system of menus. Then, the same 
process continues until the user finds the desired file. 

(iv) Very Easy Rodent-Oriented Netwide Index to 
Computer Archives (VERONICA) 
This service enables users to search for the desired text 
in gopher menus. It lists the relevant files that match 
the keywords as temporary menu on the local server, 
so that, users can browse through these files and obtain 
the desired file. 

(v) Wide Area Information Servers (WAIS) 
This service enables the users to search and locate the 
desired files over the internet. But, it requires the users to 
know the names of databases, they desire to search. The 
WAIS carries out a search when the user provides it with 
the names of few databases that may contain the desired 
file along with keywords. Then the WAIS performs the 
search and provide a menu listing the relevant files from 
the given databases that contain the keywords. 

3. Web Services 
Web services are a type of internet services that allow 

users to have transparent access to rich software contents from 
any website. These services are independent pieces of computer 
code that have a specific function and are accessible through a 
website. 

An example web services are XML web services 'that 
are provided through a platform called `Microsoft's.NET 
framework'. This framework allows communication between 
different websites and between a website and a program running 
on a personal computer. That is, with .NET a group of actions 
can be performed even without opening new programs or 
additional websites. The applications for .NET platform are 
created using the Microsoft's object-oriented language called 
C# (C-sharp). 

4. World Wide Web (WWW) 
The World Wide Web (WWW), or the web is a repository 

of information spread all over the world and linked together. 
The WWW has a unique combination of flexibility, portability 
and user-friendly features that distinguish it from other services 
provided by the Internet. 
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The WWW project was initiated by CERN (European Laboratory for Particle Physics) to create a system to handle distributed 

resources necessary for scientific research. The WWW today is a distributed client-server service, in which a client using a browser 
can access a service using a server. However, the service provided is distributed over many locations called websites. 

The web consists of many web pages that incorporates text, graphics, sound, animation and other multimedia components. 
These web pages are connected to one another by hypertext. In a hypertext environment the information is stored using the concept 
of pointers. WWW uses a concept of HTTP which allows to communicate between a web browser and web server. The web pages 
can be created by using a HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language). This language has some commands which are used to inform 
the browser about the way of displaying the text, graphics and multimedia files. HTML also his some commands through which 
we can give links to the web pages. 

If we want to get a page from the web, we have to type URL (Uniform Resource Locator) for our desired page, or otherwise 
we have to click on a link that provides the URL. The URL specifies the internet address of`the web server, the directory and 
name of our desired page. If there is no directory or web page specified, then the web server will provide a default home page. 

The WWW today is a distributed client-server service, in which a client using a browser can access a service using a 
server. Figure (1) illustrates how the different web site can communicate with each other. 

E--Web pages 

Website A Website B Website C 

Website D Website E 

Figure (1): Distributed Services (Different Websites can Communicate with Each Other) 
Working of a Web 

The Web operates on a client/server model. A web browser acts as the client in the WWW interaction. Using this program, 
a user sends a request for a web page stored on a web server. The web server locate this web page and sends it back to the 
client, computer. The web browser then interprets the web page written in the HTML language and then displays it on the client 
computer's screen. 

Figure (2): Interaction between a Web Browser and a Web.Server 
Web Browsers 

Web browsers are the software applications through which web can be easily accessed by the users. They are used for 
communication between the clients and server through HTTP, managing HTML, displaying the graphics (of the form JPEG and 
GIF) and sound (of the form microsoft windows WAV). 

Initially, web browsers consists of only the textual information but later when the first graphical web browser called mosaic browser 
(that contains graphics) was created, users were allowed to access the information across the web by just pointing and then clicking on the 
web page. This process of accessing the information is referred to as 'surfing'. Since web browsers provide same interface to be executed 
on several operating systems like MAC OS, UNIX, windows or windows NT, they are considered as the universal access to information. 
The graphical web browsers not only provide a way to access the information or documents written in HTML but also provide a way to 
publish their own information on the intemet. Thus, new users can directly and interactively access the content of the internet without am 
system commands. The users also create their own web sites and communicate with the other users across the world. 
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The two popular web browsers used are, 
1. Netscape Navigator 

This browser consists of netscape mart, netscape 
composer, netscape navigator, netscape instant messenger and 
netscape address book. It is basically used for the corporate 
users. It is used to function web applets, web content, audio 
playback, streaming media and net2phone so that free calls 
can be made from PC-to-phone within the united states. The 
netscape communicator is a tool that is integrated with web-
based word processing, e-mail and chat so that the users can 
easily access, share and communicate the information. 
2. Microsoft Internet Explorer 

This browser consists of a collection of graphical web 
browsers developed by the microsoft. It is designed so as to 
access multiple web pages and to provide certain features like 
microsoft update inside the operating system. They support 
some languages like HTML, XSL, XHTML, SVG and XSLT. 

Internet explorer maintains a group policy and is considered 
as a fully configurable web browser so that the user interface 
functions (like disabling menu items and configuration options 
individually) and underlying security features (like activeX control 
behavior, file downloading, zone  configuration, etc.) are performed.  

Q13. Write short notes on, 
(i) Push technology 
(ii) Information filters 
(iii) Clipping services. 

Answer : 
(i) Push Technology 

As the massive volume of information is available over 
the internet today, the process of obtaining the desired information 
becomes complex: In the beginning, web users acquires 
information just by typing the address of a particular page to be 
"pulled down" by givirig URL which is followed by the hot link. 
They also seek information using the search results obtained 
from a web site, by this the content will be displayed on the web 
site and the user can browse it. The pull down and search result 
doesn't encourage and satisfied the customers. Hence an alternate 
technology has emerged called as 'push model'. In this model, the 
related or required information is "pushed" to the user's desktop. 

The 'push technology' automatically forwards the 
information to the user's desktop by running a program either 
on the user's desktop or on the network server. 

There are millions of web sites available for information 
'rowsing but the only way to guarantee the reception of content 
-_)), the user is 'push model'. 

Typically, the client package of push model is given free 
to the web user and the companies that publish it will get the 
revenue from advertisement. 

One of the earlier products of the push model was the 
-oint cast network from point cast. Now it has been incorporated 

to `Infogate' (infogate.com). Point cast was developed on the 
web browser platform. It is used to display relative information 
end customized news as screen saver on the user's desktop. But 

infogate uses leis and provides small applications that are 
_ :pable of downloading the content fast. 

Push technology is useful in many fields. Such as, 
+ Distribution of software 
+ Consumer market 
+ Workplace. 

(ii) Information Filters 
Due to the growth of information over the internet where 

in both useful and useless information are available, it becomes 
necessary to implement a technology which should narrow the 
content and provide relevant information thereby discarding the 
irrelevant, content. Hence the information filters have emerged 
which is a method of sorting the relevant information from the 
irrelevant ones. These filters reduce the information overload 
and thus the user can access information in a more precise way. 
Mostly, the publicized information filters are those programs 
that filter out the adult content from web browsers. 

Surf controls's cyber patrol (cyberpatrol.com) and Net 
Nanny (net nanny.com) are the internet screening softwares 
which prevent access to a list of sites. 

Companies like AOL, Microsoft, Netscape, disney, etc 
supporting PICS (Platform for Internet Content selection) for 
labeling the web content PICS support labeling in HTML page 
headers to rank the websites based on their categories. Browsers 
like Microsoft Internet Explorer and Netscape, Navigator provides 
the authority to user to block categories and set a password. 
Intelligent agents is one of the most active filtering information 
and one of the most active filtering information methods which 
performs the user's tasks without intervening them. 
(iii) Clipping Services 

There are large number of traditional and electronic 
publications available over the internet which continues to 
grow. Due to this, it is becoming difficult to track out the limited 
information from massive source. Hence, clipping service has 
been introduced to overcome from these difficulties. 

The digital format publications results in efficient clipping 
with the use of clipping service. News tracker is free clipping 
service offered by excite. With the help of news tracker users can 
keep track of 20 news topics and can retrieve about 300 articles 
related to the publications from the database. As excite offers 
this service free of cost, it get its revenue from advertisement. 

A marketing manager can use clipping service for 
obtaining the information of new products or markets inorder 
to know whether the product which is going to launch does 
exist or not. And if it exist then what kind of product it is? 

The role of the public relation officer belonging to a 
company is to determine the references of the company in that 
publication and search for references to competing companies.  

Q14. What are the challenges for an Internet? Explain 
in detail. 

Answer : 
The challenges that are to be faced by the internet in 

near future include, 
1. New technology 
2. Internet regulation 
3. Internet expansion 

4. Internet privacy. 
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1. New Technology 

Computer software or technologies emerges periodically, 
(i.e., weekly, monthly, yearly) prior to their implementation 
by the users and customers. Such emergence becomes an 
obstacle for the user in utilizing the innovative compent and 
full functionality provided by the websites. 

2. Internet Regulation 

Even though the technical organizations such as the 
internet engineering task force the world wide web consortium 
have participated and contributed a lot for the emergence of 
internet and the web, the internet still lacks in its regulation. 
Though, many efforts are made for regulating the content 
of internet-connected computers, there are many issues that 
were resulted because of these regulation. Some of the issues 
includes, 

(i) Ensuring privacy, security 

(ii) Managing legal liability of service providers. 

These isues were solved by, including filters and 
providing restricted access. 

3. Internet Expansion 

The mass-market interchange of high-density information 
resulted in heavy internal traffic. Due to which the performance 
level of certain network components was degrad&I. This 
degradation is because of following issues, 

(i) Decrease in retrieval time 

(ii) Unreliable transmission of streamed data 

(iii) Denial of services by overloaded servers. 

The improperly configured networks, overloaded 
servers, rapidly changing interne usage patterns and huge traffic 
are some of the problematic issues that results in congestion 
and slowdown. These.problems can be eliminated by,  - 

(i) Installing high-speed transmission media 

(ii) Using bigger, faster routers 

(iii) Employing complex softwares that are capable of 
balancing and managing the load so as to handle 
peak traffic 

(iv) Performing local caching of web pages that are 
frequently requested in order to enhance the 
response time 

(v) Providing reliable tier of services. 

4. Internet Privacy 

Internet heed to have privacy, otherwise, it may lead 
to revealing of secret information to unauthentic users. In 
order to ensure internet privacy, a group called. "Federal trade 
commission" performs a regular checks in a random fashion 
so as to verify whether the personal information provided by 
an individual on a website is secured from unauthorized and 
illegitimate users. Despite of many security mechanisms, 
Internet privacy is still not ensured. 

Q15. Explain in detail about the concept of 
E-commerce. 

Answer : 

E-commerCe 
E-commerce or electronic commerce is simply a process 

of 'online business' wherein the buying and selling of products 
and services are carried out through internet. It comprises 
of both the business-to-business i.e., B2B and business-to-
consumer i.e., B2C transactions. In addition to buying and 
selling, e-commerce helps in marketing and servicing, as well 
as delivery and payment of products through internet, extranets, 
intranets or some other networks. 

Goals of Electronic Commerce 
(a) Cost Reduction 

(b) Lowerered product cycle time 

(c) Improved service quality and 

(d) Faster,  customer response. 

• Electronic-commerce can be defined in several ays 
with different perspectives. 

1. Communication Perspective 
E-commerce can be defined as the ptocess of delivering 
products, services, information or payments through 
computer networks or any other electronic medium. 

2 Commercial Perspective 
E-commerce can be defined as the process of buying 
and selling products, services and information through 
Internet or any other online services. 

3 Service Perspective 
E-commerce is defined as a tool for dealing with 
the desires of government firms, management and 
consumers. Their desire is to reduce the service cost, 
improve customer service quality and improve service 
delivery speed. 

4. Business Process Perspective 
E-commerce is defined as a process that performs 
electronic business through electronic networks. 

5. Collaborative Perspective 
E-commerce is defined as a framework that collaborates 
both the inter and intra organizations. 

6 Community Perspective 
E-commerce is defined as a place where all the 
community members can gather, learn, transact and 
collaborate. 

Benefits of E-commerce 
The revolution in e-commerce is same- as the revolution 

in industries. The reasons being, 

• Nature of technology 

• Reachable to millions of people within a short span 
of time 

• Rapid growth in supporting infrastructures. 
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These three reasons mainly result in potential benefits to, 

1. Organizations 

2. Consumers 

3. Society. 

1. Benefits to Organization 
E-commerce offers a number of benefits to organizations. 

These include, 

(a).  Expansion of Marketplace 
The market place is expanded from a small region, town, 
city to national and international level. This makes the 
companies to quickly and easily locate best suppliers, 
most suitable business partners and more customers with 
a minimum investment. For expansions of market place, 
e-commerce proiiides a number of sites where compa-
nies can even request for manufacturing of a subsystem. 
One such example is, "the Being corporation saved 20% 
after a request to manufacture a subsystem was put on 
one of the websites of e-commerce". The subsystem 
was manufactured at a cheaper rate than the normal 
manufacturing rate and was delivered more quickly. 

(b) Reduction in Purchasing Administrative Costs 

The cost of creating, processing, distributing, storing and 
retrieving paper - based information is reduced due to 
the introduction of e-procurement system. For instance, 
most of the companies saved 85% of purchasing and 
administrative 'costs. A much bigger example is, the 
reduction in cost of issuing a paper cheque by U.S 
Federal government is 41 (Cents), but the cost of 
e-payment is just 2 cents and paper payment is 43cents. 

(c) Creating Specialized Businesses 
E-commerce helps organizations in creating specialized 
businesses. An example is the website for purchasing 
cat toys i.e., "www.cat-toys.com". In physical world, cat 
toys can be purchased at departmental or gallery stores, 
which incurs the additonal cost of travelling to reach the 
store. 

(d) Reduction in Inventories and Overheads 

"Pull" - type supply chain management offered by 
e-commerce helps in the reduction of inventories and 
overheads. This system uses just-in-time manufacturing. 
The implementors of a pull-type system achieves 
expensive services and customization of products. For 
example Dell Computer Corporation. 

(e) Reduction in Time 

The time between the outlay of capital and the receipt of 
products and services can be reduced by e-commerce. 

(f) Initiating Business Processing by Reengineer-
ing Projects 

Reengineering business projects was initiated by 
e-commerce. The reason being, reengineering the 
business processes helps in increasing productivity of 
sales, the people, administrators and knowledge workers 
at least 100% more. 

(g) Reduction in Communication Cost 
The cost of communication is less in e-commerce as 
interne is cheaper than VANs. 
In addition to these benefits, other benefits are as follows, 

❖ Improvement in image and customer service 

Compressed delivery and cycle time 

Increased flexibility and productivity 
Elimination of paper based work 

• Faster access to information 

•. 	Simple processes 
❖ Newly found business partners. 

2. Benefits to Consumers 
The benefits offered by e-commerce to consumers are 

as follows, 
(a) Easy Transactions 

Shopping or exchanging over web can be done 24 hours 
a day and 7 days a week. This is offered by e-commerce 
to its consumers so that they can shop or do other 
transactions from any location and at anytime. 

(b) Wider Range 
The range of products offered by e-commerce is wider 
than the range offered by many vendors. Customers 
can choose from this wider range and do a satisfying 
e-shopping. 

(c) Quick Delivery • 
E-commerce offers the most desirable feature "Quick 
delivery" to cristomers. The quick delivery is more 
quicker in case of digitized products. 

(d) Less Expensive Products and Services 
The cost of products and services offered by e-commerce 
to its customers is very less when compared to the 
ones offered by other vendors. E-commerce also allow 
its customers to shop at many places and do quick 
comparison. Thus, achieving good customer satisfaction. 
In addition to these benefits, the other benefits include, 

Detailed and product relevant information is given 
to the customer in few seconds but not in days/ 
weeks. 

❖ Participation in virtual actions is possible through 
e-commerce. 

❖ Electronic communities are created to enable 
customers to share their views and experiences. 

❖ Due to the competition offered by e-commerce, the 
amount of discount given to customers is more. 

3. Benefits to Society 
The two most important benefits offered by e-commerce 

to society are as follows, 
(a)  Eco-friendliness 

Air pollution and traffic on roads gets reduced by 
shopping at home. E-commerce also enables customers 
to work from home. 
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1. (b) Increase in Standard of Living 

Few merchandise are sold at a lower prices so that 
customers from any urban/rural areas can buy them and 
increase their standard of living. 

(c) Delivery of Public Services 
Public services are delivered by using e-commerce at a 
cheaper rate and with improved quality. These services 
include education, distribution of government based 
social services, health-care etc. 

Q16. Explain briefly the different business applica-
tion perspectives of e-commerce. 

Answer : 

Business-to-Business E-commerce 
This is the basic type of electronic commerce wh 

also be referred to as organization-to-organization e-corn 
In this type of transaction, exchange takes place only 
the organizations. Possible transactions that occur b• 
organizationS are, 

(i) Transactions related to electronic market. 

(ii)  

(i) 

In consumer-to-business type of electronic corn 
the consumer plays an important role i.e., it acts as a 
who sells its products and services to the business organi; 

3. Non-business E-commerce 
In contrast to other types of e-commerce, non-h 

e-commerce involves small scale organizations for carry 
all the transactions. 

4. Intra-organizational E-commerce 
The sixth and final type of electronic comm 

intra- organizational electronic commerce. Here, N 

organizations make use of internet services for con( 
transactions. 

Internet Changing the Economics of Informatic 
Business Model 

The role of Internet in changing the econon 
information and business models is great. This has made 
change in the world of commerce by reducing the tra( 
way of performing business activities. It allows the easy 
to information on wide variety of products. Also, it help 
companies to- service their clients around the world. T 
facilitating a world wide connectivity between the clie,  
the businesses. By performing online communication wi 
clients, they can significantly add extra value to the e 
products and services to increase the profit. Also by ] 
research and study the organisations can launch new pr 
brands and services. Furthermore, the Internet radically 
the expense of creating, sending and storing of informatil 
which the companies are able to reach the untouch p( 

Q17. List the types of e-commerce. Explain each one 
briefly. 

Answer 
Types of E-commerce 

E-commerce can be classified into six different types on 
the basis of the nature of ongoing transactions. 

1. Business-to-business e-commerce 

2. Business-to-consumer e-commerce 

3. Consumer-to-consumer e-commerce 

4. Consumer-to-business e-commerce 

5. Non-business e-commerce 

6. Intra-organizational e-commerce. customer. 
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Transactions related to. Inter-organiz] 
Information Systems (I0S). Examples o 
systems are EDI systems, EFT (Electronic 
Transfer) systems etc. 

2. Business-to-Consumer E-commerce 
Business to consumer electronic comme 

Organization-to-Consumer e-comerce. Here, transr 
are exchanged among organizations and customers. 
transactions are retail based. In this type, organization: 
a retailer or seller. • 

3. Consumer-to-Consumer E-commerce 
In this type of electronic commerce, transactio 

place between customers. 

Example 
Purchase of product by one customer from a 

customer. In short, customer itself acts as a retailer or s 
C2C electronic commerce. 

4. Consumer-to-Business E-commerce 

The different business application perspectives of 
e-commerce are as follows, 

One perspective on e-commerce in business is to focus 
on businesses that are busy in providing electronic 
commerce technology. Internet Service Providers (ISP) 
as well as private commercial network providers allow 
companies to use Wide Area Networks (WAN) in the 
activities of e-commerce. They can be described as 
value added network that provide features like protocol 
conversion. Electronic commercial sites are constructed 
by firms that are well specialized in assisting other 
organizations. 
Software firms are responsible to sell data encryption, 
user interface, security technologies and other types of 
softwares that are used for implementing e-commerce. 

(ii) Another perspective on e-commerce is to review the 
application to which a business uses e-commerce 
technologies. The relationship among business partners 
become stronger by enhancements in supply, Just-In-
Time (JIT), logistics and supply chain management. 
The Awareness of the product is increased by consumer 
marketing and sales techniques such as shopping kiosks. 

The networks that are accessible are electronic publishing 
services, remote banking services and financial news. 
The general information resources are provided by 
commercial databases and library services. The services 
that are responsible for career development include 
online job placement services, distance education and 
job-training services. ' 
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Social Networking and Communication 

With the advent of Internet, the business can now 
appear globally and make many international clients around the 
world. The internet has come up with various business models 
belonging to e-commerce. These business models utilize the 
privileges facilitated by the internet capabilities which includes 
communication, community building etc. 

In order to perform online transactions the e-commerce 
utilizes internet. One such is an e-bay online auction forum 
which uses email and various interactive features of the web. 
It is a service base model that offers auction merchandise 
depending upon commission from sales to the customer and 
requires very less overhead. Besides being one of the popular 
trading site, it has become a huge trading platform for various 
companies. It also maintains innumerable virtual storefronts 
giving a unique shopping experience to the customers. 

The internet supports large online communities where 
different people from different locations interact with each other 
on similar interests. These communities increase revenues by 
providing new ideas to business in order to target potential 
customers. Beside this, they also publish banners, pop-up ads on 
their sites. A banner is nothing but a graphic display adVertised 
on the website which is linked to the advertisers webpage. So, 
whenever any user click on the banner they are allowed to 
navigate that particular web-page which contains the entire 
information about the product. Unlike banners, the pop-ups 
work in opposite manner, they open automatically whenever the 
user opens any website. However, they can also fetch business 
if any user is interested in purchasing the products advertise in 
pop-ups. 

Another extremely popular business model is a social 
networking sites. It is a medium where people from various 
locations can form gropps and interact online. 

Example 

Facebook, Twitter, My-space etc 

These sites are used extensively for various purposes 
ncluding business clients who intend to expand their business. 

They stay active on such sites so as to target potential customers 
and capture more profits. In addition to this, these sites provides 
• ales leads, job-hunting tips, business expansion tips. Members 
ti ho are subscribed to these sites spend houses visiting various 
profiles, uploading information, exchanging messages, surfing 
pages etc. Nevertheless, these sites have the capacity to attract 
nany visitors which in turn generates huge amount of profits 
_nd hence become a very powerful marking tool. 

Another important concern is a new type of e-commerce 
nich is referred to as social shopping. It is an online meeting 

-'ace where different people from different location can share 
Heir shopping ideas. Also, they are used for creating webpages 
- garding the products which are on sale. 

Example 

This Nxt, Kaboodle etc. 

Q18. What are the major limitations on the growth of 
e-commerce in India? 

Answer : 
Limitations on the Growth of E-commerce 

The factors such as internet speed, overall infrastructure 
etc., have their impact on the growth of e-commerce in India. 
E-commerce is associated with some major limitations that 
must be overcome for its full-fledge 'development. They are as 
follows, 

1. Lack of trust 
2. High prices of PCs 
3. Computer illiteracy 
4. Younger generation 
5. Government negligence 
6. Inadequate infrastructure. 

1. Lack of Trust 
For any transaction in e-commerce, both buyers and 

sellers are not well known to each other because the transaction 
between takes place via electronic devices. The customers 
are not aware of the issues associated with online trading and 
therefore, they cannot afford to trust any online website unless 
the following issues are resolved. 

(a) Security 
(b) Privacy 
(c) Authenticity. 

(a) Security Issue 
This issue is concerned with the integrity and 
confidentiality of the information being transmitted. 

(b) Privacy 
This issue deals with the privacy of personal information 
obtained as a result of electronic transaction. 
E.g: Credit card number. 

(c) Authenticity 
The authenticity is concerned about the verification of 
business, customers and services offered. It is provided 
with the help of user name, IDs, passwords, secret 
numbers etc. 
If security measures are properly implemented, privacy 
of the customer's information is preserved and proper 
authentication is provided and therefore, the trust of the 
customer towards the e-commerce will ultimately grow. 

2. High Prices of PCs 
In India, the cost of an ordinary PC is so high that a 

common man cannot afford it, this is also a major cause for 
the slow growth in e-commerce. 

If the price of the computer is brought under the 
affordable range of Indian customers, the significant growth 
in e-commerce will be evident. 
3. Computer Illiteracy 

Most of the people in India are e-commerce/computer 
illiterate. This illiteracy is also responsible for the slow pace 
in e-commerce development. Even the people in the top 
positions (like managers) are striving to adapt to this continuous 
development in the internet technology and e-commerce. 
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In order to be competitive with the people of other 
countries, Indian people must undergo an appropriate training 
on the use of computers and e-commerce applications. 

4. Younger Generation 
The Indian generation that can quickly adapt to the newer 

technologies is the younger generation but, in order to make 
e-commerce successful, matured and reliable decision makers 
are needed which is not the case in India. So, it will take some 
time for viewing the true face of e-commerce growth. 
5. Government Negligence 

One more reason for the slow growth in e-commerce 
is the government's negligence in implementing mandatory 
rules and regulations. Since the taxation of e-commerce 
transactions has not yet been fully controlled, any step taken 
by the government in this regard may have severe impact on 
the future of e-commerce. 

If the rules and regulations laid down by the government 
are properly implemented and businesses follow those rules, 
the e-commerce will start growing rapidly. 
6.. Inadequate Infrastructure 

The infrastructure needed for the successful e-commerce 
transaction is not yet available. The introduction of broadband 
networks have brought some hope to e-commerce development 
but, they are not fully implemented as a medium for net access. 
This is also a major limitation in the growth of e-commerce. 
Significant changes or improve-ments have to be made on 
broadband networks and other distribution media for providing 
a dominant access to the internat. These.improvements include 
the transmission speed, downloading capability, wider coverage 
etc. If the above improvements are accomplished, then the 
success  of e-commerce  in India will be assured.   
Q19. Explain electronic commerce consumer 

applications and organization applications. 
Answer : Model Paper-II, Q12(a) 

E-Commerce Consumer Applications 
Success factor of any business relies on customer 

satisfaction. For instance, consider the intitation of an electronic 
related business, say T.V showroom business. For such a business, 
it is important to consider various features the customers will look 
for in a T.V., like good sound, good picture, warranty of the T.V, 
brightness etc. Satisfying all the needs of the customers is not an 
easy task as different customers will have different point of views. 

Various E-commerce consumers applications are, 
1. Consumer applications and social interaction. 
2. Understanding the needs of the 'customers 

3 Understanding how much customers are willing 
to pay to satisfy their needs 

4. Delivery of products to customers. 
t Consumer Applications and Social Interaction 

The important factor for the success of electronic 
business is making the customers interact socially with each• 
other. In these days, the two most important devices that have 
been successful in providing such an interaction are, 

(i) Television 
(ii) Telephone. 

The description of each of these devices is as follows, 
Television has been a major influence in the lives of 

people today. It has become so cheap with various offers like 
20% or 30% off on a particular T.V set that even lower and 
middle class people can afford. 

There are plenty of T.V channels that are being . 
broadcasted for people of various age groups. For instance, 
children below 10 years can watch various cartoon channels as 
well a's educational channels like discovery channel, national 
geographic channel etc. For4elderly people, there are cultural 
as well as regional channels. For women, a variety of cookery 
and other programmes are available. More over there exist 
entertainment channels as well that can be watched by people 
of all generations. 
The Impact of Telephone on our Lives 

With assistance of telephone, people are finding very 
easy to communicate with each other. With use of telephone a 
person can talk to any one irrespective of his/her location. Now 
a days, use of phones are not just confined to making calls, they 
have been widely adopted for many other purposes. Some of 
these purposes include instant messaging, social networking, 
making use of internet and many more. 
2. Understanding the Needs of Customers 

Before starting any business, one should always keep in 
mind the needs of the customers. Suppose you are doing an internet 
business, the various features the customers will look for are, 

(i) Speed of the internet connection 
(ii) E-mail facilityNoice chat facility 
(iii) Web cam chat 
(iv) Privacy. 
Unavailability of even one of the above mentioned 

features will negatively impact the customer preference. So it 
is necessary to be careful regarding the deeds of the customers. 
3. Understanding Row much are Customers Willing 

to Spend? 
Other than the needs of customers, one should also 

consider the economy of various' customers as well, i.e., one 
should value his products in such a way that people always give 
preference to it. The motto of your business should be such that 
the quality/quantity is directly related to the cost. It should not 
be inversely proportional where low quality/quantity leads to 
high cost. One must also keep in mind that genuine lower rate 
products should not be sell at higher costs. 

Consider an example of low quality/quantity and high 
cost. Suppose a customer visits a cafeteria and want to order a 
small sized pizza. While ordering, most of the customers ask 
the rate. Normally, small sized pizzas ranges from Rs.3 0 to 40 
but if one charges the pizza double the expected rate, then 
one would prefer to visit that place again. 

4. Delivery of Products to Customers 
Packaging and distributing play important roles 

E-commerce applications. Their significance can be expla' 
as follows, 
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Consider a classic example of a cafeteria. There are 
some customers who will be living far away from the restaurant 
and could not come to the place regularly. So, they will place 
an order from the list of items by some means like telephone, 
internet etc. Therefore, there should be a home delivery system 
where placed orders can be delivered to the customers on time. 

E-commerce Organization Applications 
It is a well known fact that satisfying the needs of 

customers is not an easy task. For this reason, fulfilling the 
organizational needs becomes a difficult. Before buying any 
technology from the IT market, various thoughts will come in 
the managers mind. 

+ Whether the technology will be helpful in 
achieving the organizational goals or not. 

• Whether the technology will be helpful in 
developing a product that will be able to satisfy 
the needs of the customers {or) not. 

Various e-commerce organizational applications are, 

1. Variations in business environment 

2. Marketing 

3. Inventory, management 

4. Supply chain management 

5. Electronic commerce and retail industry. 

Following are the descriptions of each of these 
organizational applications, 

1 Variations In Business Environment 
Most of the companies today are adopting various ways 

to improve their business. Instead of working with the same 
business partners, they are looking for new business partners 
so extend or globalise their business. The most surprising thing 
is that companies are looking for business partners not only 
within their own fields but also the fields that is not related to 
their business. 

Companies are also trying various ways to globalize 
1beir communication networks. Instead of communicating 
with the customers and suppliers only, they are also trying to 
communicate with different industry groups and even their 
competitors. This globalization of communication became 

-;sible through information superhighway or I-way. 

Following are the factors that lead to variations in 
._,mess environment, 

(i) 	Pressure of being one step ahead of the competitor. 

Pressure of satisfying customers needs. 

(iii) Pressure of keeping up with today's business 
.environment. 

(iv) Pressure of satisfying investors/stakeholders. 

(v) Pressure of getting globalized. 

(vi) Pressure of reducing the costs associated with 
inventories and production. 

The diagrammatic representation of the pressures is 
below, 

Figure: Various pressures on Companies 

2 Marketing and Electronic Commerce 
Most of the companies are forced to change their 

marketing strategies due to various pressures on the business. 
The most common marketing strategies that are in use by 
various companies are, 

(i) Target Marketing 
A marketing strategy where companies advertise their 
product in selected segments of the market for only a 
limited set of people. 

(ii) Relationship Marketing 
It is a strategy where companies advertise their product in 
a selected market in such a way that a good relationship 
is built up and maintained with their customers. 

(iii) Event Marketing 
A marketing strategy where companies are not interested 
in targeting any set of people or establishing any 
relationship with them. In this strategy, companies 
advertise their products into the market in such a way 
that if people are interested, they can buy the product. 

One marketing strategy that can be used by various 
companies and is much better than the existing marketing 
strategies is called interactive marketing. In this type of 
marketing strategy, companies can advertise their product to the 
people by providing special graphics with the help of multimedia 
like giving a logo to the product. Therefore, when product is 
launched in the market, it will attract customers quickly. 

3. Inventory Management 
In order to get globalized, companies are looking to try 

out various business methods. One business method adopted by 
many companies for globalization is inventory management. 
This method is known by different names in various industries. 
For instance, 

(i) In manufacturing industry, Inventory management 
is known as JIT (Just In Time) inventory system. 

(ii) In retail industry, inventory management method is 
known as Quick Response (QR) retailing system. 

(iii) In transport industry, Inventory management 
method is called consignment tracking system. 
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80 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM 
Among the above three inventory management methods, the commonly used methods are 'just in time' and 'quick response' 

systems. 
(i) Just in Time ( JIT ) 

These systems can be defined as a collection of various managenient practices used by different production systems. The 
various management practices are, 
'+ Focussed factory management practice. 

Stable workloads management practice. 
JIT purchasing management practice. 
Quality control management practice. 

The working of JIT systems is based on two important laws, 
(a) Removing unnecessary materials, devices required for production and avoiding wastage of time in manufacturing 

of products. 
(b) Provide good working conditions to the workers of the four management practices. JIT Purchasing is the most widely 

used management practice. The main objective of this practice is similar to the first law of JIT systems. In addition 
to this, JIT purchasing also helps in establishing a good relationship between suppliers and customers. 

(ii)  Quick Response (QR) Systems 
These systems are the advanced versions of JIT purchasing management practices. For example, when someone goes to a 
shop to purchase a particular item and if that item is not available, it leads to frustration of the customer and embarrassment 
to the shopkeeper. 
In order to avoid such an embarrassment in front of the customer or retailers, use special type of systems called quick 
response or QR systems. QR systems provide a network between customers, shopkeepers/retailers and vendors. So. 
whenever customer wants to purchase a product, the vendors will be asking to the retailers wh6ther there are any new 
requirements from the customers side to be fulfilled.. 
The diagrammatic representation of the working of QR systems is shown below, 
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Figure: QR Systems 
4. Supply Chain Management 

There were various disadvantages of using inventory management methods like JIT and Quick Response systems. 
disadvantages include, 

(i) Cost of using these systems was very high.  

(ii) These systems were not ideal for those companies where suppliers take a long time in delivering the products. 
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In order to overcome these drawbacks, a special 
type of management chain is used called as Supply Chain 
Management. This management system establishes a chain/ 
link between partners (internal as well as external) involved in 
supplying and processing the products so that the manufacturers 
get their desired raw materials and customers get their desired 
products. 

There are mainly seven different types/functions of 
supply chain management, 

(i) Supplier Management 

(ii) Inventory Management 

(iii) Distribution Management 

Channel Management 

Payment Management 

Financial Management 

Sales force Productivity. 

(i) 	Supplier Management 
The main objective of supplier management is to 
establish a successful relationship. In order to do this, 
supplier management performs two functions:- 

(a) Decreasing the number of suppliers involved in 
supply chain management. 

(b) Getting those reduced number of suppliers to 
become partners of each other. 

The advantages of doing this are, 

❖ Cost of processing the purchase orders gets 
reduced 

❖ More number of orders are completed by less 
number of workers. 

❖ Minimizes the time required for processing 
the orders. 

Inventory Management 
The main objective of inventory management is 
reducing the time required by suppliers for transmitting 
the information related to order processing. Inventory 
management does this by connecting suppliers by means 
of an electronic device. 

0) Distribution Management 
The main objective of distribution management is to 
minimize the time required for distributing various 
documents to' different places. If the documents are 
related to purchase orders and manifest claims, then 
focus is given to them by the distribution management. 

Channel Management 
The main objective of channel management is to 
change the mode of transmission used for transmitting 
information between suppliers/partners. For instance, 
previously for knowing the information of a product, 
lots of telephonic conversations were made between 
suppliers. But today, product information can be 
displayed through electronic bulletin boards so that the 
information can be accessed more quickly. 

(v) Payment Management 
The main objective ofpayment management is to reduce the 
time taken by various companies as well as their suppliers 
and distributors for making payment transactions among 
themselves. In order to do this, payment management 
connects various companies‘and their suppliers and 
distributors by means of an electronic device/media. 

(vi) Financial Management 
The main objective of this type of supply chain 
management is to globalize the companies financially. It 
is the responsibility of every organization to work with 
different financial institutions in order to increase their 
chances of getting globalized financially. 

(vii) Sales Force Productivity 
The main objective of sales force productivity is to make 
sure that information transmission between people of the 
company, responsible for selling products (sales force) 
gets accomplished properly. If company sales force have 
an access to various regional and corporate offices, then 
company will be benefitted in a big way. The benefits 
that the company will get are, 
(a) Awareness of competitor's activities. 
(b) Providing an improved customer service as well 

as quality service. 
5 Electronic Commerce and Retail Industry 

There has been a lot of changes in the economical system 
of the retail industry. 'Customers are expecting a lot more from 
their retailers. For instance, improved quality of products, more 
products at lower costs etc. As a result, retailers are looking for 
suppliers from outside the country in order to decrease the cost 
of the product. One more reason is that the labour costs outside 
the country are less.   

Q20. Write short notes on EDI. 
Answer : 

EDI can be defined in different ways.. Few possible 
definitions of EDI are, 
1. Electronic data interchange can be defined as a medium 

of passing business information in a standardized format. 
2. Electronic data interchange can be referred to as a pro-

cess used by various trading partners for transmitting 
information among themselves automatically without 
any interference. 

3 Electronic data interchange is a technique which follows 
a standarclizi-d procedure for electronically transmitting 
information ofvarious kinds. Some examples include, com-
mercial information, administrative information etc. 
In order to survive in today's electronic market, most 

of the companies are trying out different methods of improv-
ing their business using methods like EDI (Electronic Data 
Interchange). 

Electronic data interchange is a method by which busi-
ness related information is exchanged from one computer to 
another computer in an electronic format. Apart from private 
companies, this method is getting employed by banks, govern-
ment organizations and many other types of organizations. 

UNIT-4 : Business Applications of Information Technology 81 
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EDI has made an impact on the working of various or-

ganizations as business information can be transferred quickly 
to various parts of the world. Organizations can have access to 
their business partners anytime and anywhere around the world. 
Before the development of EDI, organizations had to rely on 
postal systems for exchange of business information. These 
system were unable to provide a platform for organizations to 
contact their business partners whenever they wanted because 
of the difference in working hours of each partner. 

The rate at which an order gets completed before have 
improved with the use of EDI. As a result, buying selling costs 
of an order has been greatly reduced. Electronic processing of 
orders take less time than manual processing of orders. 

EDI first came into the picture in the year 1960. During 
1960 to 1980, this method was used mainly for two purposes, 

❖ Shipping 

❖ Transportation 

By 1980, EDI was also getting used for, 

+ Retailing purposes 

❖ International trading purposes. 

With its growing popularity, EDI became a standard 
mode of online communication of many organizations. 

Most of the people have a perception that e-commerce 
and EDI are strongly connected. But, E-commerce is just used 
as a supporting factor of EDI. The main purpose of EDI in e-
commerce is to ensure better exchange of information between 
supplier-customer, supplier trading partner etc., In order to do 
this, EDI eliminates those factors that prevent customers, sup-
pliers  etc., from'exchanging information. 

421. What is EFT? What are the various ways of EFT 
that can be categorized? 

Answer : 

Electronic Fund Transfer (EFT) 
Electronic payment means' paying the amount for 

purchased goods electronically which was developed when 
guided transmission media were used for transferring 
information. Electronic Fund Transfer (EFT), is defined as a 
process of transferring funds electronically from one financial 
institution to another. This type of electronic transfer can 
involve different electronic devices like computers, telephone 
devices, electronic terminals, telecommunications devices. This 
transfer is done for ordering, instructing and authorizing a bank 
to debit/credit an account. 

Electronic fund transfer is different from traditional 
methods of payment that depends on physical delivery of cash 
which require physical means of transport. 

Electronic payment media can be grouped into three 
types depending on information being transferred on-line. 

1. Banking and financial payment 

2. Retailing payment 

3. On-line e-commerce payment. 
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1. Banking and Financial Payment 
The banking and financial payment system is again 

classified into three types. They are, 

(a) Large-scale payment 

(b) Small-scale payment 

(c) Home banking. 

(a) Large-scale Payment 
Bank-to-bank transferis a good example of this kind of 
payment where the funds flow from one bank to another 
instantaneously. 

(b) Small-scale Payment 
ATM's and cash dispensers are examples of this kind of 
payment. Using ATM, a customer can withdraw money 
from anywhere at anytime. 

(c) Home Banking 
Home banking service can be classified into three 
types, 

(i) Basic services which include personal financial 
services 

(ii) Intermediate services which include financial 
management 

(iii) Advanced services which include trading 
services. 

2 Retailing Payment 
Retailing payment is classified into three types. They are, 

(a) Payment through credit cards 

(b) Payment through debit cards 

(c) Payment through charge cards. 

(a) Payment Through Credit Cards 
If a customer purchased any product or service us 
credit card then, he simply transfers his card details 
the service provider and then the credit-card comp 
processes the transaction. 

(b) Payment Through Debit Cards.  
In this type of retailing payment, the customer pay 
advance for enjoying the privileges of information to 
retrieved. Example of such prepaid payment system 
electronic purses. , 

(c) Payment Through Charge-Cards 
Example of charge-card payment include Amefi 
Express. Charge-card is a way of getting a short-t 
loan for a purchase. It is similar to credit card, ex, 
that the customer make an agreement with the fina 
institution that he will pay some fixed charges to it 
month. 

3. One-line E-commerce Payment 
One line payment system is classified into two 

They are, 

(a) Token-based payment system 

(b) Credit-card based payment system. 

LTD.  — 
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(a) Token-based Payment System 
The three different types of token-based payment are, 

(i) E-cash 

(ii) E-check 

(iii) Smart cards. 

(i) E-cash 
It is a form of digital cash which provides high level of security. It also reduces the overhead involved in using paper 
cash. 

(ii) E-check 
E-check is another form of electronic payment system. These checks are preferred when a customer is willing to 
make a payment without using paper currency. 

Example: Net cheque, net bill. 

(iii) Smart Cards 
Smart cards are similar to debit/credit card but with enhanced features such as micro processor that have the ability 
to store massive amount of information which is 80 times greater than conventional, magnetic strip cards. 

Example: Mondex electronic currency card. 

(b) Credit-card Based Payment Systems 
The different types of credit-card based payment systems are, 

Plain credit-card payment system 

Encrypted credit-card payment system 

On-line third-party credit-card payment system. 

Plain Credit-card Payment System 
In this type of payment system, the credit-card transaction is provided without using any encryption techniques. It 
is one of the • simplest form of payment system. 

(ii) Encrypted Credit-card Payment System 
In this type ofpayment, credit-card is encrypted before performing any transaction using various encryption schemes 
like Privacy Enhanced Mail (PEM) and Pretty Good Privacy (PGP). 

(iii) On-line Third-party Credit-card Payment System 
Security and verification can be provided by using third-party, which is a company that gathers and verifies the. 
payment of funds that flow from one party to a another. 

Figure: Types of Electronic Payment System 
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4.2  INTRANET 

Q22. Define Intranet. What security techniques are used with intranets? 

Answer : 

Intranet 

An intranet refers to a private internet, network or segments belonging to a public internet network. It is accessed only 
by the authorized users. Since intranets are controlled by internal web servers, they are widely used by the organizations so as to 
provide an easy way of accessing the corporate informations Intranets also provide an efficient and effective way for application 
delivery. 

The web browsers used for accessing the intranets provide a. ready-made GUI client for accessing several corporate 
applications. Thus, they are considered as an inexpensive way for developing new systems. Some of the common applications 
of corporate intranets are, 

1. Document sharing 

2. Search engines 

3. Product catalogs and work manuals 

4. Customer databases 

5. Organization telephone directories 

6. Crisis alerts 

7. Human resources forms 

8. Electronic bulletin board 

9. Groupware  

10. Organizational charts. 

Security Techniques 

Intranet security is a way of providing security to the organizations so as to protect their intranets. It prevents the unwanted 
intrusion entering into the intranets by using the following security techniques, 

1. Public Key Secutity 

It is a method of providing authorization to the users so that they can enter or access into a private intranet network 
Basically, there are two components of public-key security, encryption and digital certificates. Encryption is a technique that 
encrypts the data that is being transmitted from source to destination, whereas, digital certificates is a technique that is similar 
to the electronic identification cards, which specifies an organization that a person accessing the intranet is an authorized user.  
For instance, valicert is an organization that checks whether the digital certificates provided to protect the intranet are valid c•:-

authorized. Typically, public-key security is used for the following, 

(i) Financial security where financial regulations need to be encrypted. 

(ii) Legal security where unencrypted information is protected so that it is not accessed by the other clients. 

• (iii) Health-care security where medical records that are electronically transmitted need to be protected. 

2. Firewalls 

Firewall refers to a security device that is placed between the internal and external network of an organization. It is 
to control the users from accessing the information inside and outside the organizational network. 

Most organizations use firewalls to protect their private networks and communication facilities. These organizations dev 
firewall programs that include features, like remote logging and reporting, computerized alarms at given threshold-attacks 
a graphical user interface to control firewall. As most of the applications are placed on the internet, they are inherently ins 
This can lead to mishandling of information that can be a threat to the organization. Therefore, to avoid such type of mali 
activities, organizations employ firewall to protect a public network that is connected to an insecure network. 
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4.3 EXTRANET AND ENTERPRISE 
SOLUTIONS   

Q23. Explain in detail how extranet .  has made a 
tremendous impact on the functionality of a 
business. 

Answer : Model Paper-II, Q12(b) 

Impact of Extranet on the Business 
An extranet refers to an interorganizational information 

system that enables the employees within a company to work 
together with the people outside the company. They are 
typically considered as the networks that connect intranets of 
two business partners over the internet. The primary objective 
of the extranet is to provide an interconnection between the 
business partners This network can be accessed only by selected 
customers, suppliers and other business partners. 

Similar to the internet, the extranet makes use of different 
servers, TCP/IP protocols, e-mail systems and web browsers. 
Apart from these elements, an extranet also involves utilization 
of VPN (Virtual Private Network) technology for providing a 
secure connection over an internet. Informally, it can be said that 
an extranet involves the capabilities of both internet and intranets. 
The figure below shows a typical framework of extranet. 

Company A Company B 

INTRANET 
B  

Customers, Suppliers, 
Distributors etc. 

Figure: An Extranet Framework 
Extranet can be used by business partners and 

telecommunicating employees to enter the corporate intranet for 
accessing data, checking status, placing orders and sending e-mails. 
Benefits Offered by an Extranet to a Business 

The following are the benefits offered by an extranet. 
Extranet reduces the need for employing help-desk 
personnel by automating the inquiry systems. 

2. Extranet allows computer-to-computer communication, 
thus, eliminating the data entry errors. 

Extranei automates the order entry and other processes 
thereby saving the administrative cost and overhead 
involved. 
Extranet makes use of internet for providing 
communication so that the cost of communication via 
a VAN network, travelling cost etc., can be minimized 

Extranet involves electronic form of data to be exchanged 
between the trading partners. Therefore, timely delivery 
of accurate information is possible. 
Extranet improves the business opportunities available. 
Further, it makes an effective utilization of legacy 
systems for obtaining business effectiveness. 

Q24. Write a note on Enterprise collaboration 
systems. Describe the major categories of 
communication services provided by enterprise 
collaboration. 

Answer : 
Enterprise Collaboration Systems 

For answer refer Unit-II, Page,  No. 30, Q.No. 18, Topic: 
Enterprise Collaboration Systems (ECS). 
Communication Services 

For answerrefer Unit-IV, Page No. 70, Q.No. 12, Topic: 
Communication Services. 

4.4 INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR 
BUSINESS OPERATIONS 

Q25. Explain in detail about Marketing Information 
Systems. 

Answer : 
Marketing Information Systems 

Marketing information systems foc,us on satisfying the 
needs and requirements of the customers. For this marketing 
personnels perform certain activities that are as follows, 

+ Plan and develop new products. 
+ Provide finance and credit facilities to the 

customers. 

+ • To market and sell the products or services in a 
better manner. 

+ To ensure proper distribution and storage of 
products or services. 

These activities are not specific to a particular type of 
organization. They are: common to all types of organizations 
like agricultural, manufacturing, educational, financial, profit, 
nonprofit etc. For effective utilization of marketing information 
systems, they must be made to interact with some of the 
operational information systems like purchase order, inventory 
control, sales order systems etc. 
Subsystems 

The subsystems of operational marketing information 
systems are as follows, 

(i) Sales Force Automation Systems 
The basic purpose of automating sales force is to enhance 

the productivity of the salespeople. 

Common sales activities.carried out by the salespeople 
are, 

+ Identify or target the best customers and contact 
them. 

+ Market the products such that the customer agrees 
to buy it. 

+ Stay in touch with the customers even after the 
sales process. 

However, sales force automation systems focus only on 
the administrative activities of the sales people which involve, 
customer contact management, creation of customer calls and 
travel expense reports. 
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Sales force automation systems help the salespeople 
in their activities by providing them with electronic sales 
presentations, notebook computers and managing the sales 
process. 

(ii)  Micro-marketing and Data Warehouse Systems 
Micro-marketing is the process of marketing and selling 

the products based on tightly defined customer targets. Computer 
systems have played an important role in implementation of 
Micro-marketing. By using computer systems, marketing 
personnel can search and target specific customers from a large 
customer database called data space warehouse. This customer 
database can be sorted or mined. Sorting the data warehouse 
enables the salespeople to identify and sort the customers based 
on their country, occupation income level, age and sex. 

Customer database (i.e., data warehouse) is mined to, 

• Help the marketing personnel to discover new 
marketing techniques. 

+ Enable the marketing personnel to emphasize on 
advertising campaigns or pitching sales on the 
basis of narrowly drawn customer targets. 

Some companies have a data warehouse comprising of 
their own customer information. There exist companies which 
have a data warehouse of not only their own customer records, 
but also customer records of other companies as well. Other 
than companies, even large department stores mine their own 
data warehouses. This helps the stores in locating their most 
frequently visited customers. By doing so, they can target such 
customers. 

The primary advantage of micro-marketing is;  it focuses 
only on the targeted customers, thereby increasing the chances 
of success. 

(iii)  Telemarketing Systems 
Other than sales force automation, another way 

of improving productivity of salespeople is the use of 
telemarketing. The benefit of telemarketing is that it reduces 
the wastage of time and cost of salespeople involved in the 
following activities, 

• Initiating a contact with the customers. 

+ Marketing and selling the products to the customers 
in the allotted time period. 

+ Following up on sales. 

Telemarketing systems are used to provide computer 
system support to telemarketers for the following purposes, 

+ To search the potential customers and make an 
automatic call to them from disk-based telephone 
directories and customer database. 

• To deliver voice messages about the product to the 
people answering the call. 

+ To note .down the calls made to the selected 
customers. 

• To access the customer information while making 
a conversation with that customer. 

+ To produce follow-up letters. 

Telemarketing systems also allow the telemarketers tc 
collect all the relevant details of the targeted customers through 
electronic directory and online databases. 

(iv) Direct Mail Advertising Systems 

These systems also play an important role in improving 
the sales productivity. Direct mail advertising systems allow 
the marketing personnel to directly mail the sales brochures  
to various selected customers. For this, most of the marketing 
departments keep a record of customer mailing lists. These lists 
can be obtained from accounts receivable records, commercial 
households or organizational databases etc. Customer mailing 
lists can also be drawn by purchasing' from other companies 
There are various sources of customer mailing lists. Some 
of them are telephone directories, government records, list 
of customers having membership in clubs, unions, trade  
publications etc. 

Other than using customer mailing lists to distribute sales 
documents, direct mail advertising systems also use automated 
mailing equipments. For instance, envelope sniffers, collating and 
postage equipments. 

(v) Point-of-Sale (POS) Systems 

POS systems are one of the types of sales-orch 
processing systems. The activities of these systems are; 

• To gather information regarding the point-of-sa 
orders. 

❖ To frequently update sales and inventory system 

+ To allow the companies to keep a minute-by-minti 
record of sales trends. 

To allow the companies to collect customs 

information and store them in their customs 
databases. 

POS systems are mostly implemented in departma 
stores, grocery and food chain stores. 

POS systems provide input to accounting and finan 
information systems. These information systems in turn Send 

to marketing systems. 

Marketing systems 

Figure: Flow of Information between POS, Financial Accou 
and Marketing Systems 
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(vi) Delivery Tracking and Routing Systems 

All the customers want their products to be delivered 
in time. If the customer does not receive the product, he or she 
makes a contact to the customer representative to enquire about 
the product delivery status. The customer representative intum 
calls the delivery vehicle driver to know how far the vehicle has 
reached and when the product will be delivered. This manual 
delivery system of the company is not only time- consuming and 
frustrating for the customer, but also for the company itself. To 
over come this, some companies are now using satellite-based 
delivery systems. These systems allow the company to attach 
small satellite dishes to every delivery vehicle and use satellite 
based GPS (Global Positioning System) to keep track of the 
vehicle. In this way, product delovery can be tracked easily. 
Also, for more convenience to customers, few companies have 
provided them with a product tracking system software called 
`FedEx' (Federal Express). This software helps the customers 
to know their product delivery status. Also, there is a Federal 
Express website which allows the customers to monitor their 
products online. 

(vii) Electronic Shopping and Advertising Systems 
For so many years, shopping and advertising have been 

done through TV, telephone, radio etc. But, with the introduction 
of computers, other alternatives have also come into picture. 
One of them is the internet. Shopping and advertising through 
internet is called electronic shopping (virtual shopping) or 
internet advertising. The description of each of them is given 
below. 

Electronic Shopping 
Electronic or virtual shopping is referred to as a 

shopping, where people electronically select and buy products. 
This shopping also allows the organization to display their 
product information on their web store and present them to the 
targeted customers. 

Electronic shopping can be done by using 'electronic 
kiosks'. These kiosks are computer terminals set up in public 
places for marketing and selling purposes. They provide a 
24-hours access to the customers so that they can buy the 
products at anytime. For instance, customers can buy movie 
tickets from ticket kiosk placed in movie theatres. Electronic 
kiosks can also be used for computer-based training. 

Virtual shopping can also be done by using a virtual 
environment called 'Inter space' technology. It creates 'avatars' 
of customers through which they can virtually interact with each 
other. For example, a customer can choose any web store, enter 
it through a front door and communicate with other customers 
while shopping. This interaction will make you feel as if you 
are in a real shopping environment. However, to use interspace 
technology, user must have a video camera attached to the PC. 

Advantages of virtual shopping are, 

❖ Quick searching of products 

❖ No parking .or crowd problems as in a real store 
or a mall. 

Internet Advertising 
Web advertising is a form of advertising that uses internet 

and world wide web so as to deliver marketing information and 
also to gain customers attention. Banner ads, e-mail marketing, 
search engine result pages are some of the examples of web 
advertisements. The major advantage of this kind of advertising 
is that information is not restricted to any particular geography 
or time. This form of advertising is also referred to as interactive 
advertising that uses interactive media (interactive tv, mobile 
devices, internet) to promote the customer's buying decision. 

Interactive marketing approaches are developed to allow 
the customers to interact directly with sponsors as well as with 
advertisements. In this kind of advertisement, a user is free to 
click on any 'ad page for extracting more information. It also 
enables them to send e-mail in case of any query. In contrast 
to direct marketing, interactive marketing allows two-way 
communication and also enables the sponsors to focus on 
paiticular group of potential customers on whom these sponsors 
wishes to spend their advertising bucks. 

The following are the reasons why web advertising is 
preferred by most advertisers, 
1. Web advertising is less costly when compared to 

advertising in other media like television, newspaper, etc. 
2. It is very easy and inexpensive to modify the content of 

advertisement on timely basis, so as to keep it up-to-date. 
3. Web ads not only contain textual data but also real-time 

data like graphics and animation. Information related 
to games, entertainment can also be merged in web 
advertisement. 

4 Web ads are very much interactive and focuses on 
particular group of individuals. 

5. Since, large number of customers can be reached 
globally at onetime, distribution cost is very less.   

Q26. Write short notes on Manufacturing Information 
Systems. 

Answer : 
Manufacturing Inforamtion Systems 

Manufacturing Information System is associated with 
the operations related to the production and operations function 
of business. These operations involves process planning and 
control with respect to the producti?n of goods and services. 
The information system here covers all the aspects of the 
business firms that are related to the operations management 
and transaction processing. 

Some of the manufacturing applications that utilizes the 
features of a computer are described as follows, 
1. Computer. Integrated Manufacturing 

, The dream of most of the production engineers is to have 
production work integrated and computerized. For this purpose, 
CIM (Computer Integrated Manufacturing) can be used with 
which various information system like CAD, CAM, MRP etc., 
can be integrated. It uses devices like CAD workstations, bar 
code readers, sensors, robots etc. Use of CIM decreases the 
production cost and improves the overall quality of the product. 
It is capable enough to support flexible manufacturing systems 
and total quality management. 
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2. Computer Aided Engineering 

Computer aided engineering is used for analyzing and 
modeling of designs generated using CAD (Computer Aided 
Design). CAD is a design software package which can be 
defined as a tool in design aspects which is responsible for 
creation, modification, analization and optimization of a design 
with use of computers. To perform the specialized design 
functions, the computer systems consist of the hardware and 
software based on the requirements of a company. Modern CAD 
systems are based on ICG (Interactive Computer Graphics). 

3. Robotics 

In robotics, the physical construction of robot consists 
of body, arm and wrist of the machine. The body is attached 
to base and arm assembly attached to body. At the end of the 
arm wrist is attached, which consists number of components 
to allow variety position. Relative motion between body, arm 
and wrist are provided by joints. The joint motions are either 
rotating or sliding. The body, arm and wrist assembly is also 
called as manipulator. Attached to the robot wrist is a hand (End 
effector). The end effector is not considered as part of robot. 
The arm and the body joints keeps the end effector in position. 
It is also called gripper. 

Types of End-effectors 

End-effectors are categorized into three types, 

(i) Grippers 

(ii) Tools and 

(iii) Universal fingers. 

(i) 	Grippers 

Grippers are used to hold either work parts or tools. 
These are further classified as, 

(a) Mechanical grippers 

(b) Suctions or vacuum cups — Friction or physical 
configuration retain object. 

(c) Magnetized grippers- These devices are used for 
ferrous objects. 

(d) Hooks — Used to lift parts of conveyer. 

(e) Scopes or ladles — Used for fluids, powder etc. 

(f) Adhesive or electrostatic gripper. 

(ii) Tools 

"Tools" are fastened directly to the robot wrist and 
become the end-effector; the tool is directly mounted 
on the wrist, here the tool itself acts as the end-effector. 

(iii) Universal Gripper/Fingers 

These grippers have been initiated by a man to imitate 
hand, which has many-degrees of freedom. This requires 
miniature actuators that can produce enough power to 
drive the gripper joint. It consists of cable and pulleys 
mechanism that enables a motor to be placed at an 
appropriate position away from joint. 

SIIA PUBLISHERS AND DISTRIBUTORS PVT. 

Q27. What is a human resource information system? 
• What are the typical components of a human 

resource information system? 

Answer : Model Paper-I, Q12(b) 

Operational Human Resources Information Systems 

Human resource information systems are computer-
based systems used by the human resource managers to perform 
the following tasks, 

To recruit new employees. 

To select and place the new employees for the desired 
job positions and train them. 

• To promote employees based on their performance 
appraisal. 

To provide benefits to employees like annual vacation, 
health insurance, performance bonus etc. 

To relocate employees. 

To terminate employees. 

For effective utilization of human resource formation 
system, it should be linked with other information systems 
within an organization like payroll system. 

Subsystems 

The subsystems or components of human resource 
information systems are, • 

1. Position Control Systems 

Position is defined as a set of responsibilities carried out 
by an employee. For example, finance manager, HR managers. 
marketing manager etc., are positions. Position control systems 
allow the human resource personnel to, 

❖ Identify all the positions in the organization 

• Identify the job title of every position 

+ Identify the position of each employee in 
organization. • 

In addition to this, position control systems help the 
human resource managers to know about the vacant positions: 
These systems produce routine and repetitive outputs thar 
include position inventories and vacant positions that art 
categorized by job, by department, by task contents, or by j 
requirements. • 

Thus HR managers can implement a category 
recruiting procedure. For instance, by categorizing va 
p6sitions with respect to job responsibilities,- managers 
advertise about the particular job openings in newspa 
magazines journals etc. They may also conduct interviews 
institutions where the people are trained for the desired job. It 
play an important role in solving problems in human reso 
department. Suppose, when listing various vacant positi 
human resource manager may observe that organization 
more than one position with same job title. 

LTD.  
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Human resource manager may find two reasons behind 
this, 

• Positioiis with this job title are profitable to the 
organization. 

+ Various positions with a particular job title involve 
tasks which are difficult for the employees to 
perform. Also, there is no scope of promotion. As 
a result, employees resigning the jobs, 

To overcome these problems, HR managers make some 
decisions regarding the following, 

+ Eligibility criteria specified for recruiting employees 
in these positions. 

• Training programs conducted for employees placed 
in such positions. 

+ Tasks assigned to employees in these positions 

• Benefit plans provided for these positions. 

2. Employee Information Systems 

These systems are used by human resource personnel to 
keep a reward of every employee in the organization. Employee 
information systems maintain two types of information or 
records, 

(a) Employee Profile 

Employee profile contains personal and professional 
details of each employee. Personal data includes, 
employee name, father's name, age, gender, nationality, 
marital status, religion and contact address. Professional 
data contains previous work experience, educational 
qualifications, job profile in the present organization, 
salary, preference of working place and shifts. 

(b) Skills Inventory 

Skills inventory contains employee details like area 
of specialization, work experience, functional area, 
technical skills, additional qualifications, marks secured 
in written exams of the organization. 

Skills inventory can help the human resource manager 
in carrying out operational activities that involve, 

+ Identification of employees who are capable of 
working in any position. 

Identification of employees who needs to be 
trained, promoted or transferred. 

+ Identification of the under employed employees, 
that is those employees whose skills are more than 
their present designations. 

3.. Performance Management Systems 

To identify employees for transfer, promotion and 
pay increment, HR managers of various organizations often 
evaluate the performance of every employee. This performance 
evaluation is known as performance appraisal. The performance  

of new employees is reviewed after first six months and for other 
employees performance is evaluated annually. To evaluate the 
employee's performance, performance appraisal form is given 
to the superior of the employee and is asked to complete it. The 
form contains information regarding, 

(a) Work productivity i.e., time taken to do a particular 
amount of work. 

(b) Quality of work. 

(c) Work knowledge required. 

(d) Degree of supervision required. 

(e) In addition to performance evaluation of employees, 
performance appraisal data also helps HR managers to 
perform the following tasks, 

+ To review the work of supervisors. For instance, 
consider a supervisor who frequently submits 
poor appraisals of certain employees. This might 
indicate the lack of ability of the supervisor to 
work well with the employees. 

• The performance appraisal information may 
help HR managers to identify job titles with 
more negative feedback. This will indicate that 
particular job requirements might not have been 
properly specified. 

+ Performance appraisal information enables the HR 
manager to solve employee complaints regarding 
their promotions. By analyzing the performance 
appraisal form of employees, HR manager can 
decide whether their complaint is valid or not. 

4. Government Reporting Systems 

For any government based organization, it is important 
to submit a report about the employees to the government 
incompliance with its rules, and regulations. The report is 
generated by collecting data from various human resource 
information systems like position control, employee 
information, performance management etc. In addition to 
this, the organization must follow the government rules and 
regulations for recruiting, selecting, placing, promoting or 
terminating employees. Most of the rules and regulations focus.  
on women, old aged, disabled and minorities. They ensure 
that such people get equal amount of job opportunities and are 
equally treated in the organization. 

5. Applicant Selection and Placement Systems 

Once the HR manager has finished with the employee 
recruitment process, they must focus on selection and placement 
process. For this, HR managers implement applicant selection 
and placement systems. These systems help HR managers in 
screening, evaluating, selecting and placing employees. It also 
ensures that selection and placement process compliance with 
the rules and regulations. Thus an organization should keep 
record of data regarding the interviews, examinations and 
placement decisions according to the requirements of rules and 
regulations. 
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To make the selection or placement process, the tests can 

be conducted. Data regarding applicants and their test scores 
should be maintained for later analysis of applicants. 

6. Training Systems 
Manually training new employees or experienced 

employees incurs a lot of organizational cost. To reduce this 
cost, organizations are making use of online or computer 
based training programs. Some of them are sales training 
programs, management training programs, microcomputer 
training programs etc. These programs are designed to support 
group and individual study. By using computer-based training 
programs, trainers can focus on every employee. Also, with 
these programs, employees can work from home and revise 
previous lessons without any assistance. 

4.5 I NFORMATION SYSTEM FOR .  
MANAGERIAL DECISION SUPPORT 

Q28. Explain the basic components of Decision 
Support Systems. Also discuss the modeling 
techniques of DSS. 

Answer : 

Components of DSS 
There are basic components of DSS. They are, 

DSS database 

User interface 

DSS softvvare system. 

, • User 
User Interface 

Figure: Basic Components of DSS 
(a) DSS Database 

A DSS database is a collection of data extracted from 
several groups or applications. A DSS database can be either a 
small database or a•large data warehouse. If a DSS database is 
a small database, then it contains a subset of the downloaded 
corporate data, which may also include external data. The small 
databases reside on PCs. On the otherhand, if a DSS database is 
a large data warehouse, then it contains large amounts of data, 
which are updated time-to-time by major corporate transaction 
processing systems. 

In simple terms, the DSS databases offers the extracts 
or copies of production databases. This separates the uses of 
DSS from critical operational systems. 

(b) User Interface 

Several existing DSSs use web interfaces for maximum 
utilization of graphic displays, interactivity and simplicity. 

(c) DSS Software System 
This component contains software tools such as OLAP 

tools or data mining tools that help in analyzing the required 
data. It may also contains a collection of mathematical and 
analytical models, which can be easily accessed by the DSS 
users. 

Modeling Techniques 
A model is an abstract representation of a phenomenon 

providing details about its components and relationships. 

The different types of models are, 

+ • Physical model (e.g., a model plane) 

+ Mathematical model (e.g., an equation) 

+ Verbal model (e.g., a description of a procedure 

The different types of modelling techniques are, 

'Statistical Modeling 
This type of modeling technique establish relationship 
between different communities. For example, the 
relationships between the product sales and customers 
of different ages or different incomes are established 
using statistical model. 

(ii) Optimization Modeling 
This type of modeling technique increases or dec 
the value of specified variables such as cost and 
by identifying the respective optimal resource allocaricr 
procedures. This model is,  generally used to deter:-

the proper set of products that will maximize :-
when they are together released in the market 

(iii) Forecast Modeling 
This type of modeling technique is used to foree _- - 
and the models that employ forecast modeling re. -
are called forecasting models. The users of for,: _ 
models enter large amounts of historic data re __-_ 
previous conditions and their corresponding 
forecast the future conditions and their corre• 
future sales. The decision makers can then use - 
to determine the affect of new conditions on 
making changes accordingly in the forecasted  - 
and obtaining the corresponding sales. 

(iv) Sensitivity Analysis 
The sensitivity analysis models test the effect 
one or more factors or parameters on the 
If there is only a little effect on the overall picel 
maximum change in the parameter, then the 
to be insensitive to that parameter. Similarly, 
maximum effect on the overall profit for a 
in parameters then the profit is said to be 

The sensitivity analysis is of two types, 

+ What if analysis 

Goal-seeking analysis. 

      

      

 

DSS database  DSS 
oflware systems 

      

      

This component allows the DSS software tools to work 
accordingly as intended by the users of the system by providing 
a simple interaction between them. ❖ 
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• What If Analysis 
In the what if analysis, 'what-ir questions are asked 
repeatedly on certain values or parameters, starting from 
the known conditions. 
Example 
• What if the advertising budget is decreased by 

$50,000? (know condition: Current advertising 
budget is $3,50,000). 

• What if the price of the product is decreased by 2 
percent (known condition:'Current price is $150). 

• Goal-seeking Analysis 
In the goal-seeking analysis, the required data is 
determined by following a backward solution approach, 
starting from the desired output (or goal). The goal-
seeking analysis is also called Backward-sensitivity 
analysis. 

Q29. Describe the DSS architecture. Identify the 
factors that a DSS architecture must take into 
account in its planning. 

Answer : 
An organization's DSS architecture, corresponds to a 

part of information system architecture of that organization. 
The DSS architecture should include several elements similar 
to that of the organization's overall architecture. 

It should consider all the applications required in 
any environment, that may conform to the needs of the 
organization in making following decisions. 
(i) Decisions regarding strategies, tactics and operations 

to be followed. 

(ii) Decisions that are unstructured, structured and 
semistructured. 

(iii) Management and knowledge workers in each level 
of organization. 

(iv) An organization's geographic divisions and all the 
basic functional, product or line of business.. 

The factors that a DSS architecture must take into 
account in its planning are, 
1.  Database(s)  , 

The DSS architecture should include, all existing 
database(s), whether internal or external to the 
organization and also those, that have been specially 
created to be used by DSS. The architecture should specify 
which databases are used at personal, departmental and 
enterprise levels. This specification ensures to achieve 
accuracy, concurrency and security. 
Model(s) 
The DSS architecture should include all models 
along with their data sources. It should also assign 
responsibilities to provide a limited access, and 
to maintain them. At the initial stages, only major 
categories should be defined, instead of specifying 
each and every model. 

3. Users 
The DSS architecture should include details about all 
the users regarding their locations, jobs, educational 
qualifications etc., along with other factors, that will 
restrict the users from employing decision support 
system services. 

4 End-user Level Software Tools 
The DSS architecture should include software tools 
that help users to access the database as well as the 
models. The database package itself provides few 
software tools, that may be used for executing simple 
database queries. However, other software tools 
required, may be obtained from other sources or may 
be developed separately. The software tool required 
for accessing a data warehouse, is, online analytical 
processing software. 

5 Management Level Software Tools 
The DSS architecture should include software tools 
that help software administrators in maintaining and 
managing database and models obtained from the 
underlying platforms, at regular intervals. 

6. Hardware and Operating System Platforms 
The DSS architecture should include hardware and 
operating system platforms, that hold databases and 
models, run programs, and allow users to access the 
DSS. The required constraints and the arrangements 
for possible upgrades in hardware and software must 
also be specified here. 

7 Network and Communication Capabilities 
The DSS architecture should include networking and 
communication capabilities, required to interconnect 
all these platforms. They should consider the factors, 
such as, 

(i) User requirements, for connecting a user to one 
or more servers or databases. 

(ii) Workgroup requirements, for allowing a 
workgroup to communicate within the group. 

(iii) Enterprise requirements, for connecting 
workgroups .shared data i.e., customers or 
external databases. 

8. Organizational Culture 
The DSS architecture should consider the 
organizational culture of those who employ the DSS. 
The culture may either be centralized or decentralized. 
A centralized culture, has a centralized control overall 
information resources, whereas a decentralized 
culture has distributed controls over their own specific 
information resources, along with the means to share 
and merge controls, when required. 
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Figure: Generic View of DSS Architecture 

Q20. What is artificial intelligence? Mention some of the applications that fall within the scope of Al. 

Answer 

Artificial Intelligence 
Artificial intelligence means, the development computer systems (both hardware and software) that best perform various 

activities, similar to human beings with intelligence and common sense. These systems have to be programmed such that, they have 
the qualities of human beings like logic, reasoning, intuition and common sense. The expertise and decision making associated 
with humans, must be incorporated into artificial intelligence systems so that, they have the ability to learn natural languages 
and to perform various physical tasks in a coordinated manner. 

The major areas of artificial intelligence are, natural language processing, expert systems robotics and machine vision. 
All these together form the family of artificial intelligence. 

Natural 
language 
processing 

Robotics 

Figure: Artificial Intelligence Family 
1. Natural Language Processing 

Natural Language, is the language using which the common man communicates. Processing such a language, is to 
the computer systems recognize and understand the language and program the computer such that, it can respond to the qu 
asked by the users in their own languages. 
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For example, if a person needs to know his account 

details, he might ask a question like , "What was the last 
transaction made from my account"? The system must be able 
to respond properly, with correct answer. But there are problems 
with natural-language processing. 

Consider the English language. Different people speak 
English in different ways. Most people possibly deliver unclear 
statements, that cause confusion. Such statements are difficult 
to be processed. 

Further, human intelligence has a broader perspective 
than computer intelligence. The computer systems can't develop 
associations between various entities, can't apply old rules to 
new situations as humans do. So, processing infinite number of 

• languages that exist in the world, is almost impossible to such 
a system. 

2. Expert System 
Expert System, is the information system that provides 

solutions to various problems by capturing knowledge for a 
specific and limited nominal of human expertise. It provides 
assistance for decision making by asking questions. It adopts 
certain actions based on the answers. 

It also explains the reasons for 'the actions it does. 
Expert systems do have a set of rules, formed by capturing the 
knowledge of the skilled employees in an organization. The 
rules are accumulated in the memory of the organization. 

Expert systems are developed by means of 'knowledge 
engineering'. Knowledge engineering is the process of creating 
a knowledge base and it is done by a knowledge engineer. He 
works with various experts experiences and develops the rules 
based on it. Thus he builds the knowledge base level by level. 

The development of expert systems involves acquiring 
knowledge from various experts. Many other factors are 
involved in the development of expert systems knowledge, is 
not exact. The expert may not be perfect in his field. Infact, no, 
human is perfect in anything. There is a possibility that even 
the expert can't identify the exact problem in the functioning 
of a system. Similarly, the expert system can never be perfect. 
The mistakes made by experts can be useful in the development 
process, as more and more factors related to the diagnosis of 
the problem can be added in the knowledge base. One must 
also consider the well-known fact that knowledge is never 
complete. It is acquired gradually, level 'by level. Increase in 
number of mistakes and recovering from them always 'increases 
knowledge. Knowledge is mostly acquired using the trial and 
error method. 

For instance, consider a person who is a fresher at 
college. Firstly, he learns the basics of the subject and then 
gradually develops strong conceptual knowledge. Finally, he 
will be able to achieve expertise by practice and experience. 
Similarly, expert systems are developed in an incremental 
way. Initially, only a few basic set of rules are defined. They 
are applied to some set of data and are verified. Repeating this 
process, by changing input data and the set of rules, the expert 

stem increases its experience and updates its knowledge base, 
will new rules time to time. Finally, the expert system acquires 
high-level expertise with great deal of knowledge. 
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Expert systems are those information systems, that work 
to solve problems by capturing knowledge of human experts in a 
very specific and limited domain. The knowledge is captured in 
the form of a set of rules. The rules keep adding to the memory, 
thereby increasing the knowledge. The expert system also helps 
in decision making. 

It asks the questions and adopts certain actions based 
on the information it gets. It also gives reasoning for whatever 
actions it takes. 

Expert systems are not comparable to human beings, 
as the systems perform a very few tasks that can be performed 
by human experts in few hours or minutes. If certain problems 
can not be solved by human beings, it is too difficult even for 
the expert systems to solve as the breadth of knowledge is very 
narrow and brittle in case of expert systems also the fundamental 
principles of human expert do not exist in the expert systems. 
However, expert systems are beneficial to human beings as 
they can capture human expertise in limited areas and help in 
making quality decisions just by involving fewer people. 
3. Robotics 

Robotics is one of the artificial intelligence applications. 
The benefits of using robots are, 

(i) Robots are capable of managing specialized tasks like 
cutting, welding, drilling and painting. 

(ii) Robots have the ability to consistently move in one 
particular direction. 

(iii) Robots can handle various complex tasks which are 
beyond the capabilities of the humans. 

Robots also play an important role in production and 
manufacturing tasks. For instance, robots are used by Japanese 
factories for the assembling of automobiles, cameras and 
various electronic devices. Robots are also implemented by 
American manufacturers like General Dynamics Corporation, in 
their factories, for drilling holes in the F-16 aircraft and inserting 
the rivets in it. Robotics has made such an impact that, some of 
the manufacturers feel that it was influential in improving the 
productivity of manufacturing in 1990's. 

4. Machine Vision 
Robots use this artificial intelligence application to 

enhance their functionality. Machine vision helps the robots in 
identifying the exact place where the reverts should be inserted 
in ford trucks. Robots also use machine vision to take a picture 
of the circuit board, that helps them to insert its parts in the 
appropriate location. Presently, the main drawback of machine 
vision is that, it is limited to performing particular set of tasks. 

Q31. Discuss different types of intelligent systems 
with respect to different technologies. 

Answer : 

Different types of intelligent systems that are applied 
on different technologies are as follows, 

1. Natural Language Processing 
For answer refer Unit-IV, Page No. 92, Q.No. 30, 

Topic: Natural Language Processing. 
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2. Artificial Neural Networks 
Definitions 

• A neural network is defined as a large interconnected 
network of processing elements called neurons. 

or 

A neural network is a massive processor, distributed 
parallely which consists of simple processing units (or) 
computing cells called neurons having the property for storing 
and availing the knowledge. The knowledge terminology is 
represented as, 

1. Network that acquires the knowledge through 
learning process. 

2. For storing the acquired knowledge, interneuron 
connection strengths called synaptic weights are 
used. 

3. Neural networks can be recognized as simplified 
models of biological nervous system. 

4. In literature, they are also called as neurocomputers, 
connectionist networks, parallel distributed 
processors etc. 

Characteristics 
As neural networks are massively parallel in nature they 
exhibit parallel distributed processing. 

In addition to this, they also exhibit generalization, 
mapping capabilities or pattern association, robustness, 
fault tolerance etc. 

Neural networks are designed in accordance with the 
specific tasks carried out by the brain. 

Neural networks learn by known examples so as to 
acquire knowledge about it. Once learned (or) trained, 
the network can effectively solve unknown (or) 
unlearned problem instances. 

Some of the neural networks also include back 
propagation networks, perceptron, boltzmann machine, 
hopfield networks, associative memory etc. 

❖ Stability-plasticity issue leads to the importance of 
neural networks where stability refers to the adaptive 
capability of neural networks in varying environments 
and plasticity refers to adaptive capability for the 
development of neuron to the environment thereby 
providing the brain 'plastic' in information processing. 

❖ Finally, applications of neural networks are, 

1. Pattern recognition. 

2. Optimization/constraint satisfaction. 

3. Forecasting and risk assessment. 

4. Control systems 

5. Data compression etc. 

3. Case-based Reasoning 

Case-based Reasoning, is based on the fact that 
analogical and experimental reasoning is used by human beings 
to learn and solve complex problems. It consists of two steps: 

1. To search for the previously solved problems that 
are similar to the current problem. 

2 To adjust the splutioh of the previously solved 
problem so as to fit it to the context of the current 
problem. 

In case-based reasoning, the case library is used to locate 
the relevant or related cases. Each solved case, is compared to 
the current problem, using a set of similarity metrics. Once, this 
comparison is done, the solutions that are applied previously 
are scrutinized and are applied to the current problem. The 
solutions are modified according to the current situations to 
solve the problems. This is called the "adoption process" and it 
is revised from time-to-time to solve the newer problems. The 
solution structure in case-based reasoning is shown in figure: 

Figure: Nominal Process in Case-based Reasoning 

Some examples where case-based reasoning is applied 
are, legal claims settlement, medical diagnosis, audit etc. 

4. Fuzzy Logic 

The word 'Fuzzy' refers to vague (or) unclear. F11772.  

logic approach controls the decision making with the help of 
logic systems (or) human reasoning. The decision invoh 
in this approach does not depends on decisions that are eithe-
true (or) false (or) Yes/No. It involve terms like approximate1:. 

similarity and possibly.   

Q32. What is the need of intelligent agents? 

Answer : 

Intelligent Agents 

They are computational entities (programs), that h_ 
clear intentions and goals. If an agent receives .a req -
message, it determines whether the fulfillment of that reque - 
not serviced. They can be better utilized for searching thr_ - 
voluminous information, 
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UNIT-4 : Business Applications of Information Technology 
Need of Intelligent Agents 

In modern information age, the amount of information is increasing every minute. This increase in information may lead 
to information overload or flood. Decision makers and managers do not have any advantage of excess information. They cannot 
read every document, magazine and Journal. Moreover, excess information will only add to, complexity and confusions to the 
decision making process. The managers would become paralyzed, unable to choose between options. 

With the advent and popularity of internet, information generation has reached to its peak point. Every minute, thousands 
of new information sources are created. Experienced users try to filter this voluminous information using search engines and 
directories. However, this filtered data will be loosely related to decision maker's concern. 

Intelligent agents can be used to assist in searching through voluminous data. They are capable of deciding which 
information is relevant to user, (decision maker) and retrieves only that information. In this way, the decision making capabilities 
of a manager are enhanced and not degraded by having too much information. 

Intelligent agents are not only used in searching, but in various other fields also, like, e-commerce, security, computer 
network management, for increasing productivity and quality, and also in wireless environment. Intelligent agents can handle 
several routine activities that require to be performed quickly. 

4.6 INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR STRATEGIC ADVANTAGE 

Q33. Explain briefly the strategic information system and its characteristics. 
Answer : Model Paper-I, Q12(a) 

Strategic Information System 
Strategic information system are used by the top level management for making strategic or unstructured decisions. Strategic 

decisions are the most complex decisions as they are made on personal assumptions rather than facts. Strategic decision making 
process focuses on achieving long-range organizational goals. In contrast to this tactical decision making process the strategic 
information system emphasizes on effective allocation of resources to meet organizational objectives. 

Top management makes decisions by monitoring the operations of the competing organizations and by having knowledge 
of the latest government regulation trends. 

Strategic decisions will have an impact on the organization for either a year or more. 
Characteristics 

These systems involve high level decision making which effects the entire organizations. The following are the chief 
characteristics of a strategic information system, 

Adhocness 
The information produced is either periodic or random periodic information such as balance sheet, income and 
expenditure statement which provides overall view about the organization. Adhoc reports simply contain random 
information developed on a case to case basis. 

.;. Unexpectedness 
The system may provide unexpected. information. 

Predictiveness 
The information is usually predictive of future events rather than descriptive of the past. This system serves as a 
support to planners to reduce the risk involved in their choice of actions. 

Summaryness 
The information provided by SIS is not detailed but it is always in a summary manner. Long range planners and top 
level executives need consolidated data rather than detailed data. 

External Source 
The input data required for SIS is obtained from external source. The strategic managers wish to access mostly 
external economic data which help in making decision. 

Unstructured 
The data used as input in the SIS is mostly unstructured form. 

Subjectiveness 
The input data used for SIS is mostly in subjective nature and their accuracy may be doubtful. 
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Accounting/Finance Marketing Production Human Resources 

TACTICAL : 

Budgeting Sales management Materials 
Requirements 
planning 

Job apalysis 
and design 

Cash management Advertising and 
Promotion 

Just in time Recruiting 

Capitalbudgeting Pricing Capacity planning 
A 

Compensation 
and benefits 

Investment 
management 

Distninition 
Channel 

Production scheduling Succession 

Planning 

Competitive 

Tracking 

Product design and 
Development 

Manufacturing 
Resource planning 

Computer 
Integrated 
manufacturing 

STRATEGIC: ,  

Financial condition 
analysis 

Sales forecasting Site planning and 
selection 

Workforce 
planning 

Long-term forecasting Market research Technology 

Planning and 
assessment 

Labor 
Negotiations 

Product planning 
and development 

Process positioning 

Q34. Explain briefly the strategies for gaining competitive advantage in SIS. 

Answer 

The strategies required for gaining competitive advantage in SIS are as follows, 

1. Generate Databases to Enhance Marketing 

Information system generates databases to enhance their sales and marketing strategies. They consider 
a resource. A company may use its database to keep track of all the purchases of its customers, to know about 
marketing areas etc. In this way it is possible to build strategies that save their customers well thereby retaini- - -
customers. It is estimated that the cost of retaining an existing customer is one fifth of getting a new custc 

2. Creating Barriers in Competitor's Entry 

Organisations create barriers for the competitors.by  •providing products/ services that are either difficult -
are used in special markets. This creates a difficulty for the competitors in adopting similar techniques - 
expensive. Hence, they prevent them to enter into the market. 

3. Reducing Cost of Products 

Organisations with the help of strategic information systems, reduce the cost of their products and services 
than their competitors. This factors of the information systems benefits the organisation in its developme mr 

4. "Locking in" Suppliers and Customers 

Strategic information systems benefits suppliers and customers in such a way that they do not think to opt 
customers may be benefitted with lower transaction costs, reliable order filling, increased management 
quick delivery service. Suppliers may be benefitted with factory scheduling, monitoring product requinmer-

commitments towards customers. 

5. Leveraging Technology in the Value chain 

Value chain is a model that recognizes business activities where competitiVe strategies can be appliec 
the activities that can have strategic impact on information systems. Using this model competitive b 
can be acquired by identifying critical leverage points. 
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INTERNAL ASSESSMENT 

OBJECTIVE TYPE 
I. 	Multiple Choice 

1. Sharing of information between two parties is called as  

(a) Collaboration 

(b) Coordination 

(c) Communication 

(d) All of the above 

2. is an electronic communication tool. 

(a) Web publishing 

(b) Paging 

(c) Voice mail 

(d) All of the above 

In systems, statements of different participants can be stored in a text format which can be viewed by 

others later. 

(a) Voice conferencing 

(b) Chat systems 

(c) Electronic meeting systems 

(d) All of the above 

4. Calendering and scheduling is an example of tool. 

(a) Collaborative work management 

(b) Electronic conferencing 

(c) Electronic communication 

(d) None of the above 

5. The three major objectives of a computer-integrated manufacturing are  

(a) Simplify, automate, produce 

(b) Simplify, automate, integrate 

(c) Schedule, automate, integrate 

(d) Schedule, process, produce 

6. Recruiting, workforce planning or scheduling in operational system are human resources related to 

r (a) Staffing 

(b) Training and development 

(c) Compensation administration 

(d) Marketing 
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98 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTE 
7. Cash management is an example of information systems. 

(a) Accounting 

(b) Human Resource 

(c) Financial 

(d) Manufacturing 

8. is considered as a special case of what if analysis. 

(a) Goal-seeking analysis . 

(b) Optimization analysis 

(c)" Characterization analysis 

(d) Sensitivity analysis 

9. CAD stands for  

(a) Computer Application of Designing 

(b) Computer Aided Design 

(c) Computer-based Application Design 

(d) Common Application Design 

10. Manufacturing Resource Planning is called as  

(a) MRP 

(b) MRP-2 

(c) FMS 

(d) e-manufacturing 

H. Fill in the Blanks 
• 

1. is a network of networks. 

2. technology automatically forwards the information to the user's desktop by running a program eith 

on user's desktop or on the network server. 

EFT stands for 

refers to an interorganizational information system that enables the employees of a company to wo 

with people outside the company. 

5 Sales force automation is a subsystem of  

6. 	analysis is also called as backward solution approach. 

7. 	refers to the degree of reasoning and understanding i.e., the ability of an agent to acquire the goals fro 

user's statement and perform tasks assigned to it. 

8 Meaning of the term Fuzzy is  

9. 	systems are used by top-level managements for making unstructured decisions. 

10. Modern CAD systems uses 	graphics. 
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KEY 

I. Multiple Choice 

1. (c) 2 (d) 3. (b) 4. (a) 5. (b) 

6. (a) 7. (c) 8. (d) 9. (b) 10. (b) 

Fill in the Blanks 

1. Internet 

2. Push 

3. Electornic Funds Transfer 

4. Extranet 

5. Marketing Information Systems 

6. Goal-seeking 

7. Intelligence 

8. Vague or unclear 

9. Strategic Information 

10. Interactive computer. 
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III.  Very Short Questions and Answers 

Ql. What is E-commerce? 

Answer : 

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM 

E-commerce or electronic commerce is simply a process of 'online business' wherein the buying and selling of 
products and services are carried-out through internet. It comprises of both the business-to-business i.e., B2B and business-
to-consumer i.e., B2C transactions. In addition to buying and selling, e-commerce helps in marketing and servicing, as 
well as delivery and.payment of products through internet, extranets, intranets or some other networks.   

Q2. Define Intranet. 

Answer 

An intranet referi to a private internet, network or segments belonging to a public interne network. It is accessed only 
by the authorized users. Since intranets are controlled by internal web servers, they are widely used by the organizations so as to 
provide an easy way of accessing the corporate information. Intranets also provide an efficient and effective way for application 
delivery. 

Q3. What is meant by an extranet? 

Answer : 

An extranet refers to an interorganizational information system that enables the employees within a company to work 
together with the people outside the company. They are typically considered as the networks that connect intranets of two business 

partners over'the internet. The primary objective of the extranet is to provide an interconnection between the business partners 
This network can be accessed only by selected customers, suppliers and other business partners. 

Q4. What do you mean by Intelligence? 

Answer : 

Intelligence refers to the degree of reasoning and understanding i.e., the ability of an agent to acquire the goals from the 
user's statement and to perform the tasks assigned to it.  

Q5. Define Intelligent agents. 

Answer : 

Intelligent agents are computational entities (programs), 'that have clear intentions and goals. If an agent receives 
a request message, it determines whether the fulfillment of that request is not serviced. They can be better utilized for 
searching through voluminous information. 
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UNIT 

5 ADVANCED CONCEPTS IN 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

  

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After studying this unit, one would have thorough knowledge about the following key concepts, 

+ Enterprise Resource Planning with its packages and modules 

+ Supply Chain Management with its objectives, strategies and framework 

❖ Customer Relationship Management and Procurement Management 

+ System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) with its various stages including system analysis, design, detailed 
design and implementation. 

+ Prototyping 

+ Project Management 

• Cost benefit analysis. 

INTRODUCTION 
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), Supply Chain Management (SCM), Customer Relationship Management 
(CRM) and procurement management are some of the advanced concepts in information systems. An ERP system 
consists of techniques and concepts dedicated to improve the efficiency of integrated business management and to 
make effective use of management resources. SCM integrates the key business processes of an organization from 
end-user through original suppliers that provide products, services and information. The key objective of SCM is 
to maximize the overall value of firm. CRM focuses on satisfying customers by integrating a set of strategies and 
technologies. 

System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) is a methodology that comprises of a set of procedures to ensure that 
information system is developed according to the user requirements. It involves different steps which are problem 
definition, feasibility study, system analysis and design, detailed system design, system implementation and main-
tenance. The prototype is considered as the working model of a product or information system that is developed 
for the purpose of demonstration. 
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Ql. Discuss any two modules of ERP. 
Answer : Model Paper-II, Q5 

Financial System 

The financial module is the basic of all ERP modules implemented by an organisation. It collects the financial information 
from various departments of an organisation and generates balance sheet, general ledger, trial balance and other financial reports 
as output. Thousands of businesses in the world implements this module to analyze the reports and make correct decisions. It 
provides benefits not only for profit organisations but also for non-profit organisations. The sub-systems of financial module are 
financial accounting, investment management, enterprise controlling, treasury and controlling. 
Human Resource System 

Human Resource (HR) module maintains all the details of the employees such as the attendance, salary, performance, 
promotions and contact information. This module deals with management of human resources and human capitals. When it is 
integrated with knowledge management then the expertise of all employees can be utilized optimally. The various sub-systems 
of human resource module of the most ERP systems are personnel management, payroll accounting, personnel development, 
time management and organisational management. 
Q2. List the objectives of Supply Chain Management. 
Answer : 

The main objective of supply chain management is to maximize the overall value of a firm. The other important objectives 
of the firm includes, 

1. Reducing uncertainty 

2. Reducing lead times 
3. Eliminating non-value added activities 

4. Enhancing flexibility 

5. Achieving process quality 
6. Maintaining uniformity (modularization) 

7. Managing demand 
8. Delaying the process of differentiation 

9. Focusing on 'A' category products 

10. Maintaining multiple supply chains 

11. Improving perfonnance measures 

12. Competing on service aspects rather than on product quality and features. 

13. Shift focus from functions to process 
14. Taking initiatives at an industry level   

Q3. Discuss some of the benefits of CRM. 
Answer 

Some of the benefits of CRM are as follows, 

1. Increased Sales Revenues 
CRM involves spending more time with the customers rather than acquiring new customers. Therefore, this results it 
increased sales. 

2. Increased Win Rates 
The companies are able to overcome the bad deals that have taken place earlier which improves its winning rate. 

3. Increased Margins 
Understanding the customer, offering a value-sell and discounts result in increased margins for the companies. 

4. Increase in Customer Satisfaction Ratings 
The companies responsiveness and ability to meet the customer requirements improves the customer satisfaction ra 

5. Reduction in Sales and Marketing Costs 
CRM reduces the cost of sales and marketing of the company. As the company is aware of its, target customers and i - 
needs, it is not required to spend money and time on sales and marketing techniques. 
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The third reason for developing a prototype is in situations 

where the phased model of analysis --> design —> implementation 
is not appropriate. The phased model is applicable when it is 
possible to write a reasonably complete set of specifications for 
a software product at the beginning of the life cycle. 

Q7. List the advantages and disadvantages of 
iterative model. 

Answer 
Advantages of Iterative Model 

Q4. Write a brief note on,data dictionary. 
Answer : Model Paper-II, Q7 

Data Dictionary 
Data dictionary is basically a file that maintains information 

about every data element and data grouping available within the 
system. In addition to this, the file also stores the information 
regarding the data flows and data stores. This information is used 
by a system developer who can easily understand the different data 
elements defined in the file. 

Data dictionary enhances the communication between 
 (i) 

the user and an analyst. Apart from this, it acts,  as a common 
database for programmers. 

Components of Data Dictionary 
The three main components of data dictionary are, 

(i) Data Element • 
It is the smallest unit of data, that cannot be decomposed. 

(ii) Data Structures 
It is the set of data elements which are treated as a unit. 

i i i )  Data Flow and Data Stores 
Data flow represents the data structures in motion and• 
data stores represents data structures  at rest. 

Q5. What are the objectives of system design? 
Answer : Model Paper-I, Q5 

The objectives to be considered while designing an 
- 'ormation system are, 

The system must be easier to use as well as easier to 
understand even for a naive user 

The system must be flexible enough to adapt the dynamic 
changes requested by the users 

The system must efficiently carry out its activities or 
operations within the specified time 

(iv) 
 

The system must be secure, in the sense that it should 
have reliable hardware, it should provide physical 
security of data as well as detect and prevent frauds. 

6 . What are the reasons for deVeloping prototype? 
knswer : (a) 
Reasons for Developing Prototype 

There are several reasons for developing a prototype. 
One important reason is to illustrate input data formats, 
Messages, reports and interactive dialogues for the customer. 
This is a valuable mechanism for explaining various processing 
lotions to the customer and for gaining a better understanding 
- f the customer's needs. 

The second reason for implementing a prototype is to 
-lore technical issues in the proposed product. Often a major 

mi decision will depend on, say, the response time of a device 
-roller or the efficiency of a sorting algorithm. In these cases, 

Type may be the best, or the only way to resolve the issue. 

(i)  
(ii)  

Increased revenues 

• Decreased costs 

• Reduce processing errors 

Faster turnaround 

4. Reduced inventory cost 

Reduced administrative expenses 

• Reduced cost of paperwork processing. 

40:* 

Better testing results are obtained because the software 
is tested in increments. 

(ii) Feedbacks provided by the users, helps in identifying 
the final system requirements. 

(iii) All the increments can be defined and negotiated easily. 

(iv) Individual payments can be made for the increments, i.e., a 
client can obtain the main part of the developed software, 
conduct cost-benefit analysis on it and later enhances the 
software. Finally, the payments for the complete system 
is done. 

(v) Mostly used for research based applications. 

Disadvantages of Iterative Model 
The devejopment cost is high. 

The system architecture gets affected due to the frequent 
changes. 

(iii)  Planning overhead is increased during each iteration.  

Q8. Write the tangible and intangible benefits of 
information systems. 

Answer 
Benefits of Information Systems 

The benefits of information system is measured based 
on the financial, economical impact the project has on the 
organization. The following are the different benefits of 
information system, 

(a) Tangible benefits 

(b) Intangible benefits. 

Tangible Benefits 
Tangible benefits are the benefits that are measured in 
terms of money or profit i.e., they are quantitative. 

Examples 
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104 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM 
(b) Intangible Benefits 

Intangible benefits are another important type of benefits that cannot be measured in terms of money i.e., they are not 
quantitative: 

Examples 

❖ Better customer service 

❖ Improved employee's morale values 

❖ Better decision making 

❖ Increased customer goodwill 

❖ Improved job satisfaction. 

Q9. What are activities performed in project planning and control? 

Answer : 

Activities in Project Planning 
The activities performed during project planning are, 

(i) Setting up the major objectives of the project 

(ii) Defining the tasks of the project 

(iii) Designing a network diagram that illustrates sequential and parallel events 

(iv) Preparing work schedule with respect to the user's requirement 

(v) Preparing a budget for the project. 

Activities in Project Control 
The activities performed during project-control phase are, 

(i) Getting a feedback regarding the actual performance of the project 

(ii) Taking necessary action whenever required in order to maintain control. 

010. Write a brief note on input design in detailed system design. 
Answer 
Input Design Objectives 

The major objectives of input design are as follows, 

(i) The design must not include irrelevant data i.e., amount of data must be limited 

(ii) The design must avoid processing delay while performing data entry by automating the process of data capture 

(iii) The design must avoid data entry errors by using input validation techniques 

(iv) The design must be simple and easy to use. 

Layout of Input 
The layout of input design must include the following, 
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PART-B 

ESSAY QUESTIONS WITH SOLUTIONS 

 

5.1 ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING 
Q11. What is ERP? Explain different ERP packages and modules. 
Answer : 
ERP 4 

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) consists of techniques and concepts to improve the efficiency of integrated business 
management and to make effective use of the management resources. ERP packages contain functions for the management ofprirnary 
business processes and fundamental planning for different ERP modules like sales management, product management, financial and 
accounting systems, etc. These packages contains functions not only for manufacturing industry but for various types of industries. 
It uses an ERP software to model and automate many core processes of the business. It integrates major business processes of an 
organization such as customer order fulfillment and manufacturing that allows the information to flow automatically. 
ERP Packages 

The following table carries various ERP software packages. 

Name of the Package Language Platform Description 
Compiere Java It was captured by Consona Corporation. 
GNU Enterprise Python It carried integrated set of tools to develop database applications. 
Jfire Java It is based on ERP and CRM system. 
OpenPro My SQL and PHP , It was developed for small and medium organizations. 
Openbravo Java It was developed for ERP and POS (Point of Scale) 
ERP5 My SQL, 

Python and Zope 
It was developed for medium and large organization • 
and uses a unified model. 

Adempiere Java It is an advanced version of compiere. 
Front Accounting MySQL, PHP It is a web application. 
Ledger SMB Perl It perform ERP and double entry accounting. 
Dolibarr MySQL, 

PHP, Postgre SQL 
It is an interactive application that can manage 
small and medium organizations. 

WebERP MySQL, PHP It is a LAMP (Linux, Apache,'mySQL, PHP based system. 

Apart from these, there are many other ERP packages which are available and can be used for different purposes. 

ERP Modules 
ERP software consists of many modules, which are usually the functional areas of an organization. Finance, human 

resource, marketing and manufacturing are some examples of ERP modules. The most commonly implemented modules (or 
sub-systems) of ERP are discussed below. 
1. Financial System 

The financial module is the basic of all ERP modules implemented by an organisation. It collects the financial information 
from various departments of an organisation and generates balance sheet, general ledger, trial balance and other financial reports 
as output. Thousands of businesses in the world implements this module to analyze the reports and make correct decisions. It 
provides benefits not only for profit organisations but also for non-profit organisations. The sub-systems of financial' module are 
financial accounting, investment management, enterprise controlling, treasury and controlling. 
2. Human Resource System 

Human Resource (HR) module maintains all, the details of the, employees such as the attendance, salary, performance, 
promotions and contact information. This module deals with management of human resources and human capitals. When it is 
integrated with knowledge management then the expertise of all employees can be utilized optimally. The various sub-systems 
of human resource module of the most ERP systems are personnel management, payroll accounting, personnel development, 
time management and organisational management. 
3. Marketing System 

The marketing system allows the organisations to utilize marketing resources efficiently. Marketers can use this module to 
analyze, plan, execute and measure all the activities of marketing. They can develop a long-term relationship with the customers. 
The sub-systems of the marketing module of the ERP system include marketing resource management, campaign management, 
=ad management, segment and list management, etc. 
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4. Manufacturing System 
A manufacturing system deals with manufacturing and 

planning of products. It provides information that helps in 
execution of the entire operation. It does not limit the •organisation 
to use a single manufacturing method such as in take-to-stock 
or -Make-to-order. An organisation can use any one of these 

method or their combination. It also defines eeitain business 
rules to manage the supply chain process. The sub-systems of 
the manufacturing system are material and capacity planning, 
cost management, quality management, shop-floor control, 
configuration management, JIT/repetitive manufacturing, etc. 
5. Materials Management System 

The materials management system deals with inventory 
stock in a warehouse. It performs various tasks such as 
determining the current level of stock, inventory requirements, 
identification, finding new techniques for replenishment, setting 
targets, creating inventory status reports and so -on. It can 
generate executive level reports if this module is integrated with 
purchase, sale and finance modules. It consists of workflow driven 
processes and hence it can optimize all purchasing processes. The 
materials management module has many advantages that include 
reduced warehousing losts and procurement, integrated invoice 
verification and automates suppliers evaluation. The Major sub-
systems of the materials management module are inventory 
management, material inspections, pre-purchasing activities, 
purchasing, vendor evaluation and invoice verification. 
6. Plant Maintenance System 

The plant maintenance system generates two kinds ofreports 
i.e., technical and business based on the criteria like task's execution 
period, system manufacturer, location or organisational unit. These 
reports helps in determining the weak points of the technical system 
and reducing the time and cost of a plant. Another main use ofthese 
reports is to define an optimum maintenance strategy in the sense 
of Total Productive Maintenance (TPM). The sub-systems of plant 
maintenance module are plant maintenance, calibration tracking, 
plant maintenance, warranty claims tracking, component tracking, 
equipment tracking, and preventing maintenance control. 
7. Sales and Distribution System 

The sales module deals with all the activities involved in 
between the receive of order and its shipment. It includes various 
functions' such as order placement, order scheduling, shipping 
and billing. During the processing of sales order, some other basic 
functions are carried out. These include inquiry handling, quotation 
preparation and processing, checking for availability, scheduling 
delivery, checking credit limits and so on. The sales module generates 
revenues that are.ofatmost importance for.commercial organisations. 
In today's competitive world, it is essential for organisations to retain 
a competitive edge in the market For this purpose, they should 
increase efficiency in sales and distribution. At the same time, they 
should also improve customer services and profit margins. The 
sales .and distribution module when integrated with the Distribution 
Requirements Planning (DRP) enables the mapping and supply of 
single-site or multi-site organisations as DRP provides Just-In-Time 
deliveries. Furthermore, it helps in replenishment orders ifwarehouse 
requirements are known. The material management and financial 
accounting modules interact with the sales and distribution module 
for shipping and billing sales orders. 

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM 
8. Quality Management System 

The quality management system performs the functions 
like quality planning, quality inspection and quality control. 
These functions and the elements of a quality management 
system are defined by the ISO 9000 series standards. According 
these standards, the quality management system should get 
through all the processes of the organisation. There is no direct 
interaction between this module functions and data or processes 
of other modules of an organisation.   
Q12. Discuss briefly the ERP implementation strategies. 
Answer : 

The ERP implementation strategies which are mostly 
used are, 

1. Big-bang strategy and 
2. Phased strategy. 

1. Big-bang Strategy 
In big bang strategy, the whole ERP system is implemented 

at once and all modules are installed simultaneously. When the 
big bang strategy is used in implementing the ERP system in 
a company, the whole ERP system goes live at the same time. 
The existing system transforms into new ERP system, such 
that all the business activities that were performed by existing 
system are performed by ERP system. 

The big bang strategy was used in early ERP 
implementations. But today, it is not recommended by vendors. 
consultants and experts because it has high failure rates and 
consumes a lot of resources before the ERP system goes live. 

The success of this strategy is &Pendent on the way the 
company plans and prepares itself before implementing the neN‘ 
ERP system. 
2. Phased Strategy 

It is the mostly used ERP system implementation 
strategy. It is used when there is subsequent amount of time to 
complete the project. 

In phased approach, every module of the ERP sy 
is implemented one after the other in a sequential order. 
means that at any given time, only one module is implement 
This strategy is useful in organizations, where two departme 
do not share any common processes or business units. 

After installing each module in corresponding busi 
unit, integration is performed so as to create new ERP sy 
for the business process. 

The implementation of ERP system in modular fast 
helps in reducing the risk associated with installation _- -
customization of ERP system. This is achieved by lim  
the scope of the implementation. This approach generally 
interface programs so as to, enable communication 
legacy ERP system and  new ERP system.   
Q13. Discuss the reasons for the failure of 

implementation. 
Answer :  ' 

The ERP implementation is carried out in di 
phases and by using different strategies. Despite of this. 
ERP implementations are unsuccessful. The major re 
behind the failure of the ERP implementation are as fol: 
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1. Lack of top management support and backing 

2. Improper planning and budgeting 
3. Wrong ERP tool selection 
4. Inability to understand the work culture of the 

organization. 

5. Lack of user training. 
Lack of Top Management Support and Backing 
Insufficient support from top management to their-

employees becomes an important factor for the failure of an ERP 
implementation. It is necessary for top management executive to 
have positive approach towards the successful implementation ofthe 
ERP system. The executives must have clear idea about the way of 
using ERP system for achieving competitive advantage and also the 
way a company fails if an ERP system is not being used for managing 
and controlling the business operations. If these executives have 
complete knowledge regarding the ERP system then full back-up is 
provided along with the organizational resources that are required for 
implementing the ERP system. The top managenient must get into 
conversation with employees and explain them about the benefits 
of the ERP system in the context of how it can be useful for them 
and the company. If the employees get full support from the top 
management, the ERP system can be successfully implemented. 
2. Improper Planning and Budgeting 

Planning and budgeting is the foremost step in ERP 
implementation. For successful implementation of the ERPsystem, 
it is important to carryout this step with a higher priority. The major 
decisions regarding the project such as allocation of budget, time 
period of the project, procedures and selection of tools to be used 
are made in this step. If the planning and budgeting is not properly 
done, then it can raise serious issues during the implementation of 
the project and can lead to the failure of the ERP implementation. 
Therefore, to avoid these situations, the planning phase must be 
performed effectively before making any critical decisions.. 
3. Wrong ERP Tool Selection 

The requirements' and the business procedures of all 
organizations are different from each other. Therefore, each 
organization must select the ERP tool that is inaccordance to 
the organizational environment; work culture and procedures. 

Before selecting an ERP tool, the planning team must 
carryout extensive research of their requirements, visit companies 
where the tools are being operated. In addition to this, the team must 
even gather information related to tool updates and upgrades. After 
being convinced with specific tool, it must be selected for performing 
the operations. However, if an incorrect ERP tool is selected then it 
may result in unsuccessful implementation of ERP system. 

4. Inability to Understand the Work Culture of the 
Organization 
The basic thing that is required to improve a business 

process is the team of employees (work force) that is enthusiastic, 
skilled, willing to learn and adapt to new technologies. However, 
if an organization does not have potential employees, then it 
may result in having negative impact on the success of ERP 
system implementation. In order to form a good team of potential 

_ employees, it is necessary to provide the employees with proper 
training and full top management support. 

5. Lack of User Training 
The implementation of the ERP tool brings lot of changes 

in the business procedures of a company. The users must learn to 
adopt these changes. This can be ,done by providing them with 
proper and sufficient training. The training must be provided at 
different levels on different aspects of ERP implementation. As 
the employees are ignorant about the technology, they assume 
that the system would increase their work load. Therefore, it is 
the responsibility of the top manvement to train the employees 
and make them aware of the different elements of the ERP 
system. The users must also be convinced that the new system 
will benefit them and the company and helps the organization 
in surviving in the competitive environment. 

The team members of ERP implementation and the 
external consultants must provide a detailed explanation about, 

(i) The objectives of the ERP systems 

(ii) The benefits attained on regular basis 

(iii) The way of reducing the concept of rework 

(iv) The way of reducing the defects. 

It is the responsibility of ERP tool vendors and 
consultants to provide proper training about the usage of the 
tool and explain them the benefits achieved in using the ERP 
tools. If the users are convinced with the ERP system then only 
implementation of ERP can be successful. If proper training is 
not provided to the users, even the best suited ERP tool for the 
company will be unsuccessful. 

014. What are the advantages and limitations of ERP? 
Answer : 
Advantages of ERP System 

The following points illustrate the importance of ERP in 
the business. 

(I) Business Process Automational Effect 
The execution of ES (Enterprise System) in an 

organization helps in the automation of generating purchase 
orders, sales orders, invoicing, payinent etc. M ES consists of 
in-built cross-functional integration, it has the potentiality to 
trigger interdependent activities, which are set by the business 
rules leading to effective business process automation in 
terms of efficient productivity, manpower productivity, lowering 
inventory carrying cost, enhanced financial management and 
so on. 

(ii) Informational Effect 
The execution of ES, results in availing right information 

at the right time. This significant feature enables business 
intelligence capability in taking effective decisions. ERP helps 
in making decision making process .efficient at the time of 
requirement by the organization. Thus, effective information 
management ultimately leads to taking effective decisions and 
achieving effective performance in the organization. 

(iii) Business Process Transformational Effect 
The ERP plays a key role in an organization by following 

re-engineering practices to improve organization's structures, 
culture and performance. It focuses on value-adding activities by 
following BPR (Business Process Reengineering) processes. 
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Disadvantages of ERP System 
1. Costs 

ERP is an expensive solution to develop in actual practice 
accomplishing. 

2. Time 
ERP is a time-consuming process. Most of the companies 
state that it involves 12-18 months for its implementation 
and actual progress can be viewed/observed only after 
the duration of 1-3 years of implethentation. 

3. Training 
To make changes in the existing system i.e., in job 
performance, processes etc., training is required and for 
providing training, time and money is essential. 

4. Risk of Uncertainty 
When engaged with ERP in the long-run, there exists 
uncertainties in many regions. 

Strategies of SCM 
The framework of supply chain strategy mainly includes 

the following strategies, 

(a) Collaborative Strategy 
Organizations role in supply chain differ from 

one organization to other and it effects the capacity of an 
organization to grab the chances to collaborate with the partners 
in the industry. The collaborations among the business partners 
mostly benefits the manufacturer in gaining competitive edge 
over competitors. Collaborations are basically of 3 types. 

(i) Manufacturer-supplier Collaboration 
Forming collaborations between manufacturers and 
suppliers is beneficial to manufacturers with respect to 
product development, order fulfillment and effective 
planning of plant capacity and so on. 

(ii) Manufacturer-customer Collaboration 
Forming collaboration between manufacturer and 
customers would benefit the manufacturers in demand 
forecasting and in planning inventory requirements: It 
also helps them in gaining higher levels of customer 
satisfaction through identifying the customers changing 
needs and expectations. 

(iii) Collaborations with Logistics'Providers 
Collaboration of manufacturers with (3P) third party 
logistics providers helps the firms in planning the 
logistics activities combinely and also adds value to the 
firm by providing better packaging facilities in order to 
attract the customers. 

Collaboration of manufacturer with 4 PL providers 
would benefit both the outsourcing and insourcing of 
supply chain operations. 

(b) Demand Flow Strategy 
Traditional supply chain management emphasizes 

greatly on the movement of goods from suppliers to end users 
via the manufacturers and distributors. Similarly, demand 
flow is from end users to suppliers through distributors and 
manufacturers along the supply chain. But in a contemporary 
supply chain management, demand flow strategy facilitates the 
organization in formulating an effective supply chain strategy 
by reducing the complexities in operations. 

(c) Customer Service Strategy 
Designing a customer service strategy would help the 

firm in formulating effective supply chain strategy in order to 
gain higher levels of customer satisfaction. While crafting a 
customer service strategy, firm should consider the following 
three aspects. 

(i) Customer Segmentation 
It is necessary for a firm to decide the target segment of 
customers for manufacturing a particular product or service 

(ii) Cost to Serve 
Firm should assess the feasibility of the firm in producing 
the product for meeting the customers expectations. II 
also assess the costs for production and distribution of 
products to end users and the support provided by the 
suppliers and other parties involved in supply chain. 

5.2 SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT 

 

Q15. What is supply chain? What are the objectives 
and strategies of SCM? 

Answer 
Supply Chain Management 
1. "Supply chain integrates the key business processes of 

an organization from end-user through original suppliers 
that provide products, services and information that add 
value for customers and other stakeholders". 

— Stock & Lambert (2001) 

2 "A supply chain is a network of facilities and 
distribution options that are engaged in the procurement 
of raw materials, transformation of these materials 
into intermediate and finished products and finally 
distributing them among the ultimate customers". 

— Mohanty & Deshmukh(2004) 

Objectives of SCM 
The main objective of supply chain management is 

to maximize the overall value of a firm. The other important 
objectives of the firm includes, 

1. Reducing uncertainty 

2. Reducing lead times 

3. Eliminating non-value added activities 

4. Enhancing flexibility 

5. Achieving process quality 

6. Maintaining uniformity (modularization) 

7. Managing demand 

8. Delaying the process of differentiation 

9. Focusing on 'A' category products 

10. Maintaining multiple supply chains 

11. Improving performance measures 

12. Competing on service aspects rather than on product 
quality and features. 

13. Shift focus from functions to process 
14. Taking initiatives at an industry level 
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4. Helps in Integrating the Process 
SCM is a process which involves all those activities 

required for the conversion of raw materials into finished 
goods- till they reach the ultimate customer. In this process, the 
level of efficiency depends on the ability of different parties in 
effectively carrying out the different activities of SCM. 

5. Helps in Achieving Economies of Scale 
4 

SCM enables the firm to achieve economies of scale by 
optimal utilization of resources (by different parties) and also by 
the adoption of different innovative technologies which helps 
in producing improved and quality products at a cost which the 
customers are willing to pay. 

Framework of SCM 
The conceptual framework of SCM is mainly used for 

designing and managing an effective supply chain process in 
an organization. This framework is a combination of three 
structural elements which are as follows, 

1. The supply chain network structure 

2. The supply chain business process 

3. The SCM components, 

Conceptual framework of SCM 

Supply chain 
network structure 

Supply chain 
business process

/  

Supply chain 
management 
components 

1. Supply Chain Network Structure 
As the name indicates, it is a network of operating firms, 

consumers and all other parties responsible for the conversion 
of raw materials into finished goods. 

Normally, firms have to maintain more than one supply 
chain because they have to deal with different parties of the 
chain during their operations. Hence, firms must focus on 
maintaining effective relationships with these parties depending 
on the level of their importance. Before designing a network 
structure, firms must be aware of the following three primary 
aspects of network structure, 

(i) Supply Chain Members 
Critical members of supply chain who are responsible 

for the success of an organization must be identified and should 
be allocated with managerial attention and scarce resources. 
Researchers of marketing channels must identify the channel 
members based on their level of participation in marketing flows. 
These includes product, title, payment and promotion flows. 
All those companies.with whom focal firm interacts directly or 
indirectly constitute the members of supply chain. 

(ii) Structural Dimensions of Supply Chain Network 
Basically, three structural dimensions are used for describing, 

analyzing and managing the supply chain, which are as follows, 

Horizontal structure: The horizontal structure refers 
to the total number of levels present across the supply 
chain. Depending on the number of levels, supply chain 
may be considered as short, medium or long. 
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It; 

(iii)  Revenue Management 
Firm should ascertain the customers needs and 
expectations and select an appropriate alternative 
method which would help in maximizing the firms 
profitability and minimizing the costs. 

(d) Technology Integration Strategy 
Recent developments and changes in information 

technology plays an important role in designing supply chain 
strategy. It can integrate all the information systems of a firm 
vertically and horizontally with the help of various tools and 
techniques. The information provided by the information 
systems helps the management in taking proper decisions with 
respect to the supply chain operations. 

Demand flow 
strategy 

Technology 
integration 
strategy 

Figure: Structural Framework of Supply Chain Strategy   
Q16. Discuss the significance of SCM and explain 

its basic framework. 
Answer 
Significance of SCM 

SCM plays a significant role in manufacturing industry 
follows, 

1. Gaining Competitive Advantage 
Due to rapid changes occurring in the competitive market 

situation, most of the businesses not only need to operate at 
low cost, but must also to develop their cbre competencies 
lb distinguish themselves from their competitors. In order to 
achieve competitive advantage, the firms need to focus on those 
sesiources that act as core competencies for the firm while the 
links in which a firm is not proficient must be outsourced. 

Adds Value to the Products 
Today, SCM enables businesses not only to achieve 

uctivity advantage" but also to have "value advantage". 
_  educed cost (cost minimization) can be achieved through 
_ .tivity advantage while value advantage is used to make 
_ - mtial products which helps the firms to achieve 'differential 

advantage over their competitor's offerings. Due to 
neous actions for adding value and minimizing the cost 

eucts, SCM plays an active role in producing innovative 
s by adopting improved processes which in turn reduces 

of product launch by shrinking the product life cycles. 

Builds Relationship 
As global SCM is an aggregate network of different 
-elonging to different countries, SCM acts as a means 
-dishing effective relationships between these parties. 
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❖ Vertical structure: the vertical structure refers to the total 
number of individuals (consumers/suppliers) present at 
each level of supply chain. Such structure may be narrow 
or vast depending on the density of individuals. 

+ Horizontal position of a focal company between the 
terminal points of the supply chain. 

For example, the network structure of a manufacturing firm 
is vast; as it has to 'maintain strong relationships with large number 
of suppliers, consumers, stakeholders etc. 

(iii)  Different Process Links 
In SCM, different types of links are available depending 

on the functions performed by the partners of supply chain. 
However, the hierarchy of supply chain initiates from the 
focal firm which acquires materials from different suppliers, 
processes them and forms finished products. Such products 
are stored in warehouses, from there they can be transferred to 
retailers via appropriate distribution channel. From retailers, 
they finally reach the consumers where the process of forward,  
supply chain comes to an end. 

Focal firm ---> Suppliers ---> Manufacturing site -+ 
Warehouse --> Distributor -+ Retailers'--> Customers 

Figure: SCM Linkage 
2 Supply Chain Business Process 

Traditionally, supply chain activities (upstream and 
downstream activities) were treated as separate entities but in 
recent times, all such activities have been combined to form an 
effective supply chain process. 

The members of Global Supply Chain Forum identified 
the following key supply chain processes. 

(I) Customer Relationship Management Process 
Integrated process of SCM initiates with the identification of 

key customers or key groups, which forms apart of business mission. 
Depending on such customers, firms must design the performance 
agreements which enables them to get information regarding the 
performance of their services as well as customer profitability. 

(ii) Customer Service Management Process 
Customer service acts as a major source of customer 

information. Customers are' satisfied only if the firm is able to 
provide them with the required information or product on the 
promised shipping dates. 

(iii) Demand Management Process 
For an effective management of demand, firms must 

align their supply chain capabilities with that of customer's 
requirements. Based on the point-of-sale data or key customer 
data, firms must forecast'demand for their products/services, 
so that they can ensure smooth flow of information/products 
throughout the supply chain. 

(iv) Customer Order Fulfillment Process 	. 
As every customer wants to achieve their requirements 

within a short span of time, firms need to produce a seamless 
process from the suppliers to themselves and then finally on to 
its customer segments;  so that orders can be fulfilled within a 
short duration of time. 

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM 
(v) Manufacturing Flow Management Process 

Traditionally, firms were producing products based 
on the historical data of customers. This sometimes leads to 
the production 'of wrong/inappropriate product mix which 
increases the production cost, inventory carrying cost etc. In 
order to prevent such productions, firms need to design flexible 
manufacturing processes, such that they can produce products 
based on the changing requirements of customers. 

(vi) Procurement Process 
For procurement of raw materials and innovative 

technologies, firms are entering into strategic partnerships with 
other firms, wherein both the parties are mutually benefited. 
Such type of relationship is considered to be a "symbiotic 
relationship". Now-a-days, the purchase departments are well 
versed with the rapid communication mechanisms such as EDI 
and internet linkages, which helps in reducing both the time and 
cost spent on the transaction process. Due to.the development 
of such mechanisms, firms can focus on their core business 
activities instead of placing orders and expediting. 

(vii) Product Development and Commercialization 
Process 
Managers ofthe product development and commercialization 

process must perform the following three functions, 

+ They interact with customer relationship management 
to identify both realized and unrealized needs. 

+ Depending on the procurement needs, suppliers and 
materials must be selected. 

+ Depending on the existing market conditions, they must 
develop production technology for manufacturing the 
innovative products. 

(viii) Returns Process 
In effective process management, a component of returns 

process help the firm in identifying the opportunities ofproductivity 
improvements, which in turn increases the returns to scale. 

3. Supply Chain Management Components 
It is the third element of SCM framework. The level 

of integration among the business process links is highly 
dependent on the number of management components. 

Nine management components are identified based on the 
interviews conducted with eighty managers, which are as follows, 

Planing and control 

Work structures 

Structures product flows 

Management methods 

The power and leadership structure 

Reward and risk structures 

Organization structures 

Channels of information flows 

Culture and attitude. 

Hence, for the successful implementation of SCM 
frameworks, all these components need to be integrated properly 
there by resulting in the formation of an effective supply chai  
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2. Tactical Activities 
It includes, 

(a) Establishment of sourcing contracts and other decisions 
related to procurement, purchase, inventory etc. 

(b) Production decisions include decisions regarding 
locations, outsourcing process planning etc. 

(c) Transportation strategy by considering formulates 
modes, frequency and other criteria of transportation. 

(d) Implementation of benchmarks to bring the best possible 
results to the focal firms. 

3. Operational Activities 
(a) Preparing production schedules of each manufacturing unit 

(b) Inbound operations of SCM like transportation of raw 

Answer : 

Supply chain management is a cross-functional approach 
which involves the uptake of raw materials- from external 
sources, internal processing of materials into 'finished goods 
and then finally, delivering them to the ultimate customers. In 
today's era, most of the organizations are focussing on their core-
competencies by outsourcing raw materials, distribution channels 
etc., with the help of third party who can perform those functions 
better than the focal firm both in terms of cost and efficiency. The 
main functions of supply chain management involves, 

❖ Building trust and collaboration among the partners of 
supply chain. 

❖ Improving inventory visibility. 

❖ Reduces carrying cost of inventory etc. 

Following are the three main activities involved in the 
process of supply chain management, 

1. Strategic activities 

2. Tactical activities 

3. Operational activities. 

Strategic Activities 
It involves the following functions, 

(a) Optimization of strategic network in terms • of number, 
location and size ofwarehouses, distribution centres and facilities. 

1. 

(b) Establishes strategic partnerships with suppliers, 
distributors and customers that provides different 
methods like cross locking, direct shipping and third-
party logistics that plays an important role in improving 
operational efficiencies. 

(c) Promotes innovative products through coordination, so 
that there must be an optimal integration.of old and new 
products in supply chains 

(d) Provides IT infrastructure for facilitating smooth supply 
chain operations. 

(e) Promotes make-or-buy decisions. 

UNIT-5 : Advanced Concepts in Information Syste 
Q17. "In SCM, every organization has to perform 

different functions at tactical, strategic and 
operational levels". Justify. 

materials from suppliers. 

Answer : 
Meaning 

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) is the 
combination of strategies and technologies that empowers 
relationship programs, reorienting the entire organization to a 
Concentrated focus on satisfying customers. With technological 
advances, it leverages technology as a means to manage 
customer relationships and to integrate all stakeholders into a 
company's product design and development, manufacturing, 
marketing, sales and customer service processes. 

CRM represents a shift in thinking for everyone involved 
with a firm — from the CEO down through and encompassing 
all Other key stakeholders, including suppliers, dealers and 
other partners. All recognize that solid customer relations are 
positively affected by strong relationships with other majoi.  
stakeholders. Since CRM goes well beyond traditional sales, 
marketing, or customer service functions, it requires a top-
down commitment and must permeate every aspect of a firm's 
business. Technology makes that possible by allowing firms — 
regardless of size and no matter how far-flung their operations 
to manage activities across functions, from location to location, 
and among their internal and external partners. 

Definitions 
Shani and Chalasani (1992) define. relationship 

marketing as "an integrated effort to identify, maintain and build 
up a network with individual consumers and to continuously , 
strengthen the network for the mutual benefit of both sides. This 
can be done through interactive, individualized and value-added 
contacts over a long period of time". 

Jackson (1985) applies the individual account concept 
in industrial markets to suggest CRM to mean, "Marketing 
oriented towards strong and lasting relationships with individual 
accounts". 

Berry (1995), in- some what broader terms, also has 
a strategic viewpoint about CRM. He stresses that attracting 
new customers should be viewed only as an intermediate step 
in the marketing process. Developing closer relationship with 
these customers and turning them into loyal ones are equally 
important aspects of marketing. Thus, he proposed relationship 
marketing as "attracting, maintaining and in multi-service 

• organizations enhancing customer relationships". 
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(c) Outbound operations involve the internal processing of 
raw materials and final distribution of finished goods to 
the end users. 

(d) Production operations including the consumption of 
materials and the flow of finished goods. 
Demand planning and forecasting, coordinating all the 
results of demand foretasting and communicating the 
same with the suppliers. 

(e)  

5.3 CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP 
MANAGEMENT AND PROCUREMENT 
MANAGEMENT 

Q18. Explain the concept of CRM. 
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The core theme of all CRM and relationship marketing 

perspectives is its focus on cooperative and collaborative 
relationship between the firm and its customers, and/or 
other marketing actors. Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh (1987) 
have characterized such cooperative relationships as being 
interdependent and long-term orientated rather than being 
concerned with short-term discrete transactions. , The long-
term orientation is often emphasized because it is believed that 
marketing actors will not engage in opportunistic behavior if they 
have a long-term orientation and that such relationships will be 
anchored on mutual gains and cooperation (Ganesan 1994). 

Another important aspect of CRM is "customer 
selectivity". As several research studies have shown that not 
all customers are equally profitable for an individual company 
(Storbacka 2000). The company therefore must be selective 
in tailoring its program and marketing efforts by segmenting 
and selecting appropriate customers for individual marketing 
programs. In some cases, it could even lead to "outsourcing of 
some customers" so that a company can better utilize its resources 
on these customers. It can serve better and create mutual value. 
However, the objective of a company is not to really prune its 
customer base but to identify appropriate programs and methods 
that would be profitable and create value for the firm and the 
customer. Hence, CRM can be defined as, 

Customer Relationship Management is a comprehensive 
strategy and process of acquiring, retaining and partnering with 
selective customers to create superior value for the company 
and the customer. 

The purpose of CRM is to improve marketing 
productivity. It can be achieved by increasing marketing 
efficiency and by enhancing marketing effectiveness (Sheth 
and Sisodia 1995). In CRM, marketing efficiency is achieved 
because cooperative and collaborative processes help in 
reducing transaction costs and overall development costs for the 
company. Two important processes of GRM include proactive 
customer business development and building partnering 
relationship with most important customers. These lead to 
superior mutual value creation.   

Q19. Enlist different benefits of CRM. 
Answer : 

CRM provides various benefits to the organizations. It 
enables the organizations to retain customers practice intense 
marketing and bring about better opportunities for cross selling. 
It also enables the organization to launch new products and 
brands within short span of time. The organizations that offer 
products, price, integrated products and services along with 
promised services as demanded by the customers, can only 
enjoy these benefits. 

An organization can ensure customer loyalty by meeting 
these requirements and keeping the customer happy. Therefore, the 
successful implementation of CRM provides the following benefits. 

1. Increased Sales Revenues 
CRM involves spending more time with the customers 
rather than acquiring new customers. Therefore, this 
results in increased sales. 

2. Increased Win Rates 
The companies are able to overcome the bad deals that 
have taken place earlier which improves its winning rate. 

3 Increased Margins 
Understanding the customer, offering a value-sell and 
discounts result in increased margins for the companies. 

4. Increase in Customer Satisfaction Ratings 
The companies responsiveness and ability to meet 
the customer requirements improves the customer 
satisfaction ratings. 

5 Reduction in Sales and Marketing Costs 
CRM reduces, the cost of sales and marketing of 
the company. As the *company is aware of its target. 
customers and their needs, it is not required to spend 
money and time on sales and markeiing techniques. 

6 Creates Positive Referrals 
The customers that are satisfied with the company are sure 
to spread positive things about the company. These positive 
words are more effective and attracts new customers. 

7. Develops Consumer Behaviour Under-standing 
It enables the company to understand the consumer 
behaviour, by providing personal services to customers. 
The companies are also able to provide complete set of 
personalised solutions to their customers. 

8. Creates Opportunity for Cross-sell and Up-sell 
A satisfied customer is sure to repurchase from the same 
company. Therefore, the company is able to get back the 
customer without spending extra cost and can incre..,  
the amount of sales by offering huge value products. 

9. Reduction in Marketing Time 
CRM directly reduces the amount of time required 
marketing. This is because, the positive referrals 
cross-sell and up-sell opportunities make the cust 
acquisition easier. 

10. Channel Cost Rationalisation 
The cost of various channels can be identified 
the help of effective CRM. This enables the corn 
to calculate the cost of various channels and 
profitability and select the most cost-effective ch 
for serving their customers. 

• 11. Enables Business Process Re-engineering 
The CRM programmes provide a complete insiat 
the customer. This enables the company to. calc 
their profitability ,with respect to each customer. 
company can implement business process re-engin 
in aecordance to the customers and their profitab.  
the company. 

All the above benefits clearly indicate the im 
of implementing customer relationship management in 
business. The success of the business largely relies 
company's customer relationship management. 
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Q20. Write in detail about the future trends in CRM. 
Answer : Model Paper-I, Q13(a) 

CRM has transformed the way of conducting the 
business activities. The terms customisation and personalisation 
have been defined again in a new manner. CRM to a great 
extent helps in achieving the highest level of customisation in 
a very cost effective way. CRM is being able to offer a cost 
effective, simple to use and less expensive interface right from 
the marketing activities to the after sales services. Therefore, 
CRM has changed each and every aspect of the operations. 

CRM has greatly influenced the travel and transportation 
industries. It enabled financial services, insurance, investment 
banking, education and utilities in the service sector. It has 
also redefined the meaning of retailing and is getting used by 
the production industries for marketing and also for after sales 
support. With the help of CRM, a large number of product 
manufacturers became capable of using retailing service. 
The Following are the Reasons that must be Followed 
or Used in CRM 

`Customer is the king', therefore effective business 
strategies need to be developed for assuring the customer 
loyalty. It is being observed that it costs six times more in 
order to attract 'a new customer than to retain an old one. The 
following are the reasons, 
(i) Enhanced sales revenue 
(ii) Improvised response from the customers 
(iii) Increase win rates 
(iv) Higher margins 
(v) Decreased cost. 
Current Trends in CRM 

The following trends are being emerging inthe field of CRM. 
1. Hosted Solution 

The organisations are presently showing greater levels 
of interest in buying a hosted solution from the Active Server 
Page (ASPs). 

This trend is expected to increase further as the 
organisations are basically focussing on the major business 
activities and are seeking updated solutions from the ASPs. 
2. Integrated Solution 

The next trend is to integrate the CRM activities with 
various fields like supply chain, manufacturing and B2B market 
place. This trend is also expected to increase greatly in the future. 

The evolution of marketing and branding services 
:s the reason for the increase of this trend. The internet 
marketing and branding is a totally different paradigm which 
includes a different set of rules and regulations. Because of the 
convergence of marketing and CRM, the professionals offering 
special services are increasing rapidly. 
3. Data Warehouses 

Data is now-a-days being considered as a product. 
This is because of the fact that the organisations are adopting 

arehouse to manager their data which is being captured 
the interaction points. Therefore, the data can be bought, 
d, shared and leased. There exists few organisations whose 

- ,iness is to trade in data transactions. 

CRM in India 
Software : India : : oil : Gulf. 

From the above ratio, it is quite clear that India is moving 
towards IT very rapidly and also that it is jumping into CRM 
environment in order to beat the global market competition 
both in terms of products and'services. 

With emerging talents, India is becoming an important 
source of major CRM companies. This trend would continue 
to grow even in the future. Greater number of call centres 
rendering their services to the American and European markets 
are emerging increasingly in the different cities. It is possible that, 
India would very soon become an important player in CRM. 

CRM implementation by the Indian organisations is still in 
its initial stage. The examples of the companies using CRM are, 

(a) Modi Xerox 

(b) 'Tata Telecom 

(c) TVS Electronics 

(d) HP India 

(e) Tata Infotech 

(f) Carrier refrigeration 

(g) Tata teleservices 

(h) Satyam Infoway 

(i) Planet M 

(i) Epicenter Technologies and so on. 

New Delhi holds'the. CRM foundation basically aiming 
at evaluating and enhancing the CRM practices. The founding 
members consist of Tata Telecom, Escotel, Modi Xerox, Global 
Groupware,' AC Nielsen, Carrier Aircon, and Motorola India 
and others. 

Q21. Write short notes on Procurement Management.  

Systems. 
Answer : Model Paper-II, Q13(b) 

The system that provides a platform with which a 
purchase can be made by considering the individual demands 
and the demands which are accepted by the competitors is 
referred to as procurement management systems. These systems 
can be used to make the process of demands approval electronic. 
This process makes the following processes to be accomplished 
electronically. 

•3 	Generating receipt of approval 

+ Generating comparative statements 

4 Generating several FAX demands 

+ Creating purchase orders. 

Using procurement management syitems, smaller 
organizations can reduce the cost associated with the purchase of 
inventories. They compares the selling and purchasing prices by 
analyzing the purchase orders of same product. This is done in 
order to exploit economies of scale. These systems act as a mediator 
between consumer and supplier during transaction process. 

Depending on the raw materials and the process of 
procurement, the operation ofprocurement management system can 
be categorized in terms of different dimensions. They are as follows,.  
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(i) Data flow diagrams 

(ii)  Systems'flowcharts 

(iii) Connectivity diagrams 

(iv) Grid charts 

(v) Decision tables 

1. Transactional Procurement 
- The operations that are responsible for the successful 

exchange of documents related to the purchase transaction is 
referred to as transactional procurement. Some of the examples 
of such documents are invoices, orders, delivery and payment 
related documents. This type of procurement must be capable of 
creating a copy of active procurement process effectively. It must 
also capable of identifying the requirements that vary irrespective 
of the type of partner (i.e., internal or external). Moreover, it must 
provide an effective solution for combining the procurement with 
the systems used by buyers and suppliers. 
2. Strategic Procurement 

Strategic procurement includes the following operations, 
+ Searching the supplier 
+ Analyzing the supplier 
✓ Selecting the appropriate supplier 

+ Creating a contract or agreement 
• Tracking the performance of vendor 

+ Rating the vendors based on their performances. 

An application which is based on procurements 
management system must involve state-of-art search capabilities 
to determine the overall requirements of strategic procurement. 
The reason for using this approach is that the requirements 
cannot be addressed completely at different levels. 

3. Direct Procurement 
Direct procurement is used handle the items that are 

included in the BOM (Bill of Materials) to proceed for the 
production process. With respect to suppliers, the responsibility 
of this procurement is to ensure high consistent quality of items 
over a large volume. Here, direct materials are used which help 
in building long term relationship among suppliers and buyers. 

There are many factors that strongly impact on the direct 
procurement. Some of them are, 

(i) 

Quality of items 
Consistency of suppliers 
Supply of items 
Price of items 
Just-in-time. 

4. Indirect Procurement 
Indirect procurement is used to handle' items which are 

necessary to carryout the process of production. This type of 
procurement makes use of Maintenance, Repair and Operational 
(MRO) items. Unlike direct materials, indirect materials are 
short term and are required in lower quantity. The only factor 
that impacts indirect materials is price and hence suppliers can 
be changed as desired. 

5.4 SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND DESIGN 
Q22. Explain briefly the tools of structured analysis tool. 
Answer : 

Modeling tools enables a system analyst to present 
graphic or pictorial representation of a system. 

The following are the various modeling tools that are 
used for analyzing the data. 

(vi) Object oriented analysis. 

Data Flow Diagrams 
A Data Flow Diagram (DFD) graphically shows the flow 
of data through a system i.e., the essential process of a 
system along with inputs, outputs and files. 

In analyzing the current system and preparing data flow 
diagrams, the systems analyst must also prepare a data 
dictionary, which is then used and expanded during all 
remaining phases of the systems development life cycle. 
A data dictionary defines all the elements of data that 
make up the data flow. 

(ii) Systems Flowcharts 
A system flowchart shows the major inputs, outputs, and 
processes of a system. Unlike a data flow diagram, a system 
flowchart graphically depicts all aspects of a system. • 

(iii) Connectivity Diagrams 
A connectivity diagram is used to map network connections 
of people, data and activities at various locations. 

(iv) Grid Charts 
A grid chart shows the relationship between data in input 
documents and data in output documents. 

(v) Decision Tables 
A decision table shows the decision rules that apply.  
when certain conditions occur and what actions to take 
A decision table provides a model of a simple, structurec 
decision-making case. It shows which conditions mils: 
take place in order for which actions occur. 

(vi) Object Oriented Analysis (00A) 
An analyst using 00A techniques studies existing objecl-
to see if they can be reused or adapted for new uses an 
defines new and modified objects that will be combinc: 
with existing objects into  useful computing applicatior 

Q23. Write short notes on, 
(i) Structured English 
(ii) Decision table. 

Answer : 
(i) Structured English 

• Structured English is another tool used for representru. 
logic. This tool makes use of logical construction and imperatr,  
sentences. Using structured English, decisions are made usra-

"IF-THEN-ELSE" statements. It is possible to decrease lilt 
size of the operation represented using structured. English 
utilizing the terms defined in data dictionary. 

Example 
IF AVERAGE > 90 

Grade is excellent 

ELSE IF AVERAGE < 90 and AVERAGE > 75 

Grade is Good 
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ELSE IF AVERAGE < 75 and AVERAGE > .60 
Grade is Acceptable 

ELSE 
Grade is poor. 

(ii) Decision Table 
Decision is one of the method to deal with various 

combination of things in order to produce different results. It 
can also be called as .called-effect table. It states the complex 
business rules in a systematic way. These tables can be used in 
test design since they help the testers in exploring the effects 
of various inputs and states of the software. 

Condition 
entry 

Condition 
stub Conditions 

  

Action entries Action 
entry 

Action 
stub 

Table: Decision Table 

Each condition corresponds to either a variable or 
predicate whose possible truth-values are listed in condition 
alternatives. Each action is a procedure that is to be executed 
based on the values present in action entry. 

Condition stub and condition entry form the upper half 
of the table in which inputs are given. 

Action entry and Action stub form the lower half of 
the decision table in which necessary actions to be taken are 
not decided. Every column represents a test case (rule) which 
is the combination of causes And its corresponding effects 
are specified in action stub. Limited-entry decision table is 
the simplest of all decision tables because here the condition 
alternatives are simple boolean values which are either Yes/ 
No or True/False. The fulfillment of each condition and action 
is noted with either "Yes" or "No". It is mandatory that there 
should be a truth value for every condition and its action.   

Q24. Explain in detail about DFD and Data dictionary. 
Answer : 
Data Flow Diagram 

Dataflow diagram is one of the primary tools used for 
performing structured analysis. The main purpose of using 
DFDs is that these diagrams illustrate logical view rather than 
physical view of business processes, information requirements 
and information flow. Though .the user need not maintain 
information about technical design it is important for the user 
in logically view the data. This logical view can be represented 
using logical dataflow diagram, which illustrates the graphical 
model of the existing system. This diagram can be analyzed so 
25 to identify if any 'modifications are required in the current 
procedures or information requirements. Once the required 
modifications dre performed, a logical dataflow diagram 
el proposed system is developed. This diagram is capable  

of representing both higher level processes and lower level 
details. Using dataflow diagrams, it is possible to partition a 
complex system into many subsystems each of which represent 
first level of detail. These subsystems are again divided into 
several additional subsystems that specifies the second level of 
detail. The division process is continued until a level is reached 
wherein each subsystem specifies the lowest level of detail. 

Example 
Library 
database 

Student 
database 

Figure: Data Flow Diagram for Library Information System 
Data Dictionary 

Data dictionary is basically a file that maintains information 
about every data element and data grouping available within the 
system. In addition to this, the file also stores the information 
regarding the data flows and data stores. This information is used 
by asystem developer who can easily understand the different data 
elements defined in the file. 

Data dictionary. enhances the communication between 
the user and an analyst. Apart from this, it acts as a common 
database for programmers. 

Components of Data Dictionary 
The three main components of data dictionary are, 

(i) Data Element 
It is the smallest unit of data, that cannot be decomposed. 

(ii) Data Structures 
It is the set of data elements which are treated as a unit. 

(iii) Data Flow and Data Stores 
Data flow represents the data structures in motion and 
data stores represents data structures at rest. 

Q25. Discuss briefly, 
(a) Objectives of system design 
(b) Step involVed in conceptual design. 

Answer : 

(a) Objectives of System Design 
The objectives to be considered while designing an 

information system are, 

(i) The system must be easier to use as well as easier to 
understand even for a naive user 

Actions 

Condition alternatives 
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(ii) The system must be flexible enough to adapt the dynamic 

changes requested by the users 

(iii) The system must efficiently carry out its activities or 
operations within the specified time 

(iv) The system must be secure, in the sense that it should 
have reliable hardware, it should provide physical 
security of data as well as detect and prevent frauds. 

(b) Steps Involved in Conceptual Design 
The steps involved in conceptual design are as follows, 

Step 1 : Problem Definition 
In this step, the problems (related to MIS design) that are 

to be solved are clearly defined. These problems include both the 
present and future problems. The main objective of this step is to 
identify the business need, which is done based on the mission 
and strategic plans of the organization. 

Step 2 : Determine System Objectives 
In this step, system analyst involves the users for setting 

up the system's objectives based on the problem definition. 
It is very important for an analyst to assure the users that the 
information system is beneficial rather than disadvantageous. 
While setting up the objectives, it is important to note that these 
objectives provide a measure of performance. Therefore, it is 
better to define the objectives in quantitative terms instead of 
qualitative terms. 

Step 3 : Constraints Identification 
In this step, constraints are identified which helps the 

designer in restricting the system design. This restriction helpg 
the designer in achieving the set system objectives. Basically, 
a system constraint is divided into following types, 

(i) External constraints 

(ii) Internal constraints. 

(I) 	External constraints 
These are the constraints that are external to the organization. 

(ii) Internal Constraints 
These are the constraints that are defined internally 
within the organization. 

Step 4 : Information Requirement Identification 
In this step, the information requirements of managements 

are identified, which helps the organization in carrying out their 
functions smoothly. Before specifying the information need, a 
user need to have clear information about, 

(i) What is actually required as output from the information 
system 

(ii) Elements of information, which are required for 
achieving the set objectives. 

It is the responsibility of a system analyst to collect 
information requirement from the user either by employing 
direct or indirect approach. 

Direct Approach 
In this approach, system analyst queries the user about 

their responsibilities together with the items required for 
fulfilling those responsibilities. 

Indirect Approach 
In this approach, a system analyst queries the user to 

describe their respective decision-making process. 
Step 5 : Information Sources Identification 

In this step, the sources from where the information 
requirement has, been gathered is identified. This helps in 
identifying the input data, its source, format. In order to 
determine the information sources, a system analyst must 
study the existing system. This is because, the identification 
Of information sources helps in structuring the new system. 
Therefore, a system analyst must identify the information 
sources along with the way of fitting these sources. Basicalt1 /4. 
sources of information can be categorized as, 

(i) Internal Records 
These include handwritten data in the form of files, 
and outputs, reports. 

(ii) External Records 
_ These include trade publications, government statistics_ 

(iii) Managers and Operating Personnel 
The information can be gathered from these sources N,  

interviewing approach, which in turn requires syste= 
analyst to possess proper planning and skills 

Step 6 : Designs Development 
In this step, a system analyst develops various concept all 

designs for the system. These designs define the following, 
(i) Main decision points 
(ii) Information flows 
(iii) Sources of information 
(iv) Responsibilities of user-manager. 

A system analyst generates these MIS designs 
considering alternative combinations of input, stora 
processing, communication and output. Among these v 
conceptual designs, a design which is optimum and fulfills 
following criteria is selected, 
(i) The design must meet the requirements of the users 
(ii) The design must meet the requirements ofthe org 
(iii) The design must be cost effective. 
Step 7 : Conceptual Design Documentation 

The design that is finally selected is documented. 
documentation includes the following information, 

Flow of entire system 
Inputs/outputs of system 
Activity sheet 
Description of system. 

Step 8 : Report Preparation 
In this step, the document prepared is approved  -a  

management so as to initiate the detailed design activit'. 
Th 

 
report prepared must describe the following, 
(i) Problem 
(ii) Objectives 
(iii) System's overview 
(iv) Reason for selecting one alternative design among 

other designs  
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(v) Time and resources required for developing the system. 

The documentation prepared must be appended within 
the annexure of the report or must be given in another volume 
of report. Once the report has been prepared, it is submitted to 
higher level management for approval. If the report is approved, 
the detailed design is initiated. 

5.5 SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT LIFE CYCLE 

Q26. Discuss the stages in system development life 
cycle. 

Answer : 
For answer  refer Unit-II, Page No. 34, Q.No. 21.   

Q27. Write short notes on the following models, 
(a) Iterative enhancement model 
(b) Spiral model. 

Answer : 
(a) Iterative Enhancement Model 

An iterative model is used to overcome the limitations 
of waterfall model which involves the complete specification 
of the requirements before initiating the development process. 

An iterative development of software refers to the 
process of developing software in increments in such a way that 
some additional and distinct functionality is provided at each 
increment till the complete system is implemented. Thus, any 
design modifications and enhancements can be done at each 
iteration. 

Initially in the iterative model, a subset of the entire 
problem is implemented which specifies the key aspects of the 
software problem. It also identifies the ways of understanding 
and implementing them easily. This is done by creating a project 
control list in which all the tasks that need to be performed for 
obtaining the final implementation is specified in an order. It 
also defines how much processing is still required for getting 
the final .system. 

The processing of a project control list takes place as 
follows, 

(i) The next task to be executed is removed from the list. 

(ii) The implementation for the chosen task is defined. 

The already defined implementation in step (ii) is coded 
and tested. 

(iv) The partial system, obtained so far, is then analyzed. 

(v) Finally, the list is updated. 

Hence, the' phases such as the design phase, 
implementation phase and analysis phase are iterated till an 
empty project control list is obtained. The project control list 
guides these iteration steps and keeps track of all the tasks 
that need to be performed. Based on the results of analysis 
7hase, the tasks in the list involves redesigning of the defective 

.)mponents or the complete system. If redesigning is to be done 
::-_en it must be performed during the initial steps in the software 
:evelopment process as it would be difficult to perform in the 
ater stages. 

Each entry in the project control list represents a task that 
need to be performed within a single iterative step and must be 
simple enough to understand. In this way, the chances, of error 
occurrences and redesign work can be reduced. This model 
helps in product development where the developers have explicit 
control on the specifications. The following process must be 
followed for developing product. 

(i) An initial product version, containing some desired 
functionality is released and the users are asked to 
provide feedback for it. 

(ii) Once feedbacks are received from the users, certain 
desired features and capabilities are developed. 

(iii) The developed features must be included in the later versions. 

INCREMENT-I ANALYSIS 
IMPLEMENTAION 

DESIGN 

INCREMENT-2 ANALYSIS 
rl IMPLEMENTAION 

DESIGN 

INCREMENT-I ANALYSIS 

Figure: Iterative Model 
Advantages of Iterative Model 

(i) Better testing results are obtained because the 
software is tested in increments. 

(ii) Feedbacks provided by the users, helps in 
identifying the final system requirements. 

(iii) All the increments can be defined and negotiated easily. 

(iv) Individual payments can be made for the increments, 
i.e., a client can obtain the main part of the 
developed software, conduct cost-benefit analysis 
on it and later enhances the software. Finally, the 
payments for the complete system is done. 

(v) Mostly used for research based applications. 
Disadvantages of Iterative Model 

(i) The development cost is high. 
(ii) The system architecture gets affected due to the 

frequent changes. 
(iii) Planning overhead is increased during each iteration. 

(b).  Spiral Model 
The Spiral Model for Software. Engineering has been 

developed to encompass the best features of both the classic 
life cycle and prototypirig, while at the same time adding a new 
element-risk analysis, that is missing in these paradigms. 

The goal of the Spiral Model of the Software Production 
. process is to provide a framework for designing such processes, 

guided by the risk levels in the project in hand. The spiral model 
may be viewed as a metamodel, because it can accommodate 
any process development model. By using it as a reference, 
one may choose the most appropriate development model (e.g., 
evolutionary versus waterfall)., 

L IMPLEMENTAION 

DESIGN 
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Risks are potentially adverse in circumstances that may impair the development process and the quality of products. 

Boehm defines risk management as a "discipline whose objectives are to identify, address and eliminate software risk items 
before they become either threats to successful software operation or a major source of expensive software rework". The spiral 
model focuses on identifying and eliminating high-risk problems by careful process design, rather than treating both trivial and 
severe problems uniformly. 

The main characteristic of the spiral model is that it is cyclic and not linear like the waterfall model. Each cycle of the 
spiral consists of four stages (erector) and each stage is represented by one quadrant of the "Cartesian Diagram". The radius of 
the spiral represents the cost accumulated so far in the process and the angular dimension represents the progress in the process. 

Cumulative cost 

The four sectors (stages) are as follows, 
(i) Object Setting 

Specific objectives for the phase of the project are defined. Constraints on the process and on the product are identified and a 
detailed management plan is drawn up. Project risks are identified. Alternative strategies, depending on the risk, may be planned. 

(ii) Risk Assessment and Reduction 
For each of the identified project risks, a detailed analysis is carried out. Steps are taken, to reduce the risk. For example, 
if there is a risk that the requirements are inappropriate, a prototype system may be developed. 

(iii) Development and Validation 
After the risk evaluation, a development model 'for the system is then chosen. For example, if user interface risks ar= 
dominant, an appropriate development model might be evolutionary prototyping. If safety risks are the main consideranc 
development based on formal transformations may be the most appropriate and so on. The waterfall model may be In: 
most appropriate development model, if the main identified risk is subsystem integration. 

(iv) Planning 
The project is reviewed and a decision made is whether to continue with a further loop of the spiral or not. If it is deck 
to continue, plans are drawn up for the next phase of the project. 

Advantages 
1. At each stage, the set of requirements can be changed, depending on the requirement. 

2. Identification and rectification of risks can be done at early stages. 
Disadvantages 
1. The product is developed based on the communication done with customer. Thus, improper communication may rest - 

an inefficient product. 
2. The product can be successfully obtained if proper risk assessment is done. 
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5.6 PROTOTYPING 
Q28. What is meant by prototyping? Discuss in detail 

the prototyping model. 
Answer : Model Paper-I, Q13(b) 

Prototyping Model 
Prototype is considered as the working model of a 

product or information system that is developed for the purpose 
of demonstration. In the process of software development, the 
prototype is made first. Based on it, the final product will be 
developed. 
Reasons for Developing Prototype 

There are several reasons for developing a prototype. 
One important reason is to illustrate input data formats, 
messages, reports and interactive dialogues for the customer. 
This is a valuable mechanism for explaining various processing 
options to the customer and for gaining a better understanding 

of the customer's needs. 
The second reason for implementing a prototype is 

to explore technical issues in the proposed product. Often a 
major design decision will depend on, say, the response time 
of a device controller or the efficiency of a sorting algorithm. 
In these cases, a prototype may be the best, or the only way to 
resolve the issue. 

The third reason for developing a prototype is in 
situations where the phased model of analysis ---> design 
—> implementation is not appropriate. The phased model is 
applicable when it is possible to write a reasonably complete 
set of specifications for a software product at the beginning of 
the life cycle. 
Method of Prototyping 

Prototyping is a process that enables the developer to 
create a model of the software that must be built. The model 
can take one of the three forms, 

(i) A paper prototype or PC-based model that depicts 
human-machine interaction in a form that enables the 
user to understand how such interaction will occur. 

i) A working prototype that implements some subset of 
the function required for the desired software or 

AI) An existing program that performs part or all of the 
functions desired, but has the features that will be 
improved upon in the new development effort. 
Prototyping begins with requirements gathering. 

Developer and customer meet and define the overall objectives 
the software, identify whatever requirements are known 

_-.d outline areas where further definition is mandatory. A 
_ -lick design" then occurs. The quick design focuses oh a 

-:-.xesentation of those aspects of the software that will be 
,ible to the user (e.g., input approaches and output formats). 

quick design leads to the construction of a prototype. The 
- - :otype is evaluated by the custonier/user and is used to refine 

lirements for the software to be developed. A process of 
-anon occurs as the prototype is "turned" to satisfy the needs 

e customer while at the same time enabling the developer 
-otter understand what needs to be done. 
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Figure: Prototyping Software Life-Cycle 
Advantages of Prototyping Model over Waterfall Model 
1. Once the Prototype model is developed the end user as 

well as the client is allowed to use the application. It can 
be modified based on their feedback. 

2. It reduces the risks of failure. 

3. In the earlier stages only the process can be identified 
and refined in order to engineer the product. 

Drawbacks 
1. Prototyping is comparatively a slow process. 

2. Cost of development is high. 

3. Management of it is difficult because of its rapid and 
iterative nature. 

4. Developer is not preferred to be involved with the client. 

5.7 RAD 

Q29. Illustrate on RAD process model. 

Answer : 
RAD (Rapid Application Development) Model 

RAD or Rapid Application Development model is one of 
the software development process models. This model focuses 
on short term delivery of the product when a clear knowledge 
about the user requirements is obtained. MOreover, if the 
development time is short then RAD will be the best option. It 
is a version of waterfall model with rapid development. RAD 
model is shown in figure below. 
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Team n 

60 - 90 days  

Team,' 
Modellinp Constriction  

:• Business modelling •  Component reuse • 
+ Data modelling + Automatic code generation 
• Process modelling  • Testing   

Figure: Rapid Application Development Model 

Deployment 
+ Integration 
+Delivery 
❖ Feedback 

Phase of RAD Model 
(I) Requirements Phase 

RAD model initially begins with requirements phase which is nothing but acquiring the customer requirements. After 
all the requirements are gathered the life cycle activity moves on to next phase, that is planning phase. It has to be noted that 
the RAD model emphasizes on component-based development where each software development team is authorized to handle 
single component of the given product. 
(ii) Planning Phase • 

During planning phase, the tasks are assigned to each team along with the project schedule. The first two phases i.e.. 
requirement and planning phase mark only the initial phases of software development. The.main process of development begins 
at the modeling phase. This phase essentially deals with three important aspects i.e., 

(a) Business modelling 
(b) Data modelling 
(c) Process modelling. 

(iii)  Construction Phase 
The third phase is nothing but the construction phase where the actual coding is done. The main aspects of this phase are.  

(a) Component reuse 
(b) Automatic code generation and 
(c) Testing. 

(iv)  Deployment Phase 
The final phase is the deployment phase where different components are integrated to form single software and the softy. an! 

is generally delivered to the end users and their feedbacks are collected. Accordingly, rectifications (if required) are made to :Iv 
software. Hence, the fundamental aspects of this phase are, 

(a) Integration 
(b) Delivery and 
(c) Feedback. 

Advantages 
1 Development of software projects whose deadline is less than three months can opt RAD model. 
2. The task is divided among teams to fasten the development process. 
Disadvantages 
1. Large but scalable projects using RAD 'development model need Olive number of human resource in order to form 

RAD teams. 
2. Both customers and.developers must commit to the rapid-fire activities to be performed to finish the task. Else, the 

deadline is not met and the project fails. 
3. Improper system moduralization makes it difficult for building RAD components. 
4. RAD is not applicable to systems wherein performance is achieved by tuning interfaces to system components. 

5. High technical risks prohibits the usage of RAD. 
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5.8 PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
Q30. Explain the project management process. 
Answer : 

Project Management Process 
Introduction 

Project management plays an important role in system development i.e., it is an essential aspect of system development 
process. It is a process involves the coordination among many people for a long duration of time. Many activities are carried 
out which require effective monitoring and tracking in order to,  achieve the cost, quality and schedule objectives defined for a 
project. It is also used to keep track of the various resources allocated to the activities of the system development process. 

The primary objective of the project management is to prepare a detailed implementation plan for a project and ensures 
that all the activities are performed in accordance with the predefined plan. 

Phases in Project Management Process 
The phases in the project management process are as follows, 

(a) Planning 

(b) Project monitoring and control 

(c) Termination analysis. 

(a) Planning 
This is the first phase in the process of project management. The primary goal of this phase is to generate a project plan. The 
plan is generated in such a way that all the objectives are successfully met. It is prepared prior to the development activity and 
gets to updated as we move further in the development process. The activities dominated in this phase includes cost estimation, 
project staffing, controlling; tracking the quality associated plans, identifying project schedule and milestones etc. 

In addition to the overall cost and schedule estimation, costs and schedules for individual activities are also determined. 
All the software quality assurance activities are also performed as a part of project plan. 

(b) Project Monitoring and Control 
This is the longest phase in the project management process as it involves most of the development activities. The 
primary objective of this phase is to perform all the project management activities and to assure that the objectives are 
met successfully in accordance with the predefined plan. The potential risks are also monitored which would otherwise 
prevent the project from fulfilling its objectives. 

Hence, proper information about the project is required by the management process during project tracking phase. This 
information can be obtained from the development process i.e., all the information pertaining to the project is made 
available to the management process by the development process. 

The total effort is distributed among the various phases of software development. This is done to verify whether the total 
cost exceeds the expected cost, if it so, then corrective actions are taken otherwise the probability of meeting cost, schedule 
and quality objectives is low. 

(c) Termination Analysis 
This is the last phase in project management which is usually executed after the completion of development process. The 
basic goal of this phase is to provide information about the development process. 

This is done by obtaining the data from many projects using the predictability methods. The data collected is then used 
after making predictions and estimations about the future projects.-It is also used for analyzing the processes. 

The relationship between.  the management and development processes is shown in the figure below. The figure depicts 
that the planning must be perfoimed'prior to the process development whereas termination analysis must be done after 
the development. 

PROJECT ,_PROJECT MONITORING AND TERMINATION MANAGEMENT 

PLANNING CONTROL ANALYSIS PROCESS 

DEVELOPMENT 
PROCESS 

TIME 

Figure: Relationship between Development and Management Process 
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5.9  COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS (a) Initial Development Costs 
These are nonrecurring (i.e., onetime) costs that are 
incurred while performing 
+ System analysis 
+ System design 
+ Coding, testing and debugging 
+ Training and conversion 
+ Inspections and walkthrough 
+ Documentation. 

(b) Capital Costs 
Capital costs are nonrecurring (i.e., one time) costs. 
These costs are incurred while, 
+ Purchasing new equipments, software package 
+ Performing file conversion 
+ Installing the equipments 
In addition to these costs, there is a possibility that some 
extra costs may be incurred while using a new software, 
purchasing new peripheral devices etc. 

(c) Annual Costs 
Operations and maintenance are recurring costs that are 
initiated as soon as the system installation is completed. These 
costs include usage cost, overhead cost (power, insurance). 
supply cost, personnel cost (salaries), programmer's 
maintenance cost. In addition, an extra ongoing cost is 
incurred while performing personnel training. 

Q31. Explain in detail about cost benefit analysis. 
Answer : Model Paper.II, Q13(a) 

Cost-benefit Analysis 
Cost benefit analysis is considered as a best method of 

estimating the financial impact of developing an information 
system, which is a kind of business investment similar to new 
warehouse development process. This analysis is performed 
in order to determine whether alternative design options are 
economically feasible or not. It is very much essential to 
compare the benefits of information system against the benefits 
of capital budgeting projects. 
Benefits of Information Systems 

The benefits of information system is measured based 
on the financial and economical impact the project has on 
the organization. The following are the different benefits of 
information system, 

(a) Tangible benefits 
(b) Intangible benefits. 

(a) Tangible Benefits 
Tangible benefits are the benefits that are measured in 
terms of money or profit i.e., they are quantitative. 
Examples 
❖ Increased revenues 
+ Decreased costs 
+ Reduce processing errors 
+ Faster turnaround 
+ Reduced inventory cost 
+ Reduced administrative expenses 
+ Reduced cost of paperwork processing. 

(b) Intangible Benefits 
Intangible benefits are another important type of benefits 
that cannot be measured in terms of money i.e., they are 
not quantitative. 
Examples 

5.10 DETAILED DESIGN 

• 

Costs of Information System 
The cost associated with the development of information 

system needs to be estimated both by users as well as system 
analyst. Though cost may overweight the benefit factor, the 
latter is very important when compared to former as the 
selection of project is done mostly based on benefit factor i.e., if 
cost is more than benefit, then it is not feasible to develop such 
projects. Some of the different types of costs are as follows,.  

(a) Initial development costs 

(b) Capital costs 
(c) Annual costs. 
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Better customer service 
Improved employee's morale values 
Better decision making 
Increased customer goodwill 
Improved job satisfaction. 

Q32. Explain in detail the phases of detailed system 
design. 

Answer 
Detailed System Design 

The various phases of detailed system design are as 
follows, 
Phase: 1 Project Planning and Control 

Project planning and control is the foremost step I 
detailed system design because using this step standards mnir 
be established and proper feedback can be prepared..  
Activities in Project Planning 

The activities performed during project planning are, 
Setting up the major objectives of the project 
Defining the tasks of the project 
Designing a network diagram that illustrates seq 
and parallel events.. 
Preparing work schedule with respect to the-
requirement 

(v) Preparing a budget for the project. 
Activities in Project Control 

The activities performed during project-control phase 
Getting a feedback regarding the actual performanc 
the project 

(ii)  Taking necessary action whenever required in orix-
maintain control. 

( 

(i) 
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Phase 2 : User Involvement 
In this phase, users are involved in the design process 

by the system designers. The designers capture the users 
requirement and inform them about the new information system 
that is being developed. The users are given assurance that this 
new system is highly beneficial. 
Phase 3 : Detailed Sub-Sysiem Definition 

In this phase, the entire system is broken down into 
many sub-systems. Every individual sub-system is defined so 
as to know about their activities required as well as the inputs 
and outputs of these sub-systems. This decomposition process 
is carried out in the following manner, 

System 

Sub-system 

Functional component 

Task 

Sub-task 

Operation element 

Figure 
Phase 4: Output/Input Design 

For answer refer Unit-V, Page No. 123, Q.No. 33. 
Phase 5: User's Feedback 

In this phase, users are again involved by the designers 
so as to know their feedback regarding the new information 
system. This phase leads to the acceptance of this new MIS 
system. It is the responsibility of a system analyst to show a 
demo on the new MIS to the users. 
Phase 6 : Database Design 

In this phase, a database is designed by a. designer by 
taking into account the following points, 

(i) Identifying all data tables, their attributes, key fields and 
relation between the tables 

(ii) Identifying record types 
(iii) Identifying data types 
(iv) Normalizing data tables 	, 
(v) Documenting data dictionary. 
Phase 7: Procedural Design. 

In this phase, procedures are defined so as to enhance the 
effectiveness bf the information system. The different categories 
of procedures are, 
(i) Data entry procedures„ 
(ii) Run time procedures 
(iii) Error-handling procedures 
(iv) Security and backup procedures 

(v) Software documenting procedures. 

Now, while designing procedures, a designer needs to 
consider the following points, 

(i) The designer must clearly understand the purpose, 
quality standard of each procedure 

(ii) The designer must create a stepwise direction of every 
procedure 

(iii) The designer must finally document all procedures. 

Phase -8: Documentation Design 
In this phase, a system analyst documents the detailed 

design. This documentation consists of the following elements, 

(i) System objectives 

(ii) Design constraints 

(iii) Inputs/outputs 

(iv) Data files.  

(v) Procedures 

(vi) Proposed system 

(vii) Input/output, program, database specifications 

(viii) Installation cost 

(ix) Implementation cost 

(x) System test conditions.   

Q33. Discuss briefly the output/input design. 
Answer : 
Output/Input Design 

Output and input design specification is used by 
programmers for developing programs, which generate the 
required output/input. It is considered as a crucial factor of 
information system because decisions are generally dependent. 
on the output generated from the system as well as the input 
supplied to the system. 

1. Output Design 
A quality output can be obtained only when the end user 

requirements are met and when the information is presented in 
a clear and precise manner. Process results are communicated 
to the users in the form of outputs. The design of outputs 
is necessary in order to ensure the use and acceptance of 
information system. The objectives of a system analyst while 
designing the output are as follows. 

• To design the output as desired by the user. 

• To provide the output on time 

To select the right method to present the output. 

Output Design Objectives 
The objectives of output design produced by an MIS 

include, 
(i) The design must portray historical, present as well as 

future information. 

(ii) The design must highlight vital events, opportunities 
and issues. 

(iii) The design must take ,necessary action whenever an 
event is triggered. 

(iv) The design must confirm an action generated after the 
execution of certain transactions. 
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Layout of Output 
The presentation of output usually plays a very important role in output design. The presentation needs to be either in a 

tabular or graphical or both formats. Generally, tabular format is preferred while designing detailed reports. On the other hand, 
graphical format is used while representing patterns in data and trends. 

Input Design 
Input to the system is the important element that has direct impact on the outputs generated from the system. Therefore, 

input design is as important as output design. 

2. Input Design Objectives 
The major objectives of input design are as follows, 

(i) The design must not include irrelevant data i.e., amount of data must be limited 

(ii) The design must avoid processing delay while performing data entry by automating the process of data capture 

(iii) The design must avoid data entry errors by using input validation techniques 

(iv) The design must be simple and easy to use. 

Layout of Input 
The layout of input design must include the following, 

(i) Heading of data entry 

(ii) Date of data entry 

(iii) Data leading 

(iv) Data type 

(v) Initials of data entry operator. 

5.11  IMPLEMENTATION 
Q34. Explain the implementation phase of the project. 
Answer : 

Implementation Phase 
The implementation phase consists of those tasks which are necessary to bring a developed system into operational use. 

The following are the activities performed during the implementation phase of system development life cycle. 

1. Programming the software 

2. Testing the software 

3. Training the personnel 

4. Converting old system to new system. 

1. Programming the Software 
Programming is a process of converting the activities performed in the earlier phases of development process into a coded 

form called program. A program must be designed in such a way that it should be able to adapt this program in any changing 
environments. Designing a program requires developing a hierarchy of self-contained modules that individually performs 
independent functions like reading, writing records, performing calculations. A single module can be viewed in different part s 
of same program or in different programs if and only if the functions executed by this module is independent of the functions 
executed by other modules. 

However, while designing such programs, many issues related to the transfer of control and data among different procedures were 
encountered. These issues were resolved by employing structured programming techniques which consists of three control structures (i.e.. 
sequence, selection and iteration) that are responsible for managing the program logic. The implementation ofthese structures is done using 
various procedures defined in the system program. For example in Java, the selection codtrol structure is implemented using 'if then' or 
`switch' statements, whereas iteration structures are implemented using 'for' and 'while' statements. 

Many of the programers preferred using new structured programming techniques that led to the following two organizational 
strategies within an organization. 

(i) Programmer team 

(ii) Structured walkthrough. 
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(i) Programmer Team 
It consists of programming specialists and a programming project manager. 

(ii) Structured Walkthrough 
Structured walkthrough is one of the most popular method employed in many organizations. It is basically a reviev. 
process, wherein the activities of programmers are reviewed by their peer members. The major objective of this process 
is to detect errors and to enhance the work quality at design and implementation phase Of SDLC. The members that are 
responsible for carrying out structured walkthrough provide only positive feedback. 

2. Testing the Software 
The next activity performed in the implementation phase after coding is testing. In this, the code written is tested to ensure 

that there are no errors in the program and that the system developed according to its objectives. While testing, it is necessary to 
ensure that the input data is tested against all the unusual conditions (out of range value, decimal objects) that could affect the 
programs execution. 

Initially, the programs are tested using artificial data and then using "live" data. Once the programs are tested, subsystems 
and system-level testing is performed. In this testing, there is a high possibility of many problems to be encountered because of 
the following reasons, 

❖ Interface between high-level and low-level program modules. 

❖ Integration of individual program modules so as to form a complete system. 

3. Training the Personnel 
Training is one of the most important activity that should be carried out as and when the new systems are being introduced. 

Without proper training, it would be very difficult for the person to understand the new procedures and the functionalities of the 
new systems. Due to which, the performance level of the system may be decreased. 

It is necessary to conduct training for the. following three personnels of the organization. 

+ Managers 

+ Supervisors 

+ Data-entry operators. 

Managers 
Managers need to be trained so that they can easily understand the functionalities of the system and also the impact of 

system on their activities. 

Supervisors 
Supervisors need to be trained so that they can easily understand the system's functionality and its impact on the job of 

the people they supervise. Supervisors are given training regarding the different input methods and the way of handling outputs 
and managing the files. 

Data Entry Operators 
Data entry operators are to be trained thoroughly regarding the methods of validating the data inputs, maintaining the files etc. 

4. Converting old System to New System (System Conversion) 
System conversion is the process of converting the existing system into a new system. The following are the four strategies 

employed for performing the conversion process. 

(i) Parallel conversion 

(ii) Phased conversion 

(iii) Cut-over conversion 

(iv) Pilot conversion. 

(i) Parallel Conversion 
In this conversion method, the existing system as well as the new system are operated simultaneously till the new system 
functions efficiently and correctly. In order to decide which performance measures are to be used for evaluating the success 
factor, an agreement is made between the end users and systems analyst. The conversion process is terminated, whenever the 
new system fails to perform the functions. However, such termination doesn't have any impact on the ongoing operations 
of existing system. 

'A\ 
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Advantage 

The level of risk is reduced. 

Disadvantage 

It is expensive as two systems need to be executed parallely. 

(ii)  Phased Conversion 

The large information systems are fragmented into several functional or organizational modules. Each of these modules 
are phased into the operation one at a time i.e., the new module will be phased in only when the old module has been 
phased out. During this conversion, it is necessary to use temporary file conversion modules at the interface between old 
and new modules. 

Advantages 

• The level of risk is reduced 

+ It is easy for the users to learn one module at a time than the entire integrated system. 

Disadvantages 

• It is expensive and time consuming conversion 

+ It may sometimes lead to confusion 

+ Data inconsistencies may occur if both old and new modules are used. 

(iii)  Cut-over Conversion/Flat-cut Conversion 

In this type of conversion, the old system is completely discarded and replaced with the new system so as to perform th 
intended business operations. 

Advantages 

+ It is inexpensive as only single system is executed. 

+ It doesn't consume much time i.e., conversion is accomplished quickly. 

Disadvantages 

It is highly risky. 

(iv)  Pilot Conversion/Trial Conversion 

In this type of conversion, the new system is initially executed in a single smaller unit of the organization. Such executio 
helps the designer in identifying the problems encountered in using the new system. These problems are solved by makin 
necessary modifications to the new system before implementing it in the other units of business organization. This ty p 
of conversion is used while determining the compatibility level between the users and the systems. 

Advantage 

The level of risk is reduced. 

Disadvantage 

The benefits incurred while implementing the entire system at once are delayed. 
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INTERNAL ASSESSMENT 

OBJECTIVE TYPE 
I. Multiple Choice 

1.   module maintains all the details of the employees such as attendance, salary, contact information etc. 

[ [ 

(a) Financial system 

(b) Human resource system 

(c) Marketing system 

(d) Sales and distribution system 

2. system deals with inventory stock in a warehouse. 

(a) Manufacturing 

(b) Plant maintenance 

(c) Materials management 

(d) Quality management 

j. In  strategy, the whole ERP system is implemented at once and all modules are installed 

simultaneously. [ 

(a) CRM 

(b) TQM 

(c) Phased 

(d) Big-bang 

4.. Preparing production schedules of each manufacturing unit is a  activity of SCM 

(a) Operational 

(b) Tactical 

(c) Strategic 

(d) None of the above 

5. Spending more time with existing customers rather than attracting new customers is a feature of  

(a) CRM 

(b) TQM 

(c) SCM 

(d) All the above 

6. Sales force automation is an example of  CRM. 

(a) Analytical 

(b) Collaborative 

(c) Operational 

(d) None of the above 
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7. shows major inputs, outputs and processes of a system. 

(a) Data flow diagrams 

(b) Connectivity diagrams 

(c) System flowcharts 

(d) Decision tables 

8.   is a file that maintains information about every data element and data grouping available within 

system. 

(a) DFD 

(b) Decision table 

(c) Grid charts 

(d) Data dictionary 

9. Problem definition is step in the sequence of system design. 

(a) First 

(b) Second 

(c) Third 

(d) Fourth 

10. In phase, the system is broken down into many subsystems. 

(a) Project planning 

(b) Data base design 

(c) Detailed sub-system definition 

(d) Procedural design 

II. Fill in the Blanks 

1. CRM stands for 

2. 	is the working model of a product or information system developed for demonstration. 

3. Training, testing, going-live and customization are the phases in the development of 	 

4. 	is the mostly used ERP system implementation strategy. 

5. In 	stage, alternative solutions are identified to determine the most appropriate one. 

6. 	feasibility helps in determining the reliability and capability of hardware and software. 

7. 	is a process that enables the developer to create a model of the software that must be built. 

8. 	benefits are the ones that cannot be measured in terms of money. 

9. Preparing work schedule with respect to user requirements is an activity in 	 

10. The fourth stage in SDLC is 	 
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K E Y 

I. Multiple Choice 

1. (b) 2. (c) 3. (d) 4. (a) 5. (a) 

6. (c) 7. (b) 8. (d) 9. (a) 10. (c) 

he II.  Fill in the Blanks 

1. Customer Relationship Management 

2. Prototyping 

3. ERP 

4. Phased strategy 

5. Feasibility study 

6. Technical 

7. Prototyping 

8. Intangible 

9. Project planning 

10. System development. I 
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Ill.  Very Short Questions and Answers 

Q1. Describe the phased strategy of ERP system. 

Answer : 
In phased approach, every module of the ERP system is implemented one after the other in a sequential order. This means 

at any given time, only one module is implemented. This strategy is useful in organizations where two departments do not share 

any common processes or business units. 

Q2. What is the main objective of SCM? 

Answer : 
The main objective of SCNI. is to maximize  or increase the overall value of a firm. 

Q3. Define Decision Table. 

Answer : 

Decision table is one of the method to deal with various combination of things in order to produce different results. It 
can also be called as called-effect table. It states the complex business rules in a systematic way. These tables can be used in test 
design since they help the testers in exploring the effects of various inputs and states of the software.  

Q4. What is the final step in SDLC? 

Answer : 

The final step after implementing the system is maintenance, wherein any sort of modifications or enhancements that 
are required are performed on the system. This phase consumes high amount of time and cost when compared to other initial 
development phases. 

Q5. What should be included in the layout of input? 

Answer : 

The layout of input design must include the following, 

(i) Heading of data entry 

(ii) Date of data entry 

(iii) Data leading 

(iv) Data type 

(v) Initials of data entry operator. 
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Q1. List some of the limitations of DSS. 
Answer : 

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 2, Q.No. 3. 

Important Question 

Q2. Write short notes on functions of management. 
Answer : 

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 3, Q.No. 7. 

Important Question 

Q3. Explain in brief about decisional role of management. 
Answer : 

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 4, Q.No. 10. 

Important Question 

Q4. Define MIS. Why it is important? How the concept of MIS is evolved? 
Answer : 

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 5, Q.No. 11. 

Important Question 

Q5. Discuss about Information Resource Management (IRM). 
Answer : 

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 8, Q.No. 17. 

Important Question 

Q6. Explain end user computing in context with MIS. 
Answer : 

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 8, Q.No. 18. 

Important Question 

Q7. Discuss in brief about managerial view of IS. 

Answer : 

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 11, Q.No. 20. 

Important Question 

Q1. What are the merits of SDLC approach. 

Answer : 

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 22, Q.No. 1. 

Important Question 

Q2. Write short notes on technical and operational feasibility. 

Answer : 

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 22, Q.No. 3. 

Important Question 

Important Question Answer : 

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 23, Q.No. 8. 
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Q3. Discuss in brief about EIS. 
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IQ.2 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM 

Q4. Discuss the evolution of information systems. 

Answer : Important Question 

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 28, Q.No. 16. 

Q5. Discuss how the system approach can be used in problem solving. 

Answer : Important Question 

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 29, Q.No. 17. 

Q6. Discuss the stages in the development of information systems. 

Answer : Important Question 

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 34, Q.No. 21. 

Q7. List and discuss the categories of feasibility of proposed system. 

Answer : Important Question 

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 35, Q.No. 22. 

Unit-3 
01. What are the factors which affect the reliability of planning? 

Answer : Important Question 

For answer refer Unit-III, Page No. 42, Q.No. 2. 

Q2. Write about Avoidance of uncertainty with respect to nature of control in organizations. 

Answer : Important Question 

For answer refer Unit-III, Page No. 43, Q.No. 6. 

Q3. List the steps involved in business system planning. 

Answer : Important Question 

For answer refer Unit-III, Page No. 44, Q.No. 10. 

Q4. What is meant by organizational planning? Explain about the process of setting goals and objectives. 

Answer : Important Question 

For answer refer Unit-III, Page No. 45, Q.No. 11. 

Q5. Describe the three levels of information requirements. 

Answer : Important Question 

For answer refer Unit-III, Page No. 54, Q.No. 24. 

Q6. Explain the procedure for business system planning. 

Answer : Important Question 

For answer refer Unit-III, Page No. 57, Q.No. 29. 

Q7. What do you understand by ends/means,analysis? 

Answer : Important Question 

For answer refer Unit-III, Page No. 58, Q.No. 30. 
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IQ.3 Important Questions 

Unit- 4 
Important Question 

Q1. Distinguish between intranets and extranets. 
Answer : 

For answer refer Unit-IV, Page No. 67, Q.No. 4.   

Important Question 

Important Question 

Q2. Define Intelligence. 
Answer : 

For answer refer Unit-IV, Page No. 67, Q.No. 5.   

Q3. Discuss any one application of Artificial Intelligence. 
Answer : 

For answer refer Unit-IV, Page No. 67, Q.No. 6. 

Impor4nt Question 

Q4. Write a note on Business Process Reengineering. 
Answer : 

For answer refer Unit-IV, Page No. 68, Q.No. 9. 

Important Question 

Q5. Explain electric commerce consumer applications and organization applications. 
Answer : 

For answer refer Unit-IV, Page No. 78, Q.No. 19. 

Ion 

Q6. What is a human resource information system? What are the typical components of a human resource 
information system? 

Answer : Important Question 

For answer refer Unit-IV, Page No. 88, Q.No. 27. 

Answer : Important Question 

Answer : Important Question 

Q7. Explain in detail how extranet has made a tremendous impact on the functionality of a business. 

Q8. Explain briefly the strategic information system and its characteristics. 

For answer refer Unit-IV, Page No. 85, Q.No. 23. 

For answer refer Unit-IV, Page No. 95, Q.No. 33. 

4 on unit_ 

on 
Important Question 

Q1. Discuss any two modules of EPR. 

Answer 

For answer refer Unit-V, Page No. 102, Q.No. 1. 

Important Question OS 

Q2. Write a brief note on data dictionary. 
Answer 

For answer refer Unit-V, Page No. 103, Q.No. 4. 
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Q3. What are the objectives of system design? 

Answer : 

For answer refer Unit-V, Page No. 103, Q.No. 5. 

Important Question 

Q4. Write in detail about the future trends in CRM. 

Answer : 

For answer refer Unit-V, Page No. 113, Q.No. 20. 

Important Question 

Q5. Write short notes on Procurement Management Systems. 

Answer : 

For answer refer Unit-V, Page No. 113, Q.No. 21. 

Important Question 

Q6. What is meant by prototyping? Discuss in detail the prototyping model. 

Answer : 

For answer refer Unit-V, Page No. 119, Q.No. 28. 

Important Question 

IQ.4 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM 

a 
a 

Q7. Explain in detail about cost benefit analysis. 

Answer : Important Question 

For answer refer Unit-V, Page No. 122, Q.No. 31. 
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Code No. 8032/E 

FACULTY OF COMMERCE 
B.Com. I-Year II-Semester (CBCS) Examination 

May/June - 2017 
(Only for Computer Courses) 

Subject : Management Information Systems (MIS) 
Paper Code - BC - 207 Course Type DCS - 4B 

Time: 3 Hours Max. Marks: 80 

Part - A ( 5 x 4 = 20 Marks) 

(Short Answer Type) 

Note: Answer any Five of the following questions. 

1. Levels of Management 

2. Types of Information Systems 

3. Planning VS Control 

4. DSS 

5. SCM 

6. Prototyping 

7. Nature of control 

8 Sequence of IS. 

Part - B ( 5 x 12 = 60 Marks) 

Note: Answer ALL the questions. 

9. (a) Write about the various functions of management. 

OR 

(b) Write about managerial views of IS. 

10. (a) Explain how efficiency and effectiveness criteria achieved in IS. 

OR 

(b) Write as to how information systems facilitate business problems solving. 

11. (a) Write about the nature, characteristics and process of planning 

OR 

(b) Explain the different phases of Business systems planning. 

12. (a) Explain the role of information system for Managerial Decision support. 

OR 

(b) Write about the different components of E-commerce. 

13. (a) Write about ERR 

OR 

(b) Write about systems analysis and design. 
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QP.2 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

SOLUTIONS TO MAY/JUNE-2017, Q.P 
Part - A ( 5 4 = 20 Marks) 

Note: Answer any Five of the following questions. 

Q1. Levels of Management 

Answer : 

There are three broad levels of management as given below, 

1. Top level management 

2. Middle level management 

3. Lower level management. 

1. Top Level Management 

Top management of an organization consists of Board of Directors, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer. Top management 
integrates the functions of the whole organization. 

2. Middle Level Management 

Middle management stands between top management and supervisory or lower management level. 

3. Lower Level Management 

Lower management is concerned with efficiency in using resources of the organization. 

Q2. Types of Information Systems 

Answer: 

Type of Information Systems 

Different types of information systems are categorized into two major categories. 

I. Operations support system 

II. Management support system. 

I. Operations Support System 

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 30, Q.No. 18, Topic: Operations Support System. 

Types of Operations Support System 

The following are the different types of operations support system. 

1. Transaction processing systems 

2. Process control systems 

3. Enterprise collaboration systems. 

II. Management Support System 

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 31, Q.No. 18, Topic: Management Support System. 
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Types of Management Support System 

The following are the different types of management support system, 

1. Management information system 

2. Decision support system 

3. Executive information system. 

    

  

Q3. Planning VS Control 

Answer : 

     

  

Planning can essentially be defined as the key management role in every organization such as private business, a nonprofit 

organization, corporate business or government agency. 

The control can be defined as a procedure which identifies deviations through plans and shows corrective actions or 

measures. Every organization function have group of controls related with it. 

Planning describes the activities and their sequence that can occur in future to achieve a specific target. On the 

otherhand, control refers to the smoothening of modifications done with respect to the plan or within the plan. In other 

words, control is used in order to correctly implement the plans. 

   

Both these terms are interlinked and interdependent. 

    

  

Q4. DSS 

Answer 

A decision support system is basically an interactive computer-based information system. It supports the managers 
and business professionals in making productive decisions by facilitating the required interactive information such as, 

❖ Consequences of various decision alternatives, based on the previous experience. 

 

   

.;. Comparative sales figure on a weekly basis etc. 

A DSS analyzes large amounts of data and information in a fast and sophisticated manner in order to make appropriate 

decisions. 

  

Q5. SCM 

Answer : 

For answer  refer Unit-V, Page No. 108, Q.No. 15; Topic: Supply Chain Management. 

   

  

Q6. Prototyping 

Answer 

For answer refer Unit-V, Page No. 119, Q.No. 28, Topics: Prototyping Model, Method of Prototyping. 

   

   

Q7. Nature of control 

     

  

Answer : 

     

  

The nature of control in an organization depends on the measurement of two major factors i.e., performance and standards. 

Performance refers to a measured value of an organization with respect to number of input units, activity and output. Standard 

is used by the management for computing the performance of an organization and to determine whether it is statisfactory or 

not. The standard is applied based on activities, objects, output or some other factor. 
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QP.4 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

The three major terms which are related to the nature of control are, 

1. Performance standards 

2. Avoidance of uncertainty 

3. Behavior of control personnel. 

Q8: Sequence of IS 

Answer: 

The sequence of IS development involves a set of activities which are modeled as software development life cycle. 

It is a process of developing the information system through a multistep process. 

The following are the steps involved in the sequence of IS development, 

Step 1: Problem definition 

Step2: Feasibility study 

Step3: System analysis 

Step4: System design 

Step5: Detailed system design 

Step6: System implementation 

Step7: System maintenance. 

Part - B ( 5 x 12 = 60 Marks ) 

Note: Answer ALL the questions. 

Q9. (a) Write about the variousfunctions of management. 

Answer : 

For answer  refer Unit-I, Page No. 12, Q.No. 22. 

OR 

(b) Write about managerial views of IS. 

Answer : 

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 11, Q.No. 20. 

Q10. (a) Explain how efficiency and effectiveness criteria achieved in IS. 

Answer : 

For answer  refer Unit-II, Page No. 32, Q.No. 19.  

OR 

(b) Write as to how information systems facilitate business problems solving. 

Answer 

Systems approach provides a systematic way of developing a good solution to business problems using 

system. 

For remaining answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 29, Q.No. 17. 
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Q11. (a) Write about the nature, characteristics and process of planning. 

Answer : 

 

 

Nature of Planning 

The nature of planning is that it is purposeful and a primary function in the process of managing an organization. It 

is an organized way of forecasting future opportunities by taking into consideration the probability of the opportunities to 

take place and design appropriate ways/actions to take advantage from these opportunities. 

Characteristics of Planning 

The following are the characteristics of planning, 

1. Planning is a basic management function 

2. Planning is an intellectual process 

3. Planning is object-oriented 

4. Planning is future-oriented 

5. Planning is flexible in nature 

1. Planning is a Basic Management Function 

Planning is the foundation of management as it is the first and the foremost activity or the function of management. 

Planning is done at each level for each and every management function such as organizing, staffing, directing and 

controlling. 

2. Planning is an Intellectual Process 

Planning is an intellectual process as it includes innovative thinking, imagination, forecasting,-assessing, making 

good judgement and decision-making process about various activities of an organization. Planning cannot be done 

in a day or two, as it is an organizational process and involves creation, refinement and maintenance of a plan and 

also integrating the plan with other plans. 

3. Planning is Object-oriented 

Planning is a process which is used to analyze the vision, mission, goals and objectives of the business. Planning 

helps in making plans for individuals, groups and organization inorder to achieve their goals or objectives. 

4. Planning is Future-oriented 

Planning is imagination in nature, as it anticipates the things to take place in future. It involves an imaginary/ 

anticipatory decision-making process which analyzes the future course of action. The importance of planning is 

forecasting which helps in preparing the manager for future. 

5. Planning is Flexible in Nature 

The plans are made flexible in nature that is, they provide the likely action plans for various conditions such as optimistic, 

realistic and pessimistic situations. The plan should be so flexible that it must be capable of being changed with the 

changing circumstances. Besides this, the plan must also provide a contingency plan in addition to the main plan as this 

would help the managers to be ready for the changing situations. 

Process of Planning 

 

For answer refer Unit-III, Page No. 52, Q.No. 21. 

 

   

OR 
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QP.6 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
(b) Explain the different phases of Business systems planning. 

Answer : 

For answer refer Unit-III, Page No. 57, Q.No. 29. 

Q12. (a) Explain the role of information system for Managerial Decision support. 

Answer : 

Role of Information System for Managerial Decision Support 

One of the major roles that information systems play to assist managers in decision making is that it speeds up 

process of responding to the changes occurring in the business environment. These systems provide many tools to monitor, 

plan and organize various aspects of the organization before taking any decision. 

Managers can make use of IS based technologies like Artificial Intelligence, Intelligent agents etc., to simplify and 

automate their roles that are decision oriented. 

Artificial Intelligence 

Artificial intelligence means, the development computer systems (both hardware and software) that best perform 
various activities, similar to human beings with intelligence and common sense. These systems have to be programmed 
such that, they have the qualities of human beings like logic, reasoning, intuition and common sense. The expertise and 
decision making associated with humans, must be incorporated into artificial intelligence systems so that, they have the 
ability to learn natural languages and to perform various physical tasks in a coordinated manner. 

Intelligent Agents 

They are computational entities (programs), that have clear intentions and goals. If an agent receives a request 
message, it determines whether the fulfillment of that request is not serviced. They can be better utilized for searching 

through voluminous information. 

Typically, most of the decisions in an IS-based organization are made using Decision Support System (DSS). It is an 

interactive computer-based system that assist in efficiently utilizing the data model for solving unstructured problems. This 

enhances the process of decision making. It helps the managers in examining the long range effects of newer organizations 

so that they can easily depict the future problems. This system supports decision making by, 

1. Automating decision procedures 

2. Providing information regarding different decision processes 

3. Stimulating innovation in decision making process.   

OR 

(b) Write about the different components of E-commerce. 

Answer: 

Components of E-Commerce 

The basic components of E-commerce include, 

1. Database 

2. DHTML 
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3. Document object model 

4. Security 

5. Payment processing. 

1. Database 

In an E-commerce system, database carries data related to the person carrying out electronic transaction such as name 

of the customer, E-mail address, contact number, payment method, items ordered etc. It also include data related to 

the products available in the electronic transaction such as product ID, Price, Tax etc. 

2. DHTML 

Dynamic HTML is an extension of HTML which is used to provide rich animation, sound and other interactivel.1„ on 

web pages through the use of multimedia. This, language provides the services like, modifying text style, modifying 

pictures on web pages or inserting text over images. 

3. Document Object Model 

Document Object Model (or) DOM is an interface using which given programs/scripts can dynamically alter (arrange, 

format etc.) the contents of a given web document. Here, one has to remember that DOM remains a language and 

platform independent interface. Also, the given web document can further be processed (if required) and the result 

of which can be induced in it again. 

4. Security 

This component is used to provide security to the data and provide protection against unauthorized access. it makes 

use of techniques like digital certificates, cryptographic keys, SSL (Secure Socket Layer) etc., to provide security 

in E-commerce environment. 

5. Payment Processing 

The payment can be processed in E-commerce environment using methods like EFT (Electronic Funds Transfer), 

SET (Secure Electronic Transaction) etc., to provide a platform on which electronic transactions can be carried out 

efficiently and securely. 

Security/ 
Secure 

Transaction 
DHTML 

f
atabas1 User 

Payment 
gateway 

Payment 
Processing 

Figure: Components of E-commerce 

Q13. (a) Write about ERP. 

Answer : 

For answer refer Unit-V, Page Nos. 105, 106, Q.Nos. 11, 12. 

OR 
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(b) Write about systems analysis and design. 

Answer: 

System Analysis 

It is the third step in the development process of information systems. 

For remaining answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 35, Q.No. 21, Topic: Step3: System Analysis. 

Modeling Tools for Performing System Analysis 

For answer refer Unit-V, Page No. 114, Q.No. 22. 

System Design 

It is the fourth step in the development process of information systems. 

For remaining answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 35, Q.No. 21, Step4: System Design. 
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